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BANQUET HONORS MARSHALL GRIDDERS — Praise for the fine spirit shown
by the 1954 Marshall College football team came from these speakers at last
night’s banquet honoring the Big Green gridders. Left to right are, Ernie Salva
tore, sports editor of The Advertiser; Andy Dantoni, president of the Big Green
Club; Pete Wilson, toastmaster; Herb Royer, Marshall coach; Bob Morris, athletic ,
director and Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall president.
[. '.'Ji -

Players' Spirit Lauded At Banquet
Honoring Royer, Marshall Gridders
If they didn’t already know it, seniors on the squad. The presi speeches this duo introduced the
Coach Herb Royer and his Mar dent had checked the grades players.
Others called on for speeches
shall College football team of these three boys and revealed
or introductions were Sam Clagg,
learned last night how much the that “they have been outstand and Danny Wickline, assistant
local fans appreciated their ef ing students. Their grades for coaches; Carl Barger freshman
forts and fine spirit during the last semester revealed only one coach; Ed Prelaz, trainer; Bob
season just closed.
Ione C. All the other grades for Morris, athletic director; Andy
The occasion was the annual all three, in all subjects were Dantoni, president of the Big
grid banquet sponsored by the either As or Bs. And I think Green Club, and Dwight Statts.
Big Green Club at the Johnson a record like that speaks pretty
Memorial Church. Royer, despite good for the boys and I want
the fact that he was in the them to know that I am proud
awkward role of featured to have them as students at
speaker a a banquet honoring his Marshall.”
own team, heard Dr. Stewart
Royer had a lot of praise for
/
H. Smith, Marshall president, the fine cooperation given his
“take occasion to publically say team and pointed out that it
that Herb has done a magnifi takes a lot of cooperation froan
cent job. He has done more many people to make a suc
than just coach the boys and cessful football team. He was
teach them football. So long as quick to add that the most
football can develop boys like likely key to unlock the door
Maier, Hinte and Barnhart, I to success was some good foot
am one hundred per cent for ball players. “And we have some
football. He has won the con pretty good boys, a little green
fidence and support of the play yet but I’m glad they’re not
ers, the student body and every ripe and nearing the rotten
one on the campus as well as stage. We ask four things when
the general public.”
we look for boys for Marshall.
Dr. Smith had just compli Is he a good student? Does he
mented Co-Captains Albie Maier want to go to college? Will he
and Henry Hinte and Garland work? And can he play in our
• Barnhart who are the three conference?”
Ernie Salvatore, sports editor
of The Advertiser, introduced
Co - Captains Henry Hinte and
Albie Maier and instead of

1

■i

’Marshall Football Fete
To Be, Held Tonight
■

Marshall College football players will break training tonight
•. in a big way — but it’s certain that their coaches won’t give it
a second thought because they’ll be right in there with them.
The occasion is the annual football banquet for both the •
varsity and freshman grid teams, sponsored by the Big Green
Club, Marshall sports booster organization.
j
The banquet will be held in Johnson Memorial Church’s
spacious dining hall, starting at
6:30 o’clock.
A streamlined program has
been arranged to hold the af
..... ,r .
fair’s running time to about two
hours. Head coach Herb Royer
will be the guest speaker. Royer
1 will also introduce his 30-odd
' varsity players who compiled a
4-5 record for him in this, his
second year. He will also intro
duce members of the 2-2 frosh
Season ’'tickets for Cam Hender
team — rated one of the best in
son’s twentieth cage season at
modern Marshall history.
Marshall go on sale tomorrow.
Co-captains Henry Hinte and
The Marshall Big Green will
Albie Maier, two of the three
play twelve home games this win
will be given a special but brief
ter, beginning a week from to
graduating seniors on the team,
day.
Ernie Salvatore of The Adver
The season tickets will be sold
tiser.
for fifteen dollars. Three dollars
Opening remarks of welcome
will be delivered by Dr. Stew
less than the price of twelve sin
art H. Smith, president of Mar
gle games. All season tickets will
shall; Robert Morris, Marshall
be sold in the center section of
athletic director; and Andy
the balcony. The home games this
D’Antoni, president of the Big
season are: The Republic of China
Green Club and himself, one of
the all-time quarterbacks at the
National Basketball team, Decem
• college.
ber 8; Western Reserve, Decem
I•
Tickets will be sold at the
ber 11; Colorado State, December
door. Ladies are invited.
13; Washington and Lee, January
1; Western Michigan, January 8,
Xavier, January 13; Toledo, Janu
ary 15; Kent State, January 17;
Morris Harvey, February 5, Ohio
University, February 9; Bowling
Green, February 19; and Miami
University, February 22.
Single. game prices this year
will be $1.50, $1.25, and $1.00. The
' $1.50 seats will include’ seats in
. the center sections of both bal
conies plus, the south side down(stall's. All other reserved seats
I
will go for $1.25. General admis
sion seats will be on the end and
■ will be sold for one dollar. ■

Marshall Cage
Tickets On

Sale I°lax

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-1-54
To the Beckley Post-Herald, Beckley,W. Va.
For immediate Release

(Beckley student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MC IS)—-Georgina Daniel, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. George G. Daniel of 111 Mason Street, Beckley, is
serving As president of the Alpha Sigma Tau social sorority at

Marshall College.
Georgina was graduated in 1952 from Woodrow Wilson High School

where

she was a member of the band.

r

At Marshall she has been active in the Student Christian
Association and the Chief Justice yearbook staff.

She has also

been employed by the Huntington Chamber of Commerce while attending
Marshall.
Miss Daniel is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences.

-30-

I

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-1-54
To the West Union Herald, West^Union, W. V a.

For Immediate Release

(Greenwood student)
HUNTINGTON, <VA. —(MCIS)-- Maywood Ellifritt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Ellifritt of Greenwood, has been pledged by the Robe
at Marshall ^ollege.

The Robe is a men’s honorary organization

on the campus.
Ellifritt is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at
Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-1-54

To the Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Va.

For immediate release

(Bluefield student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MGIS)-—Keleel Ammar, son of Mr. and Mrs.

fceleel Ammar of 1430 Whitettron Street, Bluefield, has been pledged
by the Robe at Marshall College in Huntington.

The Robe is a

men’s honorary organization on the campus.

Ammar is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

-30-

cs-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-1-54

To the Independent Herald, Pineville, W. Va.
For immediate release

(Pineville student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)- Kenneth Litton, son of Mr..

and Mrs. Orville D. Litton of Box 496, Pineville, has been pledged
by the Robe at Marshall College in Huntington.

The Robe is a men’s

honorary organization on the campus.
&

Litton is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at
Marshall.

/

-30-

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-1-54

To the Beckley Post-Herald, Beckley, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Eccles student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MCIS)—Leno Raso, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Raso of Box 173, Eccles, has been pledged by the Robe at
Marshall College in Huntington.

The Robe

is an honorary organization

on the Marshall campus.

Raso is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences.
-30$
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE -- 12-1-54

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Charleston student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

(MCIS)-—Louise Priest, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Samuel E. Priest of 1583 Lee Street, Charleston, has been

elected secretary of the Junior Pan-Hellenic Council at Marshall
College in Huntington.

The Council is the governing body for all

women1s sororities on the campus.
Miss Priest is a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.

-30-

-

x MARSH ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-1-54

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Charleston Student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-— (MCIS)-—Three Charleston students

have been pledged by the Pershing Rifles organization at Marshall
College. Pershing Rifles is an honorary organization of the Reserve
Officers Training Corps Program.

The three are: Vic Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ganim Howard of

3807 Virginia Avenue; Kermit Dotson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit R.
Dotson of 1572 Piedmont Road; and John Corns, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Jennings H. Corns of Box 451*

All are freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

-30-

f
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFCKMATIOM SERVICE-- 12-1-5^

For Immediate Release

(Marshall sura er school— 1)

Marshall College officials Wednesday (Dec. 1) announced
that two six-week susmier terms ar® assured for 1955 as the result

of the that State Board of Education’s approval of Marshall's
revised budget for 1951+-55»
Deans of the college began work Immediately on a class

schedule for the two terms, June 6 to July 15, and July 18 to

August 26*

The Board Wednesday approved the request of Dr, Stewart

zq

H. Smith, Marshall president, for a revision of Marshall's

195I+-55 expenditure schedule so that summer school might be
f

in operation next June*

It had appeared that the college might

not be able to operate during the last month of the current

fiscal year*
Last May the SiBMkexzxfxz state budget director required

the college to create a five per cent reserve fund for the current
fiscal year*

This meant^that the current budget was reduced by

$73,150 and that no^unds were av: liable for next June*

The Board Wednesday approved a revision in the 195l+~55
budget that would make college funds, which had been earmarked
(

for other purposes, av,? liable for summer school operation* anj

other necessary purposes*

(more)

I

i
tF

WUsHaLL COLLEGE INFORMATION SEKVICiS—12-1-51*
/

(Hershs!! sujnaer school—2)

TheSZs

•has placed into new channels include $>0,000 to

A.

be used next June.

"Funds that we have boon able to recover are soneWhat
below the amount used last June,’1 sold Dr. Smith, "and there

naturally will be aoae curt'line nt in offerings because of this
fact.

But we are glad that the college will new be in s position

to have its usual 12-week sumer session. "
The MsrsIuB.'y’&^p^ned th't a meting to discuss the
swaner school situation was held an the c.-mpus Hwveaber 23*
Department heads and staff members at thr.4 time took preliminary

steps to uiske adjustments in the buciget so th't money for
personnel costs in June, 1955* would ba avsilacle.

A committee was appointed to study the budget with this

end in view. kxSdcx With the epprovdL of department heede «M
staff members, a totsl of §61,850 was recovered from budget

categories designated as current expenses, repairs^ Ina
and alterations, end equipment.
Among the items enceled was all out-of-state travel

sn.n money.
"It was cutfbclief," said Dr. Smith, "that it would
4
’ .
be better to make sacrifices and have a iscfcxKK full summer
session then to not raske then end h ve no school next June. *

V>

khat we have done is to postpone necessary expenditures. Cur
(

departs® nt heads and staff centers ere to be commended for
their willingness to do without cert in important items in

order to help us Vko ears of this emergency."
-30-
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December 2, 1954

President Smith:
I thought you might be interested in the
marked portion of this letter from William P. Froom
of DeKalb, Ill., who is writing his doctor’s
dissertation on news releases put out by co-educational
institutions of 2,000 to 3,000 students. Mr. Froom
is director of the Information Service of Northern
Illinois State Teachers College and is working for
his doctorate at Indiana University.

The May, June and October output of the Marshall
College Information Service is included in the study.

After you finish with the letter, I should
appreciate your returning it.
Sincerely,

James H. Herring

JHH:hkl
enc.

i

t
Northern Illinois State Teachers College

Leslie A. Holmes, President

DeKalb, Illinois
OFFICE OF REGIONAL SERVICES

November 29,1954

Mr. James H. Herring, Director
Information Service
Marshall College
Huntington, 1, West Virginia
Dear Mr. Herring:

I appreciate your letter of November 15 and the explanations
and implications which it implies. I too should like to explain
the situation with regard to Marshall College having been chosen
for this study.

When I decided to take all schools of two to three thousand
students (as listed in the U. S. Directory of Higher Education)
I found both Marshall and Emory Universities listed. Now it so
happens that Marshall was the school from which Mrs. Smith, the
ACPRA president, was drawn. It also was a coincidence that
Bradford Ansley of Emory is the president elect for 1955-56.
I'm happy to have both of them in the study but I don't want
either one to think that I had taken his or her school because
of his position or because I was expecting those institutions to
be doing good jobs because of the honors held by their public
relations directors.
In fact, just between you and me, Mr. Ansley was a long time
sending his releases and I thought he wasn't coming in the study.
Then•all at once, he sent me a big package containing everything
forthe three months involved in the study.

Seriously, Mr. Herring, you have done an excellent job and
I certainly appreciate your detailed co-operation! Either the
bulk of the other schools are not sending out individual releases
or else they haverft been careful to send me everything. So far
as coverage is concerned, it would appear that Marshall College,
the University of Wyoming, the University of New Hampshire and
Montana State College may be way at the top of the list not only
in volume but also in breadth of news covered.

Thanks again for your help, your suggestions and your feelings
about the importance of this study.
Sincerely yours,

: Bill
WPE.en

William P. Froom
Director of information Servlna

Marshall Saves Summer (
Term By Belt-Tightening'
I

Marshall Colfege has saved its 105$ summer session, threatened
with suspension by an order to set aside five per cent of the college
budget as a reserve fund.
i
The State Board of Education yesterday approved budget re
visions proposed by Marshall President Stewart H. Smith, who
| said postponement of equipment purchases and repairs and eliminaTltion of all outrof-state travel ex
penses would make $50,000 avail
able for summer school opera
tions in June.
Money from the 1955-56 budget
will become available July 1.
The two six - week summer
terms will be from June 6-July
15 and July,. 18-August 26. Deans
began work immediately on a
class schedule.
Last May the state budget di
rector required the college to
create a five per cent reserve
fund. That meant that the current
budget was reduced by $73,150
and that no personnel funds would
be available for next June.
“Funds that we have been able
to recover are somewhat below
the amount used last June,” said
Dr. Smith, “and there naturally
will be some curtailment. But we
are glad that the college will now
be in a position to have its usual
summer sessions.”
A total of $61,850 was recovered from the budget.
“It was our belief,” said Dr.
Smith, “that it would be better
to make sacrifices and have a
full summer session than to not
make them and have no school
next June. What we have done is
to postpone necessary expendi
tures. Our department heads and
staff members are to be com
mended for their willingness to do
without certain important items
in order to help us take care of
this emergency.”
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Taking time out for this group picture at last night’s Marshall College football ban
quet and looking happy about it are, left to right: C. P. (Pete) Wilson, who served
as toastmaster; head coach Herb Royer, graduating co-captains Albie Maier and
Henry Hinte, Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall president; Bob Morris, athletic direc
tor; and Andy D’Antoni, president of the Big Green Club which sponsored the af
fair. See story below.

Smith Says Marshall's Campus
Gym Facilities 'Pearest In Stat©'
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, presi
dent of Marshall College, last
night termed the college’s cam
pus physical education and ath
letic facilities as “the poorest
in West Virginia.”
In an address at the annual
Big Green football banquet, held
: in Johnson Memorial Church, the
, educator, who several months
i ago announced that efforts to
,I obtain
______a physical
_____ education
___________
and
health building for the college
have been started, said:
“Our football team must now
‘i practice on the front lawn of the
I campus and it becomes nothing
short of a mud hole by the end
of the season and our present
| gymnasium built several dec1 ades ago for a college of 320
students, today tries to meet the
demands of 2,500. It is used
morning, noon and night-’*
Dr. Smith added that Marshall

has sought to get a physical edu
cation building seven times in
the past but to no avail and
added that the efforts are now
being continued.
The college president stressed
that Marshall finds no fault with
using Memorial Field House as
its home basketball court or
Fairfield Stadium ?y its home
football field and I'.'.'at it plans
to continue to use them.
The campus physical education building would not have any
seats, he added and would in
no way be used for regular
games. The building would be,■
devoted entirely to physical edu
cation and health.
Head coach Herb Royer, in
the principal talk of the evening,
praised the spirit shown by his
1954 team which won four out of
nine games. Three of the losses
were by a total of eight points.
with two of these by two points.

As to the college’s football fu
ture, he said:
“We have some pretty good
boys, a large number of them
green. But, I’m glad they’re not
yet ripe and nearing the rotten
stage.”
He added that in his opinion
Marshall will have a “fine group
of football players next year
when I hope that some of the
bad breaks we had this year be
gin to go the other way.”
Co-captains Henry Hinte of ,
Mount Hope and Albie Maier of
New Jersey came in for special
honors. They were given special
introduction by Ernie Salvatore,
sports editor of The Advertiser,
who said:
“The fact that this year’s Mar
shall team never quit and al
ways managed to strike back
showed that it had the proper
fighting spirit and sparking that
type of spirit were its two lead
ers Maier and Hinte.”
All members of the varsity
and freshman teams were intro
duced to the audience of about
200 people. C. P. Wilson, adver
tising manager of the Hunting' ton Publishing Co, was toastmaster and brief remarks were
also heard from athletic director
Bob Morris and Big Geen Club
Pesident. Andy D’Antnnl
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(Vonn Plays

[] Marshall Budget

At College
Tomorrow .

I

Fredric Vonn, versatile piano .
satirist, will appear on the Mar
shall College convocation series 7
tomorrow at 11 A. M. in the col
lege auditrium.
Mi*. Vonn is, known for his clever
• and original arrangements and
i improvisations from themes sej lected by his audience and played
In any style or rhythm requested.
r One of the featured numbers on;
the program here will be “The|
Stars and Stripes Forever” as sev-j
eral famous conductors would!
play it.
Min Vonn received his musical
I education at Harvard University,
the Juilliard School and College of
Music; and Columbia University,
New York. He has served as a
member of the faculty of West-;
Chester Conservatory of M u s i c,
and has made four tours of Eu, rope and five of South America.
The satirist, who has been called
! “The magician of ebony and
, ivory,” has appeared with Jimmy
Durante and other popular enter
tainers on radio and television pro
grams.

A3. ..a.?

The State ‘'Ward' of l^ucalioil
today approved revisions of Mar- i
shall College’s 1954-55 expenditure
schedule made necessary by cer
ate in steps to provide for funds for
a regular summer school session
beginning in June. The revision
was necessary because of the five
per cent reserve program.
President Stewart H. Smith of
Marshall told the board that the
college had succeeded in obtaining
$50,000 to finance a session in June
through a process of elimination
and postponement through the va
rious departments in equipment
• purchases, repairs and travel.
Also at the opening session of a
' two-day meeting in Charleston the
' Board of Education approved for
forwarding to a national committee the application of William.
| Howard Gollihue of Accoville, a'
; Marshall senior, for- Fulbright
i scholarship for a year of study
' abroad. Gollihue expressed a de
sire to go to Australia to study
economics.
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Bog Green
Tickets Go
■

Marshal/ do 11 e g e basketball
season tickets go on sale to
morrow, the athlete office an
nounced today.
Season tickets will be sold for
15 dollars, three ' less than the
price of 12 single home games.
They will be located in the center
section of the balcony.
Prices for single games will be
$1.50, $1.25 and $1. The most
expensive seats will be in the
center sections of both balconies
along with the south side down
stairs. All regularly reserved seats
will sell for $1.25.
Meanwhile, the Big Green
squad, under Coach Cam Hender-'
son who is beginning his 20th'
year as head coach, is gradually
nearing condition for the opening f
of its season December 8 at the I
Field House against the touring I
1
Republic of China team.
Back for duty are. junior Charlie (]
Slack, seniors Frank Crum, Dave
.Robinson, Paul Hopper, Ray
' Frazier and Lewis Burns. Coming •
. up from last season’s top fresh-.
men squad ate six men, all of.
whom could play a lot of ball this 1
I
j year. They are Cebert Price, Paul
»Underwood, Bob Ashley, Sonny
" Parkins, Joe Hunoicut and Jerry h
\ Pierson.
|
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Plays Today
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F r e d r i c Vonn, piano
humorist and improvisor,
will appear in a convoca
tion program today at
11 A. M. in the Marshall
College auditorium. He
has appeared with Jimmy
Durante and others on
television. Mr. Vonn will
play the “Stars and
Stripes Forever” in t h e
styles of several classic
composers, and “The
Volga Boatman” as a
Spanish polka, Irish jig,
Viennese waltz and South
American rhumba.

J±
Smith Attends
Meet in Capital
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, was in
Charleston today for a meeting of
the West Virginia Council of State
College and University Presidents.
Tonight the council and the State
I Board of Education will hold a
joint dinner meeting at which fi
nancing of building improvements
and summer school sessions at
< board-operated colleges will be dis
cused.
The board of education began a
! two-day meeting in Charleston to
day. Board Secretary H. K. Baer
said college budgets and other
financial matters will be consid
ered.
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For Im #41 Me fcaleaae

(Jr. :-illifaa hagv.«ule Cannon)
Dr. ’i-illlw A'ftgad^le Cannon, profe sor of Chu ch History od
hlexical Theology at i^mory U'nivereity, Georgia, vill be the

Baccalaureate ape deer for the 1955

Marshall College spring

Cor-eencer-aAt ot the helth«»Albee Theatre, &ay 29*
Henry J* Keiber, noted industrialist, will dell er the annual

Commencement eddrs^o at Marshall Culie^e the following cUy.
(

Ko -cd priin-rlly an *.n author and editor of religious labile tlons,
of the LGrami^^ion on Ritual

fjr. C^ujcn is •

nd Worship

of the Eeth..diat “Church, vh^lrm^n of the bon d of Miniateri®!

Training of the Rerth Oeogia Confe ence of the Method let vhurch,
mesabar of the ^erlc-in Society of Church history, member of the

Aroriole <4etori<h*X Society, and ba® been written up in ** ho’3

ho

in MMhodls®.”

he is the

author of

F-^ith for Th®, a TiKKea%

The Christi n

Church', ’’The Theology of John ^^sieyt’> ”Gur Irotevt^nt

tfLha

Mieai .^r‘% n ^cccwpliahments to Lesleyfs ve-th in

and yariou® &rtiel$® in

several lyKmphlets,

c

•»•

Methodism*1,

Ko 1» also the edit or of

piritu^i V;ilu s in

uguatinu% *^plritu<l

V:\luiy.• .i In y.’Ftin Luth r7* ®nd **The Upper Koo®1-.
Dr, Cannon
l^ctur@r»

p1s<i

received recognition as a speaker and

In 1952 he waa a deleg^^.e

Confer nee of th

ape .A r at the Ecwaenical

Methodist Ci.urch &t Oxford v-nlverBity in England.
(: .OF^ J

i

i

(

I

MMUHALii COUTOS INFORMATION L^RVIGE—.12-2-54

(Dr. wllli^si Rag...dale Cannon4~2)

a lecturer atSouthern Methodist University > Texas, and visiting
professor at Hichraond College, University of London•

Dr.Cannon is a first honon graduate of Georgia University

&nd a first honor gr-duate of Yale Divinity School.

He holds

four degreesj B.A.t Univ-r&lty of Georgia; B.D.t Yale Divinity

School; FH.Dw> auma cum laude9 Yale; &nd &.D.t Asbury Gollxs&fc.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-2-54
v
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For ■Lmmediate Release

(Play Day)
The Woman1s Physical Education Department of Marshall
College will play host to five area colleges for an annual Play

Day program to be held on campus December 4 from 9^30 A. M. to

4 P. M.
Those participating are Marshall tollege, Morehead State

Teachers College, Glenville College, West Virginia Tech and
West Virginia State College.
xhe

girls from the various schools will play with, rather

than against, each other in eight different sports in the interests

of developing better inter-school relations*
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE lit- (M ATICN ^SflVlCE---- 12-2-54

For immediate release

(Student poetry)

Two Marshall College student a hove been notified that
their poems have been accepted for publication in the Annual

Anthology of College Poetry, published by the Notional Poetry

Assoc i at ionocf Los Angeles, California*
Marilyn Louise Floyd, Lesage junior, was notified that her
poep "Home-1 was accepted for publication, and Nick Hadxekyriakld^,

graduate student from Salonica, Gr?s^ ce, w(w informed that hie poers
!TApology for

Poetry11 would alao b© usod*

The Anthology is a compilation of poetry written by college
r.e« and oomen of America, representing every section of the country*

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-3-54
To The Marlington Journal, Marlington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Dunmore student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)—Linda Cassell, daughter of

Mrs. Nancy Cassell of Dunmore, was the feature vocalist for the
fifth annual Extravaganza presented

by the Music Department at

Marshall College in Huntington recently.
Miss Cassell sang Glenn Miller’s version of ”I’M Thrilled”

in the second half of the show which was a musical ’’Tribute to
Glenn Miller.”
A student in Teachers College, Miss Cassell is a junior at

Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-3-54
To Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Charleston student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Cecil Jividen, son of Dr. and
Mrs.C. M. Jividen of 657 Beech Avenue, played the saxaphone for
the Marshall College Extravaganza band in its "Tribute to Glenn

Miller" for the fifth annual Extravaganza at Marshall College in
Huntington. recently*
Jividen is a freshman in the College of Arts and Science at

C

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-3-54

♦

to The Pocfchontas Times, Marlington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Dunmore student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —foiCIS)--- Linda 0asse41|.rdau'ghter of

Mrs. Nancy Cassell of Dunmore, was the feature vocalist for the
fifth annual Extravaganza presented by the Music Department at

Marshall College in Huntington recently.

Miss Cassell sang Glen Millerfs version of’’."iTlfc Thrilled"
IS?

in the second half of the show which was a musical

"Tribute

to Glenn Miller."
A student in Teachers College, Miss Cassell is a junior at

(

Marshall.

(

-30-
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l^r-MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-2-54
For Immediate Release
To The Ashland Independent

(Ashland student)

HUNTINGTON, W . VA.---- (MCIS)----- Elmer White, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer White of 2401 Hilton Avenue, played the saxaphone for

the Marshall College Extravaganza band in its ’’Tribute tq.Glenn

Miller11

for the fifth annual Extravaganza at Marshall College

in Huntington recently.

White is a sophomore in Teachers College at Marshall.
-30-
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Cannon Will Deliver
Baccalaureate Talk

• 2. .•
1/ .p
■ Dr. William Ragsdale Cannon,’ dean of the Candler School of
Theology at Emory University in Georgia, will be speaker at Mar
shall College’s 1955 spring baccalaureate service next May 29 at
10 A. M. at the Keith-Albee Theatre, it was announced today by
Marshall President Stewart H. Smith.
Dr. Cannon, a native of Chattanooga, Tenn., has been a member of the university staff since
January, 1944, when he became
assistant professor of church his
I
tory and historical theology. He
••cl
,was made associate professor in
i
i
1946 and professor, in 1948.
Was Honor Graduate
He was graduated with honors
.&
from Dalton high school, Dalton,
Ga., and from the University of
Georgia where he received his
Bachelor of Arts degree. He re
J
ceived his Bachelor of Divinity
/
degree from Yale Divinity School i
from which he was graduated
/v;.
summa cum laude. In 1942 he re
i
ceived his Ph.D from Yale Uni
•••;:•
versity and in 1950 was awarded
the Doctor of Divnity degree by
Asbury College.
He studied on a Hooker Fellow
ship CW
wp
at Yale,
XtWC, 1950-52,
XUUU-UUJ, IU1U
and took
WVD.
first prize in all fields in which he fej.
studied at the university and first L.
prize for general excellence of
DR. W. R. CANNON
scholarship.
F---Dr. Cannon is a member of the
Commission on Ritual and Wor
ship of the Methodist Church and
chairman of the board of minis, terial training of the North Geor
gia Conference of the church. He
iwas a delegate to general and
‘jurisdictional conferences of the
••church in 1948 and 1952. He is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and
iPhi Kappa Phi.
j
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Four Agnes de Mille dancers are shown above in one of t h e dashing ballet num
bers in the Rodgers and Kammerstein musical production, “Oklahoma!” which
comes to the Keith-Albee Theatre for performances' Monday and Tuesday at 8:30
P. M, The International Co. brings the show here exactly as it was presented on
Broadway, but with new costumes and new scenery. Twenty-five stage hands are re
quired to wield the ponderous mechanics of the show. Tickets are on sale at the
Becker. Music Store.
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Smith Tells Bwrd
Of EswoSSmerat
Woes
-' y^c^ •

Dr. Stewart'H. Smith, president of Marshall College, pointed
out to the State Board of Education today in Charleston the prob
lems big enrollment increases have brought about during the cur-j
rent semester.
Dr. Smith explained that an expected 10 per cent gain in fresh
man enrollment at his school this year ballooned into an actual 41
per cent gain, from 825 a year I
“
ago to 1,065 for the first semester
of 1954-55.
Marshall’s total enrollment, in- •
eluding graduate and part-time•
students, jumped to 2,916 from
2,600 a year ago to force heavier :
loads on instructors — and even
resulting in deans teaching as
many as two classes.
Classes Are Overcrowded
Thirty or more students have
been assigned to freshman English
classes in which 25 was the maxi
mum number in the past. In the
I mathematics department, 75 fresh
men were unable this semester to
take required courses.
The situation at Marshall was
regarded by various board mem-?:
bers as indicative of what also has,
occurred at other colleges in West;
Virginia. Glenville State College,)
for instance, had a 36 per cent1
enrollment gain this year.
Dr. Smith conceded that “we:
have had to employ instructors not
fully qualified to teach freshmen
English.” He said a graduate
assistant was conducting two sec
tions, and a graduate of last May
four others.
Some Without Instructors
The Marshall president said sal
aries of those two persons are
being paid from fund earmarked
for instructors currently on leave,
but that the money will not be
available upon the return of the
’regular faculty members.
More than 40 students have

. (Con. on Page 4, in Col. 2)

Marshall
Smith

Rifle Unit
Will,
Vie
7X V?/

(

f
i

il

(Conitnued from Page One) j
>een assigned to each of the fresh- {
man mathematics classe being {
offered. For the approximately 75
first-year students not enrolled in j
such courses, no Instructors are j
I
available.
An economic professor Is teach- '■
(
|ing two sections of freshman mathematics. A professor of education!
is in charge of another.
In the speech department, fac 1
ulty members have been given an ’
extra section each to teach. In (
business administration, a parttime instructor was engaged to (
teach evening classes. One course (
was cancelled.
j
Dr. Smith aid Dean J. Frank (
t Bartlett of the Arts and Sciences
0
College is teaching one section of
s organic chemistry this semester.
Dean A. E. Harris of the graduate
school is in charge of two sections
of social studies.
1 Dean D. Bank Wilburn of the ‘
3 teachers’ college, Dean of Women 1
Lillian H. Buskirk, Dean of Men ’
Harold L. Willey and Adult Educa- ,
tion Director Paul H. Collins each t
teaches a section of freshmans
1
orientation.
1
Dr. Smith also teaches one section of that course, but that is
not unusual. He performs that duty
each year because, he has ex- j
plained, be wants to keep at leastJ
that close to actual teaching.
'
In his earlier budget request, Dr J
Smith ask for provisions for one '•
additional instructor in chemistry,
chemistry,J.
one in speech and one in the field •
of art.
He followed that up today by
asking that the board also recom
mend an additional assistant pro
fessor in accounting and an in
structor in secretarial studies.
In budget recommendations ap
proved by the board at a meeting
several months ago were provi
sions for an additional 69 staff
members, including 42 instructors,
at state colleges and institution
under its jurisdiction.
4
The total also included 11 addi
tional clerical employes, 14 cus
todial and two administrative per
sons.

By ROBERT D. WILLIS
The Marshall College Reserve
Officers Training Corps rifle team:
was io participate in the William
Randolph Hearst trophy match to
day, according to L. Colonel Tiller
E. Carter, head of the department
of military science and tactics.
I The match, sponsored by the Chi
cago Tribune, gives recognition to
th© ROTC unit with the best rifle
squad in the United States.
Team scoring is based on the
record of the top five members
on each participating squad. The
targets will be certified by Ser- ,
geant (first class) Eugene Bar
num, instructor in military science
and tactics at Marshall. Barnum
is coach of the team.
After certification, the targets
are sent to Chicago where the na
tional scores will be tabulated and
1 the winner announced.
Robe Pledges Seven
The Robe, men’s leadership fra
ternity on the campus, has pledged
seven new members. The new
pledges are Ralph Moeller, Cole
man Goodman, Maywood Ellifritt,
■ Kenneth Litton, Keleel Ammar,
Leno Rasso and James Eddins.
’ The Junior Pan-hellenic Council
will meet today at 4 P. M. in Old
Main 116. The recently elected of
ficers of the organization are: Sid
ney Green, president; Mary Pen
nington, vice-president and Louise
Priest, secretary.
Fraternity Plans Ball
On the social scene at Marshall,
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater
nity will have its annual “Birth
day Ball” tomorrow night from
9 until 1 A. M. in the Cabaret
• Room.
. The Cavalettes will sponsor their
annual “Snowball Formal” at
Spring Valley Country Club, Sat?
urday from 9 until 1 A. M.
The seventh anniversary ball of
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity will
be held Saturday at the Cabaret
Room, from 9 until 1 A. M. and
Howard Jennings’ will provide the
music.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon frater
nity will have a winter formal
and crown the “snow princess”
[Saturday from 9 until 1 A. M. at
(the Hotel Frederick Ned Guthrie
and his orchestra will play.
k1
Vonn On Convocation
Fredric the
Vonn,outstanding
1
1 ___
nnpnrorJ on theJ!
piano-humorist, appeared
Marshall College Convocation pro- ‘
gram this morning at 11 A. M. 1
in the auditorium.
•
His program included: Carmen J
Rhapsody, Impromptu-Fantasy in
A Minor, Two Preludes, Chop
Chop-Sticks, Your Favorite Favor I
ites, Stars and Stripes Forever!
and Bolero.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-3-54
To the Herald-Advertiser
For Immddiav.e Release

(State Guidance Workshop)

The state Guidance Association held a regional guidance

workshop on the Marshall College campus, Friday, December 3*

Ths workshop theme was ’’Making Guidance

Practical in My

School.”
Members of the workshop committee were Clarke F. Hess,

assistant professor of education, Marshall College, chairman;

Dr. Charles S. Runyan, associate professor of education, Marshal;
College; Mrs. Francis Grimm, dean of girls, Huntington East
high school; Rogers McAvoy, assistant director of admissions, ./

Marshall College; and Miss Mae Newman, dean of girls, Huntington
Central high school.
Two panel discussions w ere part of the workshop’s one-day

program.

During the morning session a panel discussion was

presented on What Are the Essential Guidance Services and How Can

these Services Improve Our Schools? ri

The afternoon panel

discussed the question "How Can These Guidance Services be Initiated
in Our Schools?”

Visiting consultants to the workshop included Clements Brown,

State Supervisor of Guidance Services; Walter Jarecke, professor

of education at West Virginia University; and Robert Gibson,
director of guidance at West Virginia Institute of Technology.
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To the Herald Advertiser
for release Sunday, December 5> 1954

(Choral concert)

The Marshall College Choral Union will present the "Magnificat
in D Major" by J. S. Bach and selections from Handel’s "Messiah"

at the Huntington

City Auditorium, Sunday, December 12 pt /+ p. m.

The group will be under the direction of Professor R. Wayne Hugoboom,

choral director at Marshall.
The Choral Union has formerly presented Handel’s "Messiah"
T

annually but with the sh|ft of emphasis in music education toward

acquainting the music student with more great choral works, it was

decided that the "Messiah" would be given every other year.

It is

believed that this plan will enable the public to hear many different

works and thus hear a better variety of Christinas music.

Next year

the group will again present the entire "Messiah" and the following
year the "Christmas Story" by Heinrich Shutz will be offered.

The Soloists for the performances include: Mrs. Betty Benjamin,
soprano; Professor John Creighton, tenor; and Professor Leo V. Imperi,

bass.

The chorus and orchestra will be under the direction of

Professor Hugoboom and Professor Alfred P. Lanegger will be the

concertmaster.
Tte ghoral Union is composed of members of the Marshall A Cappella

Chdr, the Men’s Concert Choir, and the Symphonic Choir.

The Magnificat, according to Professor C. Lawrence Kingsbury,
head of the Marshall music department, is "one of the greatest choral

works ever written.

It is perhaps the one work of its demensions which

ranks in every way with the very greatest of Bach.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-3-54
(Choral concert—*2)

It i s a gem of musical composition.”
According to Kingsbury the Magnificat consists of twelve distinct
numbers, with the first chorus being a brilliant orchestral

introduction of 30 measures. Kingsbury said, ”The soprano solo is
based upon the words|Texultavit spiritus^meus1 and it is doubtful
if the words ever received a better setting

than is given the mezz-

soprano voice with the support of strings and continuo.”

The duet for mezzo and tenor is supported by strings and two
flutes.

A strong chorud, follows on ”fecit potentiam”.

This is built

in,the style of a double fugue with two splendid subjects contrasted

I

with each other.
After the mezzo aria "Esurientes implevit bonis”, the music
deals with a reference to the Old Testament

concerning Abraham.

Bach has cast this in an appropriate form of older church music. Two
themes, to ”sicut locutus est ad patres nostros” and the counter theme

to PAbraham et semini ejus in secula” form the basis for a strong

double fugue.
The Magnificat ends with the ’TGloria”.

After a strong announcement

by the chorus and orchestra the chorus concludes in the style of the
opening number to round off the entire work.
-30-
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December h-, 1951*
MEMBERS OF THE SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE^

Below is one example of how facts the committee has
collected can be woven into a personal appeal.

This approach

is suitable in either a personal letter or a face-to-face
presentation*

If there is anything about it that you care to use

in making your own contacts, please feel free to do so.
James H. Herring, Secretary
Special Legislative Advisory Committee

AN APPEAL TO JOHN DO]

As a friend of Marshall College, you can be of

considerable help to the institution in its present financial
distress.

You probably have read that Marshall College suffered a

$73>150 budget cut for the 1951*—55 fiscal year and the College
was able to schedule its 12-week summer session in 1955 only
by postponing certain necessary expenditures.

With the approval

of department heads and the State Board of Education, Marshall
will finance the first month of its 1955 summer school with

funds that had been earmarked for important current expenses,

repairs and alterations and equipment.

The remainder of the

summer session will be financed out of the 1955-56 budget.
That budget will be set by the State Board of Public Works
early in December and approved by the Legislature in January.

t

o. -

AN APPEAL TO JOHN DOE
Page Two

1

r

John, we need you to help us convince the Board of

t

Public Works that Marshall College must have an adequate

!
/ »

budget to carry on the services required of it as West
Virginia’s second largest institution of higher learning.

/ ' \

Moral support from you in the form of a letter to one member
of the Board or letters to all members might help our cause.

Your reputation for sound thinking and fairness is well

/ •
/

f

known.
The five per cent budget cut which Marshall College

units likewise have been affected.
education is critical.

I

Other state spending

But the curtailment in

Further cuts are threatened.

This

would mean that Marshall College, for one, would have to
abolish its summer school.

Many teachers and prospective

key workers in state industry would be affected by that.
Did you notice in a recent edition of the U. S. News and

World Report that West Virginia leads the nation in depletion
of population?

Only two other states, Arkansas and New Hamp-

shire, have lost population in the last four years, according
to that publication.

The forty-five remaining states have gained

in population, one of them as much as 33*1 per cent.

Twenty-four

of these states have had population increases of 5 per cent or

more? eight have shown gains of 10 per cent or more; and two have
(

;•

had population growths of more than 31 per cent.

■ -,k

f

has already suffered is the result of an unexpectedly sharp

decline in revenue from state taxes.
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AN APPEAL TO JOHN DOE
Page Three

If West Virginia is to recover financially, its higher
■J

education must be protected to serve our schools with teachers
and to provide technicians for industry#

Marshall College

is the largest college in West Virginia.

It is second in

enrollment only to the State University.

The importance of

the state University cannot be over-emphasized.

The importance

of the second largest ins titution of higher learning must be
equally recognized.
That Marshall College now does not have such recognition

can be seen in the recently published analysis of state
expenditures for 1953-5*+ by Mr, D. L, Gainer, state budget

director.

On pages 11 and 12 of that report, Mr. Gainer

shows how the $68,8^3,685 spent for education was divided
up. About 7? per cent was spent in the form of state aid to

counties.

West Virginia University, with an enrollment of

^,*+38, received $6,329,573 or 9»19 per cent,. Marshall and

eight other state colleges,, having a combined enrollment of

6,717, received altogether only $*+,898,537 or jjust 7.12
per cent.

While the state University has approximately twice as
many students as Marshall, the University’s operating budget
is about four times larger.

The Marshall budget should be

increased commensurate with its services.

equitable division of funds.

There must be a more

While the University should not

be reduced in its budget, the Marshall budget should be raised

p r op ort i onat elya

t

»
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AN APPEAL TO JOHN DOE
Page Four

In your letter or letters to members of the Board of

Public Works, John, you might want to point out two vital items

in connection with the coming budget:
1*

If West Virginia is to recover
financially, education in general
must be kepi intact* To be revitalized,
the state must have new industries?
New industries will not come to a state
that does not maintain adequate edu
cational facilities*

2,

The budget of Marshall College, with
half the number of students of the
University, should be raised to an
equitable figure to cover the cost?.

Here is a list of Board of Public Works members for

o

your convenience*

Since a decision on this matter is now

in the formative stage, your effort will be more effective

if you can write within the next day or two*

Whether you

can write one letter or several, the service you render
will benefit Marshall College and West Virginia as well*

-0-
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Marshall College
Huntington, W. Va»
December M-, 1951*-
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NEWS .BROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—* 12-6-51+

FOR IMMEDIATE BROADCAST
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

THE VALUE OF MARSHALL COACH CAM HENDERSON13 SOPHOMORES WILL
BE PUT TO THE TEST WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT MEMORIAL FIELDHOUSE*

RENDER•

SON’S CHARGES WILL TAKE THE FLOOR AGAINST THE NATIONAL BASKETBALL
TEAM OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA*

IT WILL MARK THE OPENING OF CAM

HENDERSON’S TWENTIETH SEASON AT THE HELM OF THE BIG GREEN*

IT FIGURES THAT HENDERSON WILL HAVE TO DEPEND HEAVILY ON

SOPHOMORES THIS SEASON, THREE OF HIS SIX ESPECIALLY*
price;,

CENTER BOB ASHLEY, AND PAUL underwood

FORWARD cebe

are expected to see

A LOT OF ACTION IN THE FORTHCOMING CAMPAIGN*

THE CONTEST AGAIN. T THE TOP BASKETBALL PLAYERS OF NATIONALIST

y CHINA MAY SHED A LIGHT ON HOW THE SOPHOMORES PERFORMX WHEN XKKX MAR
SHALL GOES INTO ACTUAL MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE COMPETITION*

THE BIG

GREEN OPENS PLAY IN THE MID-AMERICAN SATURDAY NIGHT AGAINST TOUGH

WESTERN RESERVE.

THE

CONFERENCE OPENER WILL ALSO BE PLAYED

ON TUB?

HOME FLOOR*

NOT MUCH INFORMATION HAS BEEN FORWARD! D CONCERNING WEDNESDAY’S
OPPONENT*

THE CHINESE TEAM , CBBREHTLY TOURING THE UNITED STATES, IS

SPONSORED BY THE CHINESE AMERICAN AMATEUR ATHLETIC FEDERATION*

THEY

MOVE ON TO CHARLESTON FOR A GAME WITH MORRIS HARVEY AFTER LEAVING
HUNTINGTON *

THE ROSTER OF THE CHINESE TEAM LISTS TEN MEN *

THE GENTLEMEN

FROM FORMOSA ARE COACHED BY PROFESSOR NIU PING-YIH* EACH OF THE
TEAM MEMBERS HAS BF-JiN AMERICANIZED BY THE TITLE OF ’’MISTER” BEFORE
(

HIS NA® ON THE SQUAD ROSTER*

\
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

The value of Marshall coach Cam Henderson’s sophomores will
be put to the test Wednesday night at Memorial Fitaldhouse*

song ’s charges will take the floor against

team of the Republic of China#

Header

the National Basketball

It will mark the opening of Cara Hend

erson’s twentieth season at the helm of the Big Green*

It figures that Henderson will have to depend heavily on
sophomores this season* three of his six especially*

Forward Cebe

Price* center Bob Ashley* and Paul Underwood are expected to see

a lot of action in the forthcoming campaign
The contest against the top basketball players of nationalist
China may shed a light on how the sophomores perform when Marshall

goes into actual Mid-Amorican Conference competition*

The Big

Green opens play in the Mid-American Saturday night against tough
Western Reserve*

The conference opener will also be played on the

home floor*
Not much information has been forwarded concerning Wednesday’s
opponent*

The Chinese team, currently tourNing the United States,

is sponsored by the Chinese American Amateur Athletic Federation*
T^ey Move on to Charleston for a game with Morris Harvey after

leaving Huntington*
The roster of the Chinese team lists ten men#

from Formosa are coached b
(

)

The roster:

The gentlemen

professor Niu Ping-Yih*

(numbers in parenthesis) Mr# Leo Edward (11)*

Mr* Hoo Cha-Pen (4)* Mr* Ling Jing-Huan (5)* Mr* Tong Suet Fong (6)
Mr# Wang Tih-Jiun (7), Mr* Ng Ynot-On (8), Mr, Poon Joachim (9),

Hr. Yeo Jao-Quin(12), Mr, Yap James(13), and Mr* Lal Lan Kang (17)*

1
r W.

To the Huntington Advertiser

For rlease Thursday, December 9, 195^

(Marshall column-- 1)

By Robert Willis
Marshall Student Journalist

Marshall College will celebrate the yuletide season with
music during the next two weeks. Next Sunday, December 12, the
Marshall Choral Union will present the "Magnificat in D Major”
by J.S. Bach and selections from Handel’s "Messiah” at the Huntington

City Auditorium at b- p.m.
The groupjwill be under the direction of Professor R. Wayne

Hugoboom, choral director at Marshall. The Choral Union is composed
of members of the Marshall A Cappella Choir, the Men’s Concert
Choir, and the Symphonic Choir.

Soloists for t’e performance will include; Mrs. Betty

benjamin, soprano; Professor John Creighton, tenor; and Professor
Leo V. Imperi, bass. The chorus and orchestra will be under the

difection of Hugoboom a$d Professor Alfred P. Lanegger will serve
as concertmaster.

The Choral i-nion has formerly presented Handel’s "Messiah”
4

annually but with the shift of emphasis in music edueation toward
acquainting the music student with more great works, it was decided
that the "Messiah” would be given every other year. It is believed
(more)
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(Marshall column-—2)

that t is plan will enable the public to hear many more works of
music and thus enjoy a better variety. Next year the group will

offer the

essiah" in its hk±±xk±± entirety and the following

year they will present the "Christmas Story” by Henrich Shutz.

T- e Magnificat, according to Professor C. Lawrence Kingsbury 5
of the Marshall music department, is one of "The greatest choral

works ever

written. It is perhaps the one work of its demensions

which ranks in every way with the very greatest of Bach. It is
a gem of music composition."
(

On Wednesday, December 1?, at 7:30 p.m. the All Campus

Christmas Carol Sing will be held in the Old Main Auditorium.
All fraternity and sorority groups will participate in the sing

and the public is invited to attend.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BOB FRIED LY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

Cara Honderson will unveil hia 195U-55 Big Green tomorrow
night against the touring National Basketball team of the Republic
of China at Memorial Fieldhouse*

The Oriental hardwooders are the

opening opposition in Henderson’s twentieth campaign at Marshall*

The ageless Big Green mentor may field a starting lineup
tomorrow against the Chinese that averages slightly over 6’3.

year’s teem will probably go down as
has ever had*

one of the tallest Henderson

Senior Dave Robinson and sophomore Cebe Price will

probably start at the forwards.

center.

This

Junior Charlie Slack is the likely

Sophomore Paul Underwood and senior Ray Frasier are the

probable guards*

Tickets for the encounter ar# now on sale at Humphrey’s
Southside Pharmacy and Walgreens*

Center section seats are being

sold for $1.50* other reserve seats for $1.25* and general admission

^eats on the ends are $1*00*
Marshall students will enter through the north east gate on

presentation of activity cards.

north side of the fieldhouse.

The student section will bo the

The ide© behind the seating of the

students on one side primarily was to give more strength to tne

cheering section.
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FOR IM EDIATE BR ADCAST
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

THE NATIONAL BASKETBALL TiiM'i OR THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA WILL BE
IN TOWN TOMORROW WIGHT TO TEST CAM HENDERSON’S TWENTIETH EDITION
OF THE MARSHALL BIG GREEN.

T-3j TOURING ORIENTALS WILL BE THE FIRST

OPPOSITION OF THE SEASON FOR THE BIG GRPEK.

TICKETS FOR THE ENCOUNTER ARE NOW ON SALE AT HUMPHREY’S SOUTH

SIuE PHARMACY AND WALGRE NS.

CENTER SECTION SEATS ARE BEING SOLD

FOB $>1.50, OTHER RESERVE SEATS ARE fcl.25, AND GENERAL ADMISSION SEATS
ON THE ENDS ARE i-1.00.

A NOTE TO MARSHALL STUDENTS:

ALL COLLEGE STUDEWTS WILL ENTER

THROUGH TH?: NORTH EAST G.'TE OH PRESENTATION OF ACTIVITY CARDS.

STUDENT SECTION WILL HE THE NORTH SIDE TEMPORARY SEATS.

THE

OUTSIDERS

WILL EE SOLD

SOM?

DOWNSTAIRS SEATS.

THE IDEA BEHIND THE SEATING OF THE STUDENTS OH

ONE SIDE PRIMARILY WAS TO GIVE MORE STRENGTH TO THECHEERING SECTION.

CAM HENDERSON MAY FIELD A STARTING LINEUP TOMORROW AGAINST
THE CHINESE THAT AVERAGES SLIGHTLY OVER 6’3.

THIS YEAR’S TEAM

WILL PROBABLY GO DOWN AS ONE OF THE TALLEST HENDERSON HAS EVER
SENIOR DAVE ROBINSON AND SOPHOMORE CE0E PRICE WILL PROBABLY
J-NIOr
SOPH
START AT THE FORWARDS. CHARLIE SLACK IS THE LIKELY CENTER. PAUL

HAD.

SENIOR
UNDERWOOD AND RAY FRAZIER ARE THE PROBABLE GUARDS.

(
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To the Herald Advertiser, for release Sunday, December 12

i
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(Parthenon safety edition-- 1)

■

Friday’s edition of the Marshall College stduent newspaper,
The Parthenon, -’as one of the largest and most important papers

ever published at Marshall. The Parthenon published a 10 page
"Safety Edition” which is to be entered in the seventh annual College

Newspaper Contest on Safe Driving.

The national contest is sponsored by the Lumbermens Mutual
/

Casualty Company of Chicago, Illinois.

A total of $2100 in cash prizes is being awarded to various
college newspapers in the country for the best dailies, nondailies,
editorials, features, cartoons, and photographs pertaing to safe

driving.

The purpose of the contest is to encourage safe driving among

college students - particularly during the Winter holiday season.
The college newspaper, as the voice of the students, is a natural

medium for this job.

Last year’s $500 awards went to the "Batallion” of Texas A and M

College and the "Baronette” of the College of Stubenville, Ohio.
The judges for the contest include: B.R. Caldwell, commissioner

of the California highway patrolj Bruce Russell, Pulitzer prize
winning cartoonist for the Los Angeles Times} Wesley I. Nunn, director

of advertising for the Standard Oil Company of Indiana;Lester J.
Divine, chief of police of Oakland, California} Robert H. Campbell,
(more)
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(Parthenon safety edition——2)
former president of the Campbell Lumber and Manufacturing Company of

Toledo, Ohio; abd Melvin C. Eaton, president of the Norwich Pharmacal
Company, Norwich, New Jersey.

The Marshall entry was composed of stories, editorials, cartoons,
and features on safe driving. Graphic pictures were used to illustrate
the effects of poor driving habits* The Parthenon published articles

on the driver education class at Marshall; the traffic lights near the
college and how they are operated; interviews with the campus policeman,

Dr. Stewart K. Smith, Marshall president, and mmbers of the Huntington
police force; the safety features of the new automobiles; the effect

of alcohol on driving; the typical college commuter and many others.
The faculty adviser iftor the edition was V/. Page Pitt, head of
the Marshall journalism department and James H. herring served as
editorial counselor.

The editorial consultant for the safety edition is Dr. Frederick
A. Fitch, driver education instructor, and photographs were by
Charles Leith of Douthat Studio, fetx John Vintroux did the cartoon

work*

Other staff members for the edition Included; William Sxxkkx
Chaddock, editor-in-cheif; Bill Keesee, managing editor; Bob Willis,

news editor; Rickard ^elly, assistant news editor; Bob Friedly and
Steve Fostl, sports; Nancy Williams, picture editor; xx^xPat Talbert,
society editor; and Ralph Moeller, business manager.
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FOR IMMEDIATE BROADCAST

BOB FRILDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

THE MARSHALL FRESHMAN TEAM WILL PRECEDE THE VARSITY ONTO

THE ELOOR TONIGHT AT 6:15.

THE FROSH WILL MEET THE B > B MARKET

INDEPENDENT TEAM.
CAM ANDERSON WILL UNVEIL HIS TWENTIETH VARSITY ONE HOUR

AND FORTY-FIVE MINUTES LATER.

THE BIO GREEN XXX IS PLaYIUG HOST

TO THE INVADING CHINESE NATIONALIST TEAM FROM FORMOSA.
MARSHALL WILL BE MEETING THE CHINESE AGGREGATION AS A WAR MW?

FOR MID-jMERICAN CONFERENCE PLAY WHICH BEGINS SATURDAY.

MARSHALL

BEGINS THE CONFERENCE SEASON AT HOM AGAINST WESTERN RESERVE.

AREA CAGE FANS WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TONIGHT TO SEE HOW

I

THE MARS ALL FAST BREAK WORKS WITHOUT HELMS ALL-AMERIUAN WALT WAL-

OWAC ♦

WALOWAC HAS BEEN THE MIDDLEMAN AND NUMBER ONE COG IU THE

BREAK FOR THE FAST FOUR YEARS.

SOPHOMORE CEDE iRICE HAS BEEN CALLED

ON TO FILL HIS VACATED FORWARD SPOT, AND HANDLE THE MIDDLE OF' THE
BREAK.

ANOTHER SOPHOMORE, PAUL UNDERWOOD, WILL OPERATE THE RIGHT

SIDE OF THE BREAK.

)

December 3, 1954
Faculty and Staff Members:

The Marshall College Information Service will try to give
complete news coverage to your attendance at professional
conferences or other special meetings during the Christmas holidays.
Any vacation trips that you may take during that period also will
have news value. In order that we may learn promptly how’many
faculty'and staff members'plan to take trips of any kind, will you
please fill out the following questionnaire and return it today
to Box 34, campus post office.

James H. Herring, Director
Marshall College
Information Service

PLEASE CHECK THE ANSWER THAT APPLIES

1.

Do you plan to attend a professional conference or some other
special meeting during the Christmas holidays? YES
YES NO
If yes, may we expect to receive the facts from you in note
form by Saturday, Dec. 11?
YES NO

(We need to know when you will leave and return; dates of
th$ meeting; city and( building in which it will take place;
purpose of the meeting; name of the organization meeting;
whether you or some other Marshall
faculty„ or
member
Marsh;
_ staff ....
. ..
will have a part on the program and what that part will be.)
2.

Do you plan to take a vacation away from home during the
Christmas holidays?
’
YES
NO
If yea,aw±ll^.you be visiting friends or relatives?

YES

NO

If you are taking a vacation trip, may we expect to^receive
the facts from you in note form by Saturday, Dec. 11?
YES
NO

(We need to know where you will go; when you will leave and
return; where you will stay while there; whom you will be
visiting, if anyone; which other members of your family will
accompany you; which other members of the Marshall faculty or
staff will accompany you; how you will travel.)
YOUR NAME

YOUR HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER

Marshall College Situclent
Places Second In Debate
• CHARLESTON, Dec. 3 WV-After categories of a two-day forensic
a day of oratory in the halls of meet here.
Morris Harvey College, winners Students from 18 colleges and
^otp.rmined in four of five universities in Ohio, Pennsylvania
and West Virginia are entered in
the competition.
West Virginia University held
the lead in the fifth category —
1 debating — with a perfect half
way mark of six decisions.
I The second half of the debating
competition will be completed toi morrow morning, and winners will
;be announced at a noon luncheon.
Here are the winners in the
meet’s four other categories,,all
Special'to The Advertiser
of which w'ere completed today:
LEXINGTON, Va. — Lack of'
Impromptu speaking — Chaun
cey Browning of West Virginia
i 123 and 130 pound personnel cost
University, first place with a topic,
The fourth annual American Au- a surprisingly tough Marshall
“Is India’s Neutrality Risky Dur
tomobile Association service sta College wrestling team a pair of
ing World Tension?;” James
tion employee dinner will be held possible victories here yesterday
, Smith of Morris Harvey, second
place; Colin Bloor of Denison Uniat the Hotel Prichard Thursday in a four-team meet which is to
end tonight in host Virginia Milij versity, Ohio, third place. Brownat 6:30 P. M., according to Lee jtary Institute’s field house.
• ing is a son of State Supreme
Ainslie, spokesman for the AAA.
The Big Green grapplers, losing ’ Court Judge Chauncey Browning,
Included on the program that is five points each by forfeit in those - Extemporaneous — Paul Klepunder the direction of Sheriff two classes, lost to VMI, 21-11,
peur, Duquesne University, PittsHarry D. Humphries, a member and Davidson College, 21-11 • burgh, first place with topic,' “The
of the AAA Board of Direc yesterday though in both matches > Supreme Court Decision on Racial
tors, will be Herb Royer, head the Big Green from Huntington,
' Segregation;” William Snyder of
(football coach at Marshall Col- W. Va., came out 11-11 in actual
• Georgetown College, Ky., second
ilege, who will give a speech on bouts wrestled.
• place,- Bob Law of WVU, third
Tonight, Marshall meets Au - place.
Marshall football and show a color
film of the Kent State - Marshall burn which yesterday . defeated
• Oratory — James Rice of Morris
football game.
I both VMI and Davidson. Here are; • Harvey, first place with topic “One
The service station employees' the results of Marshall’s twoi
America — An Appeal for Human.
|
from the Huntington and sur-' matches:
Equality;” Ray Weaver of Bald
Against
VMI:
123
and
130
pound
classes
rounding area will attend the forfeited to VMI; 137, BUI Strickler. M.
win-Wallace College, Ohio, second
was declsloned by Jones; 147, Don Wil
place; Miss Lama Thomas,
jmeeting.
lis,
M,
declsloned
Hunt;
157,
Don
Ad

--------- :—
. j kins, M, declsloned Fox; 1G7, Charlie
Georgetown College, third place.
Tanner, M, declsloned by Massie; 177,
f After - Dinner speaking — Bob
/2
■34
Phil Fisher, M, ulnned Kaoa; heavy
weight, Bob McColllns, M, pined by Nick
1 Law, WVU, first place; Eugenia
Servldio.
5 Damron,’ Marshall College, second
Against Davidson: 123, 130 pound classes
forfeited to Davidson; 137, Strickler de■ place; Fred Wucher of Denisoil
cisloned by Snyder; 147, Willis declsloned
i University, third place; There were
Ellis; 157, Dyke Strickler, M, declsloned
Snyder; 147, Willis, M. declsloned Ellis;
no pre - arranged topics in this
157, Dyke Six, M, pinned by Boxton;
a
167, Tanner, M, declsloned Faison; 177,
category.
Dick Bryant, M, declsloned by Sagg;
1
Following WVU with six victories
heavyweight, Irv Wilson, M, pined Regen.
i mid-way in the debating competi
I x* 4 •
3 tion were these schools:
University of Kentucky, Georget town College and Baldwin-Wallace
• College, four each; Ohio State Uni1 versity, three; Denison University,
) Marshall College and Duquesne
i University, two each, and Wash
ington and Lee University and
I Morris Harvey College, one each.

Big Green
Grapplers
Royer To Talk Lose Two.

At AAA- Meet

I

STILL SMASHING RECORDS

'Oklahoma' Will Open
Tonight At Keith-Albee
12

The crackling hit “Oklahoma!”, . .
still blazing a trail of broken box
office records after 11 years on the
stage, comes to the Keith-Albee
Theater tonight and tomorpw
night under the sponsorship of
the Marshall College Artists Ser
ies, although this attraction is
not included on the regular sub
vW ’
scription series.
Tickets are on sale at the
Becker Music Store. The curtain
will rise promptly at 8:30 P. M.,
< KZTo n O £>’£1
H
i Manager /I
Curtis
Baxter of the -s.■'»<’
■■ if
Artists Series, emphasized yesterA
day.
t •
Amusingly romantic, with superlative score and unusual en- < /
semble dance routines, this classic ’
of the American musical comedy .
i
stage continues to be one of the
most diverting shows of modern '
times. It is hoped that the re
sponse for “Oklahoma!” from Tri- £
State theater patrons will be in,
dicative of their interest in bringing more New York hits to Hun- ; fcw- ’
tington, Mr. Baxter said.
?■'
The famous team of Richard
I Rodgers and Oscar Hammerj stein II composed the score of
[“Oklahoma!” and their catchy?
'songs still thrill listeners wher- :
ever they are heard. Tunes like
“Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’ ”, I
“People Will Say We're in Love”, I
“The Surrey With the Fringe on I
Top,” “Many a New Day,” “Kan- |
sas City” and “Oklahoma” are |
just as tingingly fresh today as |
iwhen they first swept across the I
nation.
i
For this tour, Rodgers and a
Kammerstein have selected a
ROBERT AUSTIN
cast of youthful and clever play- Lead Role In ‘Oklahoma!’
ers. Patricia Marand will be seen j
i as Laurey, Robert Austin as Curly ,
land Jerry Cardoni as Jud Fry.
In the supporting .ranks will be
Jacqueline O’Dea as Ado Annie,
Jerry Mann as Ali Hakim, the
Persian peddler; Harris Hawkins
as Will Parker and Owen Martin
as Andrew Carnes.
And the most talented dancers,
available were engaged for the
sparkling ballet numbers con
ceived by Agnes de Mille. It was
these “Oklahoma” numbers that
started ballet on the popularity
it now enjoys in this country.
The current edition of “Okla
homa!” is exactly as it was pre
sented originally on Broadway.
Not one line or note has been
omitted or altered for the current
tour. Bright and new, however,
are the costumes and scenery.
hv
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Ch®ral HJdmom Do Give iBach's
Magnificat Dec. 12 Al 4 IP. M.
: The Marshall College Choral
Union will present the “Magnificat
in D Major” by J. S. Bach and
selections from Handel’s
“Messiah” at the Huntington City
Auditorium, Sunday. December 12
at 4 P. M. The group will be under the direction of Professor R.
Wayne Hugoboom, choral director at Marshall.
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The Choral Union has formerly
$
presented Handel’s “Messiah” an $
■ ..t’ivZr'■
nually but with the shift of em5
,
phasis in music education toward
f'-' t'A'.
rW'V • 5
acquainting the music student with
■F
<5:
r;'
more great choral works, it was
fl f
decided that the “Messiah”
WVLUU
UC given
&L*CU Cvcjj
would be
every VWlCl.
other jCu.1.
year.
It is believed that this plan will gglg;4'
enable the public to hear many
different works and thus hear
a better variety of Christmas mu
LEO IMPERI
BETTY BENJAMIN
JOHN CREIGHTON
sic. Next year the group will again
present the entire “Messiah” and shall A Cappella Choir, the Men’s tinct numbers, with the first in secula” form the basis for a
the following year the “Christmas Concert .Choir, and the Sym- chorus being a brilliant orches strong double fugue.
Story" by Heinrich Shutz will be phonlc choir.
tral introduction of 30 measures. The Magnificat ends with the
offered.
“Gtonla.” After a strong an
The Soloists for the perform The Magnificat, according to Kingsbury said “The soprano nouncement by the chorus and
ances include: Mrs. Betty Ben Professor C. Lawrence Kingsbury, solo is based upon the words, orchestra the chorus concludes in
head of the Marshall music dejamin, soprano; Professor John partment/is
“one of the greatest ‘exultavit spiritus mens’ and it the style of the opening number.
Creighton, tenor; and Professor choral works ever written. It is is doubtful if the words ever re- to round off the entire work.
Leo V. Imperi, bass. The chorus
r
•
--------and orchestra will be under the perhaps the one work of its de- ceived a better setting than is
mensions
which
ranks
in
every
given
the
mezzo-soprano
voice
with
direction of Professor Hugoboom
support of strings and conand Professor Alfred P. Lanegger way with the very greatest of the
Bach. It is a gem of music com tinuo.”
will be the concertmaster.
position.”
the THE DUET for mezzo and tenor
THE CHORAL Union is com- According
----- ---- t o Kingsbury
„
nf.. members of the Mar- Magnificat consists of twelve dis- is supported by strings and two
flutes. A strong chorus follows on yI
“fecit potentiam.” This is built in c
the style of a double fugue with i
two splendid subjects contrasted 4
with each other.
After the mezzo aria “Esurientes 1
ilmplevit bonis,” the musio deals ]
with a reference to the Old Tes 1
tament concerning Abraham. Bach
has cast this in an appropriate ]
form of older church music. Two <
themes, to “sicut locutus est ad j
■patres nostros” and the counter .•
,theme to “Abraham et semini eius 1
■
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'Oklahoma' Just As Entertaining
And Tuneful As On Opening Night
>
5
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MARSHALL COLLEGE GREETS STARS OF FINE SHOW
- Student President Phil Kline, Pat Marand, Bob Austin, Marshall President-Smith

By BOYD JARRELL
provided by Jerry Mann as Ali no weak members among the prim
- The fascination of that most fab- Hakim, the Persian peddler, and clpals, and those in the lesser parts
. ulous of all musical shows, “Ok- Jaosueline O’Dea as Ado
‘ ‘ Annie.. were more than adequate.
, lahoma,” is as compelling today The ungrateful role of Jud was When, at the final curtain, the
. as it was at the premiere nearly given the full meller-d rammer entire ensemble sang “Oklahoma,”
-12 years ago, and last night’s per- ttreatment by Jerry Cardoni. As the audience knew it had experislightly 'looney farm
hand he enced a full evening of. splendid
’ formar.ce at the Keith-Albee thea- the
t..............
'
' er spells out the reason why.
Pwas first rate. There were really entertainment.
1 First, the Rodgers and Hammerstein show contains a half dozen
/^xj
r of the best popular tunes of our
s time. Second, last night’s pro
ft duction was presented attractively,
A without skimping, in contrast to
L- the usual production which marks
e shows on tour.
i
The production had fire, dash.i
It color and excitement in a degree
n remarkable for something so fa® miliar as the “Oklahoma” score.
r And the whole performance was(
r given with a vitality that made it,
3 as fresh as the day the musical;
5 was written.
The engaging musical will be
repeated tonight at 8:30 P. M. at
t the Keith-Albee.
' “Oklahoma” is making its twoday stand here under the auspices
of the Marshall College Artists Se
ries, but is not a regularly sched
uled season ticket event. Tickets
for tonight’s performance may be
purchased at the Becker Music
Store.
“Oklahoma,” as presented last
night, moves at a brisk pace and
is richly and colorfully costumed.
Essentially.—it is the love story of .I
Laurey and Curly. The course ofil
true love doesn’t run smooth, but; I
everything ends hapjVy.
;
The ballets were exceptionally’!
fine and were models of grace and I
movement.
1
I The familiar melodies include
t “Oklahoma,” “Oh; What a Beau-'
pitiful Morning.” “The Surry With
I the Fringe on the Top,” and “peo.!
I ipie Will Say We’re In Love”—the!
I latter being one of the finest songs!
1 of their kind.
1 Miss Patricia Marland Laurey;
I and Robert Austin as Curly gave !
1 excellent performances in both
I singing and acting.
|| Most of the hilarious humor
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VINSON GRID BANQUET DIGNITARIES — Among those seated at the speakers’ table
night for the Huntington Vinson football banquet, held in the Hotel Prichard, were, left to right:
head coach Bob Koontz, Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College and principal speaker;
i
and Mayor Cecil Thompson, long a booster of the school. (Staff Photo).
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Adrertlser Sports Phot®

This is the 1954-55 Marshall College basketball team which will open its season
with two games this week, the first tomorrow night against the touring Republic
i of China team. Saturday, the Big Green will launch its Mid-American Conference
campaign against Western Reserve. Both games will be played in Memorial Field.
House. First row, left to right: Paul Underwood, Frank Crum, Jerry Pierson, Co: Captain Dave Robinson, and Sonny Parkins. Back row: student manager Ron Wil
liamson, Lewis Burns, Joe (Hooksf Hunnicutt, Cebe Price, Ray Frazier, Co-Captain Charlie Slack, Bob Ashley, and head coach Cam Henderson who is beginning
L.,. - bis 20th season as basketball mentor at the college. See adjoining story.
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NEWS FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-9-5U

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

CAM HENDERSON and his Marshall College Big Green will officially
open play Saturday night against Western Reserve at the Memorial
Fieldhouse*

The Henderson charges warmed up for the Mid-American

Conference affair by dumping the Republic of China National Basket*
ball team in an exhibition affair Wednesday night*
Although winning by a 91-58 count, the Big Green showed a

decided need for more experience*

The fast break faltered several

times, but showed promise of developing into just as devastating
an attack as last year*

Mars all was ninth among major colleges

in offense last season*

Western Reserve is picked to be one of the top teams in
the Mid-American Conference this year#
intact from last year#

The Redcats arc practically

Their returnees include 6*6 pivot, Dick

Howard — the odds-on favorite to take the fionforence scoring

crown this year*

Howard was third in Mid-American scoring last

season behind Walowac of Marshall and Bianchi of Bowling Green*
Both Walowac and Bianchi are now graduated*

Tickets for the Marshall-Western Reserve clash# which will

officially open Henderson’s twentieth year at Marshall, are now
on sale*

Pharmacy*
(

They can be purchased at Walgreens and at the Southside

I

s

t

*

NEWS FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-9-54

FOR IMMEDIATE BROADCAST
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

THE MARSHALL BIG GREEN OFFICIALLY OPEN PLAY SATURDAY NIGHT

AT MEMORIAL FIELDHOUSE AGAINST WESTERN RESERVE. THE HENDERSON
CHARGES WARMED UP FOR THE MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE AFFAIR RY DUMPING

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA NATIONAL BASKETBALL TEAM IN AN EXHIBITION
AFFAIR WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

WESTERN RESERVE IS PICKED TO BE ONE OF THE TOP TEAMS IN

THE MID-AMERICAN CONFLUENCE THIS YEAR.
INTACT FROM LAST YEAR.

THE BEDCATS ARE PRACTICALLY

THEIR RETURNEES INCLUDE 6’6 PIVOT, DICK

HOWARD — THE ODDS-OH FAVORITE TO TAKE THE CONFERENCE SCORING
THIS
CROWN XXKX YEAR. HOWARD WAS THIRD IN MID-AMERICAN SCORING LAST
SEASON BEHIND WALOWAC OF MARSHALL AND BIANCHI OF BOWLING GREFN.
BOTH WALOWAC AND BIANCHI ARE NOW GRADUATED.
TICKETS FOR THE MARSHALL-WESTERN RESERVE CLASH, WHICH WILL

OFFICIALLY OPEN HENDERSON’S TWENTIETH YEAR AT MARSHALL, ARE NOW

OS SALE.

THEY CAN BE BURCH:SED AT WALGREENS AND AT THE SOUTHSIDE

PHARMACY.

AFTER SATURDAY’S GAME, MARSHALL WILL REMAIN AT HOME FOR A
GAME WITH A TALL COLORADO STATE TEAliSXXXX ON MONDAY.

THEY WILL

THEN TRAVEL TO m ATHENS, OHIO, FOR A TRADITIONAL CLASH WITH
OHIO UNIVERSITY.

Chinese [*
b- At the start the Chinese;*
. team looked a little bewildered8'.
and couldn’t seem to get going.#
! Probably the opening tipoff up-'
set them. Slack tipped to Price
and the Marshall forward was off c
down the floor for an easy lay t
up and two points in the opening
seconds of the game.
t
Then the Marshall zone de- 1
fense kept the visiting quintet t
away from the basket without a e
score and Marshall was off for a
another score. This time it was I
x
Slack tipping in a rebound.
Frazier got the third Marshall s
basket to make it 6-0 and Slacks
rebounded a moment later for an t
other. Then Robinson scored on c
a rebound and Marshall was in 1
front 10-0 with four minutes s
played.
At this point it looked like a
runaway but the Chinese boys
finally warmed up and with
some slick passing and speed cut
the Marshall margin to four
pointe at 13-9.

Cebe Price
Sparks
Marshall p.
By FRED BURNS
HERALD-DISPATCH SPORTS EDITOR

The twentieth edition of Coach'
Cam Henderson’s Marshall Col
lege basketball team put on a
typical opening game perform
ance last night at Memorial
Field House as they inaugurated
the 1954-55 collegiate season with
a 91-58 triumph over’ the tour
ing Republic of China eagers.
While the play
was pleasing to
a bit ragged in
also sensational

The
rallies
things
by 11

of the Big Green
the fans it was
some spots and
in others.

Chinese boys staged' two
in the first half to make
interesting but fell behind
points at half time.

The Big Green pulled out again
to 26-15 for an 11-point edge only
to have the China team rally
again. This time they pulled up
to within three points of the
Green at 30-27 with 6:24 left to
play in the half.

As the second half got under
way the roof fell in on the Chi
nese boys and the Big Green
raced into a 32 point lead.

However Price, Underwood and
Slack sparked a rally which shot
Marshall into another 11 point
edge. Marshall was five on top
with two minutes to go but scored
eight pointe while the Republic
of China team was getting two
This left the Big Green on toj
at half time 47-36.
From here on it was no con
test. The Marshall players knew
it and seemed to let down. Thej
did get the score up to 89-51 with
four minutes to go and Hender
son took out his starters and fin
ished with Clarence Parkins anc
Jerry Pierson at forwards, Bot
Ashley at center and Lewis Burns
and Frankie Crum at guards.

It went on to the final four min
utes with Marshall on top 89-51
and Henderson called upon his
second five.
Cebe Price and Paul Under
wood, sophomore starters, lived
up to their advanced notices. Co
captain
Dave
Robinson
and
Charlie Slack gave flashes of
their old time form. Robinson hit
one hot streak at the start of the
second half and during this
rSlIy he was as sharp as he
ever was in past
Past seasons.
Slack likewise had a big night as
he played a bit sensationally pick
ing off more rebounds than you
could count. Of course he had a
slight advantage as the Chinese
players with a couple of excep
tions did not have much height.
i

Ray Frazier who started at
]
guard, was a bit improved over
some of his play of the past two 1
seasons. It might be that he
could make it a regular thing at|
the starting guard position.
Of course the play was not up ‘
to the usual mid-season form and ‘
Henderson will have many mis-1
takes to work on in the next cou- j
pie of days before his Big Green i
opens Mid-American Conference
play Saturday night against I
(
Western Reserve.
The roof fell on the visitors as
the second half started and with
Robinson leading the rally Hen-,
I derson’s quintet shot into a 65-40
lead. That was 18 points for Mar-11
shall while the Chinese were get- ’
; ting four.

MARSHALL
Robinson F
Price F
Slack C
Frazier G
Underwood G
Pierson
Parkins
Ashley
Burns
Crum
TOTALS

G
10
12
7
3
4
0
0
1
0
0
37

F P TI
3-4 1 2c
4- 5 2 2$
5-9 3 19
0-0 2 6
5-10 0 13
0-0 0 0
0-0 2 0
0-0 1 2
0-0 0 2
0-0 0 0
17-28 11 91

F P TP
REP. OF CHINA G
Hoo F
1 0-0 3 2
Ling F
7 2-3 3 16
Wang 0
3 1-4 1 7
Yap G
2 7-8 1 7
0 0-0 2 0
Edward G
Tony
5 0-0 1 10
2 1-4 1 10
Ng
Poon
3 0-0 0 6
Loi
0 1-2 0 1
23 12-21 14 58
TOTALS
Score at half — Marshall 47,
China 46.
Officials — Swearinger, Schaf\feffc

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-9-5*4To the Herald-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, Dec. 12

(German Club)

The German Club of Marshall College will have its annuel
Christmas party at the

#

Student Union Wednesday (Dec. SiF 1?) at

P» m., according to Jernes Woelfel, club president.
The party will be based upon the theme, "Christmas in

Austria.”

An Austrian exchange student, Sieglinde Werner of

Salzburg, will speak about her last Christmas in Austria, and
t.

several club members will sing Austrian Christmas carols.

The Pev. Robert Love, 2 Marshall College senior and
pastor of the Vintondale Methodist Church, will speak about German
contributions to Christmas,

Santa Klaus, the German Santa Claus, will appear and

the mothers of club members will serve German style refreshments.
Woelfel said Marshall students, faculty members aid friends
of the club are Invited to attend.

The German Club will have a special broadcast on the
"Christmas in Austria" theme Dec. 21 or 23 over WSAZ,

The carol

group of the club will sing and Woelfel will interview Miss
Werner on Austrian Christmas customs.

Beatrice Thomas will

sing.
Dr. Walter Perl, assistant professor of German at Marshall,

is adviser of the club.

-30-

MARSHALLCOLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-9-54

_ <?A-.

For Immediate Release

(President Smith)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, has
been appointed to serve as a member of the visiting committee

of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
according to Edward C. Pomeroy, secretary-treasurer of the

organization.

The committee was formed to evaluate the College

of Education of Ohio University at Athens, Ohio.
H. J* Oppenheimer, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
«•

at the University of Louisville, has been nominated to serve as
chaiman

of the committee.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-9-51*

To Herald-Advertiser

For Release Dec. 12

(Dr. Perl)

Dr. Walter Perl, assistant professor of German at Marshall
attend two
College, will/professional conferences in New York City during

the Christmas holidays.
He will attend meetings of the Modern Language Association

and the American Association of Teachers of German, both scheduled
I

to take place at the Hotel Statler.
Dr. Perl will leave by train Dec. 17»

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-10-54
*or Sunday release

(Messiah—1)

The Marshall College Choral Union will present the "Magnificat
in D Ma^or" by J. S. Bach and selections from Handel’s "Messiah”
at the Huntington City Auditorium, Sunday, December 12 at 4 P. M.

The group will be under the direction of Professor R. Wayne Hugoboom,
choral director at Marshall. [Thg^public is invited to attend this
performance. There will be no charge for admission.
The soloists for the performances include: Mrs. Betty Benjamin,

soprano; Professor John Creighton, tends?; and Professor Leo V.
Irnperi, bass.

Professor Alfred P. Lanegger will be the concert

master.
The Choral Union is composed of members of the Marshall

A Capella Ghoir, the Men’s Concert Choir, and the Symphonic Choir.

According to Professor Wayne Hugobroom, choral director, the
Magnificat is "one of the greatest choral works ever written.

It is perhaps the one work of its demensions, which ranks in every,
way with the very greatest of Bach.

It is a gem of lauric

composition."

The Magnificat, according to Hugoboo#,

consists of twelve

distinct numbers, with the first chorus being a brilliant orchestral

introduction of 30 measures.

Hugoboom said, "The soprano solo is ,

based upon the words, fexultavit spiritus rneus1 and it is doubtful

if the words ever received a better setting than is given the mezzosoprano voice with the support of strin-s and continue."
The duet for mezzo and tenor is supported by strings and two flutx

*

(more)

/t •
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-10-54
(Messiah-- 2)

A strong c orus follows on ’’fecit potentiam.”

This is built in the

style of a double fugue with two splendid subjects contrasted with

each other.
George Frederick Handel created the entire ’’Messiah-* in only
23 days.

He completed the first part in six days, the second part

in nine days, and the third part six days later.

Two more days

were spent in working over details in the scoring.

Due to ecclesiastical opposition against singing a musical
drama built around the figure of Christ in a secular auditorium,
Handel billed the Messiah as "A Sacred Oratorio”, under which
%

name London was to kn$w it for several y<?ars.
Members of the 27 piece orchestra which will support the
Choral Union are:
&

First violins- Alfred P. Lanegger, Mrs. Wilbur Pursley, Miss
Patricial Green, Dr. Robert Miller, Paula Pilkinton, and Jimmy Davis.
Second violins- Mrs. Charles Oshel, Miss Martha Zeinack, Mrs.

George V. Herrold, Mrs. Emifernn Carter, and Miss Peggy Ranson Clark.
Flutes- Dr. C. L. Kingsbury and Miss Dorothy Cole.
Clarinets- Mel Gillispie and David Sheets.

Trumpets- Bill Ed Clark, Elmer White and James Pate.
Bassoon- Thomas O’Connell.

Trombones- Wilbur Pursley, Pete Donathan and James Byrne
Bass- Randal Sharp and William J. B. Miller

Violas- William J. B. Miller and David Becker

Tympani- Richard V. Frye
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-11-54

For Release Sunday, December 12

By James H. Herring

Information Dii'ector
Marshall College

(President Smith on higher education—-1)

President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College Saturday
expressed concern over "the future of higher education in

West Virginia end the state itself if a way isn’t found to keep
expenditures for higher education more in line with the increase
in students year after year*"

"Marshall College," he said, "is West Virginia’s largest

college and second largest institution of higher learning*

Its teacher training program is the largest in the state and

Marshall’s college of arts end sciences trains much of the personnel

required by state businesses, industries and professions*

Unless

sone thing is done to reverse the trend, Marshall’s lack of adequate
funds and physical facilities will be critical by I960 and virtually

hopeless by 1970*"
(more)

(PRESIDENT Smith on higher education—2)

The Marshall president said that even now, with a total
of 2926 students (2190 full time and 736 part time), the college
is having to postpone necessary expenditures in order to keep
its sunnier school operating.

And he added that "threats of further

budget cuts have been voiced in state circles.”
Marshall College suffered a $73,150 budget cut for the

current fiscal year as the result of the state’s effort to make

up for decreased revenues from state taxes.
"Further cuts,” said Dr. Smith, "would make it necessary for

us to abolish our sunnier school entirely.

This would be a H ow to

West Virginia industry, business and the professions, especially
the teaching profession which receives so much of its training at
Marshall*

Abolishment of the summer school would be a threat to

the college Itself in the long run, for it must employ many
people on a full time basis* "
Dr. Smith said that by i960, Marshall will have UOOO students,

3200 full time and 800 part time,

By 1970, there will be 6JOO

students,^ sfull time and 1000 part time.

"But,” he pointed out, "whether Marshall will be able to
accomodate the enrollments predicted for i960 and 1970 will
depend upon whether we can get the funds required.

Certainly if

allocations go down while enrollments go up, the college will have
to do one of two things.

It will have to reject students by the

hundreds or thousands end take cere of only a fraction of those who

wish to attend college.

Or Marshall will have to operate each

(more)

<

fe.

I

I

(President Smith on higher education—3)

Neither course would be

year on a steadily lowering standard.

satisfactory as fur as West Virginia’s future is concerned.

When a state’s educational system goes down, the state itself goes
down at Exactly the same rate.”

i
4
j

I

The Marshall president pointed to a tabulation in a recent
edition of the U. So News and World Report which showed West Virginia

to be leading the nation in the depletion of population.
SOnly two other states, Arkansas and New Hampshire, have
lost population in the last four years, according to that publication.

The forty-five remaining states have gained in population, one of

them as much as 33.1 per cent.

Twenty-four of these states have had
cent or more; el ght have shown

population increases of J per

gains of 10 per cent or more; and two have had population growths
of more than 31 per cent.
"If West Virginia is to recover financially, its higher

education must be protected to serve our schools with teachers and
to provide technicians for industry,” Dr. Smith emphasized.

fact, education in general must be
the state must have new industries.

kb

lept intact.

“In

To be revitalized,

New industries will not come

to a state that does not maintain adequate educational facilities.”

Last May^the state budget director required Marshall College
to creat^e a five per cent reserve fund.

This meant that the

1954-55 budget was reduced by $73,150 and that no personnel funds
were available for next June.

Only by postponing Basurgnsent

necessary equipment purchases and repairs and eliminating out-of-state
travel was the college able to schedule its usual 12-week summer

session for

195%
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Smith Deplores
Financial Trend
At College Level
President, Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College Saturday ex
pressed concern over “the future of high education in West Vir
ginia and the state Itself if a way isn’t found to keep expenditures
for higher education more in line with the increase in students
year after year.*1
“Marshall College,” he said, “is West Virginia’s largest college
'•
and second largest institution of’
higher learning. Its teacher train
ing .program is the largest in the
state and Marshall’s college of
aits and sciences trains much of
the. personnel required by state
j businesses, industries and profes-|
sions. Unless something is done to|
reverse the trend, Marshall’s lack;
of adequate fund and physical fa
cilities will be critical by 1960 and
Virtually hopeless by 1970.” . ,
The Marshall president said that
even now, with a total of 2926
students (2190 full time and 736
part time), the college is having
to postpone necessary expendi
tures in order to keep its summer
school operating. And he added
that “threats of further budget
cuts have been voiced in state cir
cles.”

,
,
•
i

.
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MARSHALL College suffered a
$73,159 budget cut for the current .
fiscal year as the result of the
state’s effort to make up for de
creased revenues from state
taxes.
“Further cuts,” said Dr. Smith,
“would make it necessary for us
to abolish our summer school en
tirely. This would be a blow to
West Virginia industry, business
and the professions, especially the
teaching profession which re
ceives so much of its-training at
Marshall. Abolishment of the sum
mer school would be a threat to
the college itself in the long run,
for it must employ many people
on a full time basis.”
Dr. Smith said that by 1960,
Marshall will_have 4,000 students,
3200 full time and 800 part time.
By 1970, there will be 6500 students, 5500 full time and 1000 part
time.
“But,” he pointed out, “whether
Marshall will be able to accom
modate the enrollments predicted
for 1960 and 1970 will depend upon
whether we can get the funds re
quired. Certainly if allocations go
down while enrollments go up, the
college will have to do one of two
things. It will have to reject students by the hundreds or thou
sands and take care of only a
fraction of those who wish to attend college. Or Marshall will
have to operate each year on a
steadily lowering standard. Neither course would be satisfactory,
as far as West Virginia’s future
is concerned. When a state’s edu
cational system goes down, the .
state itself goes down at exactly
the same rate.”

ftAorshall
Ohio Mot
Teoms
Vie.
A?.

; Intercollegiate wrestlinig makes
its first official appearance in Hun
tington tomorrow when the mat
teams of Marshall College and
Ohio University grapple in a Mid
American Conference match 1
The match will be held in the
campus gymnasium, beginning at
2 P.- M. Bleachers and seats will
be erected for the competition. Ad
mission is free of charge.
Last year the Big Green mat
squad engaged in four matches . ■ .
but all of them were away from
Advertiser Sports Photo
i home. This year, i
coac^.d IntercolleSia-te wrestling makes its Huntington debut tomorrow when Marshall Col- i
by Sam Clagg, 12-matches were lege entertains Ohio University in a Mid-American conference dual meet in t h e
• booked, includinig five at home.
Minus 123 and 130 pound en campus gymnasium. On the Marshall squad (above) are, first row, left to right: i
trants, the Big Green lost all three Bill Strickler, Don Cartmill, Don Adkins, Dyke Six, Don Willis, John Aleman. Sec- ■
Upchurch, Ryder, Irv Wilson,
of its matches in a four-team ond row: Charlie Tanner, Ross Huffman,. Lilly,
.. Lewis
,
meet last week. Coach Clagg has and Phil Fisher. Back row: Sam Clagg, coach; Dick Bryan, Bob Loudermilk,
bolstered his squad since then and
Bill Harris. Bob McCollins, Joe Clay and Ted D’Alesio.
hopes to have a full contingent to("
face the Bobcats who are opening i
their season.
j;
Coach Fred Schleicher of Ohio
booked ten dual meets for his
team plus four’ tournaments. His;
squad numbers four high school
champions and two conference
i champs.
I
He feels several of his boys may
1
go a long way this year. These are
1
Dick Fox, team captain at 167 .
1
/ 2 Ar '
pounds, Steve Rudo, 147 pounds
A special 10-page safety edition will be awarded in the contest to
and Tom Nevits, 130 pounds-. Fox
i of The Parthenon, Marshall Col- winners in the various college,
has returned to the squad after be
' lege student newspaper, was pub newspaper categories, including <
ing in-the service. He lettered in
dailies, and non-dailies, with I
1952 at OU.
lished today.
Here’s the lineup of matches:
. The edition, which will be en- prizes for the best editorials, fea- t
tures,' cartoons and photographs «
. tered in a national contest spon- pertaining to safe driving. Pur
pound — Johnny Aleman, Marshall
vs. Jim Smith, Ohio, exhibition. 180 —
l sored by the Lumbermans Mutual pose of the contest is to encour- <
Lewis Unchurch, Marshall vs. Jhn Her
tel. Ohio. 137 — Bill Stickler, Marshall
1 Casualty Co., Chicago, includes age safe driving among college !
vs, Tom Nevits, Ohio. 147 •— Don Willis
Marshall vs. O. Oroe, Ohio, exhibition;
'stories, editorials, cartoons and students, especially during the
Don Cartmlll. Marshall, sophomore, vs.
Steve Undo, Ohio. .157 — Dyke Six, Mar
other illustrations on safe driv- holiday season,
shall vs. Bob Bloom, Ohio; Don Adkins,
ing. Frederick A. Fitch, driver Staff members for this edition of ■
Marshal! vs. Tom Ehlert, Ohio. 167 —
Charlie Tanner. Marshall vs. Dick Fox,
education instructor at Marshall, the paper included William ChadI Ohio. 177 — Phil Fisher. Marshall vs.
T. True. Ohio, exhibition; Dick Bryant,
was editorial consultant for this dock, editor-in-chief; Bill Keesee,
Marshall vs. Ken Zeman, Ohio. 191 —
issue of the paper. Professor W. managing editor; Robert Willis,
Bob McColUns. Marshall vs. Bill Evans.
Ohio, exhibition; Irv Wilson, Marshall
i Page Pitt, head of the college news editor; Richard Kelly, as, vs. Dan Nash. Ohio. Heavyweights —
‘ Bill Harris, Marshall vs. Bob Wheeler,
5 journalism department, is faculty sistant
news editor; Robert
11 Ohio.____________ _
I adviser and James H. Herring of Friedly and Steve Posti, sports;
the department staff is editorial Nancy Williams, picture editor;
- counselor.
Pat Talbert, society editor and
A total of $2,100 in cash prizes Ralph Moeller, business manager.

The Parthenion Publishes
W-Page Safety Edition

T2 ■ 10
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Red Cats,
Big Green
Ptay Sat.
I

By ERNIE SALVATORE

I

(Advertiser Sports Editor)

i

I

E

Slated As

i

Loop Peever
By FR^ED BURNS

.

| The Western Reserve University

basketball team was scheduled to
arrive here this afternoon from
Cleveland for its Mid-Amerlcan ;
Conference basketball clash with
Marshall tomorrow night at Me
morial Field. House.
Shortly after checking in at the
Huntington Hotel, the Red Cats
will run through a brief workout on
the field house floor, more for
familiarization purposes than any
thing else.
Coach Robert Dewey’s team is
razor sharp right now, having
played four games and owning a
3-1 record. Only last night Reserve
played Oberlin, 101-61.
Beat Tenn., Toledo
In other games played this
year-, the Cats whipped Fenn,
91-35, and Toledo, defending cham' pions in the Mid-American Con
ference, 80-63. Against Miami of '
Ohio, Western Reserve led for the
greater part of the game, only to
lose in the final few seconds, 80-78. •
For Marshall, it will be the first
official game of the season. '
Wednesday night the Big Green,
thrashed the Republic of China
quintet, 91-58, in an exhibition.
Originally, the game was booked
as a part of the regular schedule
but since the individual and team
statistics lack NCAA recognition,
the game goes into the books' as an '
exhibition.
Western Reserve, something of a
weak sister in the MAC basketball
circles for many years, apparently
has come into its own this season.
With nine lettermen back, three of
the five starters are seniors and
most of the team has been playing
together for four seasons.
The Red Cat attack is centered
around Dick Howard, 6-6 senior
center, an ell-conference slection
last season when he averaged 23.3
points per game in MAC play and
22.3 for the overall season. He
scored 469 points.
Compares Favorably
Other big guns include Bob Coy,
6-2, senior guard, Bob Theiss, a
6-0 guard, and Darrel Simko, 6-3,
junior forward. Rounding out the
starting five is Harold (Candy)'
Carroll, 6-0 junior, the lad who
passed the Cats to that final'
seven seconds win over the Big
Green football team this past sea
son when Reserve won, 21-20.
Both Marshall and Western Re-'
serve are about equal in height.
Howard at 6-6 is the biggest man
on the Cat squad. Simko is 6-3,
Coy 6-2,
and Carroll and
Theiss, 6-0.
This compares favorably with;
the Big Green’s Ray Frazier, 6-6,1
• cthAxjjo,Clack, 6-5, Cebe Price, 6-2,
W and Dave Robinson, 6-0. Man for i
S man, the locals will have a slight I
| pull.
I Coach Cam Henderson hasn’t,!
I given any indications that he plans
I to alter his starting five from the
I one which played 35
inutes
v against the Chinese.
!

f

Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

The high flying Red Cats from
Western Reserve invade Memo
rial Field House tonight to help
Marshall’s Big Green open the
Mid-Amerlcan Conference basket
ball race and the fireworks are
. scheduled to get under way at
8 P. M.
This is the same Western Re
serve team which finished last
in the MAC standings last season but this season things are
different. Paced by the high scor
ing Dick Howard, Coach Robert
Dewey's team is loaded with ex
perienced talent and is being
touted as one of the top powers
in the race for conference hon
ors.

Reserve has already won three
of four games and their Ione loss
was a one-point affair with the
Miami Redskins, 80-79. A 76-55
win over Toledo’s Rockets give
them a 1-1 standing in the con
ference. They opened with a 91-35
win over Fenn and Thursday
night turned back Oberlin 101-61.
Coach Cam Henderson and his
Big Green got their season under
■way Wednesday night with a 9158 win over the touring Republic
of China team and tonight’s con
test will be their first in confer
ence competition.
With only two regulars, Co
captains Dave Robinson and
Charlie Slack, in the Marshall
starting lineup, the Big Green
will be hard pressed working
against a veteran squad of Red
Cats. Coach Dewey has nine let
termen on his squad and three of
his starters are seniors.
Howard, a 6-6 senior, paced the
Red Cats last season with a point
average of 23.3 in conference play.
He’ll be their big gun and will be
favored to cop top scoring honors
in the MAC.
Other big guns include Bob Coy,
6-2, senior quard, Bob Theiss, a
6-0 guard, and Darrel Simko, 6-3,
Junior forward, Rounding out the
starting five Is Harold (Candy)
Carroll, 6-0 junior, the lad who i
passed the Cats to that final-,
seven seconds win over the Big
Green football team this past sea
son when Reserve won, 21-20.
Both Marshall and Western Re
serve are about equal in height.
Howard at 6-6 is the biggest man
bn the Cat squad. Simko is 6-3, ,
Coy 6-2 and Carroll and Theiss,
6^0.
Henderson will probably go
.'along with the same starters he
■used in the opener Wednesday.
Slack will be at center and Rob
inson at forward. Ray Frazier 6-6,
- will be at guard and the two Marj shall sophomores,' Cebe~’THcet
I and Paul Underwood, are again
I slated to round out the starting
I five. Price is a forward and opI erates the fast break while Un| derwood is a guard.

I For a change Marshall will not
■ be at a height disadvantage for
1 Frazier’s 6-6, Slack’s 6-5, plus
■ Price at 6-2, Robinson at 6-0 and
1 Underwood at 6-2, will keep the
'Big Green on a par with the op|position.
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NEWS FROM MAR -HALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-13-54
FOR IMMEDI ATE RELEASE

BOB FRIEDLY, SPORjC NEWS EDITOR

The Marshall Big Green will leafe tomorrow for the annual
traditional battle with Ohio University at Athens, Ohio.

The

scrap will be Marshall^ last game until December 29 when they
meet the University of Virginia at Fayetteville, W*Va*

Last year, the Bobcats and the Big Green, split two games*
Ohio won on their own floor, and Marshall won at Huntington*

The

same thing has happened for the last four years*
The Big Green freshman team will also see action at Athens

rI

tomorrow night*
men*

The frosh will be up against the Ohio firstyear

Jt will be their first match against college freshman opposition
/

The Little Green have placed Ashland Junior College and the B & B
Market independent team twice*
Marshall will probably take the floor against the Bobcats with

the same starting lineup that has been used in the first two games*

Sophomore fastbreak Middleman Cebe Price will get another
opportunity to prove himself the worthy successor to Walowac*

certainly got off to a fast start against Reserve by dunking 33
points#

f

Price

I
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NE S FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-13-54
-ft

FOR MEDP.TE BROADCAST

BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

MARSHALL COLLEGE STE-S DOWN FROM CONFERENCE PLAY TO TAKE ON

COLORADO S TATE TONIGHT AT EIGHT. THE BIG GREEN WILL BE MAKING A
SGEEKOS
BID FOR THEIR SECOND STRAIGHT WINS. THE TALL COLORADO BEARS ARE
CURRENTLY MAKING AN EASTERN SWING.

THEY DROPPED A LOP-SIDED AFFAIR

TO THE STRONG UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI TEAM OVER THE WEEKEND.

THE MARSHALL FRESHMAN TEAM WILL OPEN THE CARD TONIGHT AT

6:15.

TH# FROSH, HAVING WON TSO STRAIGHT GAMES, WILL MEET A STRONG

BIB MARKET TEAM WHICH STARS FORMER W.V.U. ACE DUBBY MORRIS.

PRELIMINARY GAI-.E IS A REMATCH.

THE

LAST WEEK, THE BIG GREEN FRESHMEN

J

EDGED OUT THE B & B TEAM DESPITE MORRIS* 37 POINTS.

THE VARSITY ENCOUNTER WILL FIND MARSHALL UP AGAINST ONE OF
THE TALLEST AGGREGATIONS THAT THEY WILL FACE ALL SEASON.

i

H

THE CENTER

FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONFERENCE TEAM IS GEORGE LESATZ WHO IS 6’5.
THE TOP SCORERS IS FORWARD KEITH EDWARDS, ALSO STANDING 6’5.

THE

OTHER FORWARD, GALEN BOWLES, IS EVEN TALLER AT 6’6.

MARSHALL WILL PROBABLY TAKE THE FLOOR WITH THE SAME STARTING
LINEUP AS USED AGAINST WESTERN RESERVE.

CAE HENDERSON STUCK WITH

1113 STARTERS ALL THE WAY AGAINST RESERVE UNTIL REGULAR GUARD RAY

FRAZIER FOULED OUT.

HE THEN CALLED FRANK CHUM OFF THE BENCH TO

REPLACE FRAZIER.

SOPHOMORE FASTBREAK MIDDLEMAN CEDE PRICE WILL GET ANOTHER
OPPORTUNITY TO PROVE HIKSELFX THE WORTHY SUCCESSOR TO WALOWAC.

PRICE CERTAINLY GOT OFF TO A FAST START AGAINST RESERVE BY DUNKING
33 POINTS.

x
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-13-54

For Immediate Release

(Dr. A. W. Scholl)
Dr. A. W. Scholl, head of the Marshall College

Department of Chemistry, has been appointed local
representative for the Tri-State area by the Divison of

Chemical Education of the American Chenical Society.

The Division of Education serves to further the
advancement of chemical education and to encourage greater
recognition for chemistry te chers.
I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVILE-- 12-13-54
For Immediate Release

(Pre-medical film showing)

The film "Career Medical Technologist" will again be
shown to students interested in any phase of medical training,
in Room 211 of the Marshall College Science Building,
Thursday, November 16, at 11 A. M.

After the showing Dr. Madelenie H. Feil will release
the results of freshmen aptitude scores, made on pre-medical
aptitude tests, and will discuss their meaning.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-13-54
To Ohio |alley Journal, Parkersburg, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Vienna Student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Carl Affolter, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Affolter of Vienna, has been pledged to the Alpha
-^igma Phi social fraternity at Marshall College in Huntington.

Affolter is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Science

at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-13-54

To the White Sulphur Sentinel, WhiteSulphur Springs, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(White Sulphur Student)
HUNTINGTON, W . Nk.

(MCIS)—Theodore Argyakis, son

of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Argyakis of 9 Shamrock Drive,White
Sulphur ^prin^s, has been pledged to the Kappa Alpha-

social fraternity at Marshall College.
Argyakis is a sophomore in the College of Arts and
Sciences at Marshall..
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-13-54

To the Greenbrier Independent, Lewisburg, V/. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Lewisburg Student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —P^IS)-- Glenn Jones,

son of Mr.

and Mrs. Jinks Jones of Box 74> Route 2, Lewisburg, has been
pledged to the Kappa Alpha social f raternity at Marshall
College.
Jones is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-13-54
For Immediate Release

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

(Charleston student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MClS)—Joe Chandler, son of

Mr. and Mrs. 0. D.Chandler of 573 Tennessee Avenue, Charleston,

has been elected vice president of the Junior^Snter-fraternity
Council at

Marshall College.

The Council^! s composed of

the pledges of various fraternities on the campus.
Chandler is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-15-54
To Ashland

Independent, Ashland, Ky.

For Immediate Release

(Ranson, Ky., student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)—William Hatfield, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Hatfield of Ranson, has been pledged to

the Tau Kappa Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College
in Huntington.

Scraggs is a freshman in the College of Arts and Science

at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-15*54

For Immediate Release

(Mrs. Myrtle Rouse)

Mrs. Myrtle Rouse, head of the Home Economics Department
at Marshall College, has been appointed Home Safety Chairman for
the West Virginia Home Economics Association for 1954-55, by the

national American Home Economics Association.

Mrs. Rouse is also a member of the National Safety Council.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-15-54
To MArlington Journal, Marlington, W. Va.

Fcr Immediate Release

(Durbin student^

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)—Leonard Beverage, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gray Beverage oct Durbin, has been pledged to the

Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College in
Huntington.
Beverage is a freshman in the College of Arts and Science^

at Marshall.

*
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-----12-15-54

/ .

To the Pocahontas Times, Marlington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Durbin student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

(MC IS)—Leonard Beverage, son of Mr.

And Mrs. Gray Beverage of Durbin, has been pledged to the

Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College in
Huntington.
Beverage is a freshman in the College of Arts and Science

at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-15-54

To Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Logan area students)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MCIS)-—Two Logan county students,

Neal Scraggs and Charles Amos, ha^e been pledged to the Sigma

Alpha Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College in Huntington.
Scraggs is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Scraggs of 403 Cole

Street, Logan, and Amos is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
R. Amos of Peach Creek.
*

C

Both students are freshmen in the College of Arts and
Science at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVIC-E---- 12-15-54

To Kanawha News, Elizabeth, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

i
i

(Windy Student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- $MCIS)-- Frank Gault, son of Mr. and

Mrs. A. G.Gault of Windy, has been pledged to the Alpha Sigma
Phi social fraternity at Marshall College in Huntington.

Gault is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-15-54

To Wirt County Journal, Elizabeth, W. Va.
For immediate Release

(Windy Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)—Frajik Gault, son of Mr. and

Mrs. A. C. Gault of Windy, has been pledged to the Alpha Sigma
Phi social fraternity

at Marshall College in Huntington.

Gault is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall.
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MARS! ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-15-54

To Roane County Reporter,Spencer,W. Va.
For Immediate Release

&

(Soencer Student)
1

ft

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.---- (MCIS) — Dnvid Karickhi^f, son of Mr. and

Mrs. 0. R. Karickhoff of Spencer, has been pledged to the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College

Huntington.

Karickhoff is a sophomore in the College of Arts and
Science at Marshall.
(

(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFCRMATION SERVICE-—12-15-54

To Roane County Reporter, Spencer, W. Va.
^or Immediate Release

(Wayns Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)-- Gordon Pratt, son of Mr. and
Mrs.Earl Pratt of Wayne, has been pledged to the Sigma Alpha

Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College in Huntington.
Pratt is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciende at
Marshall.
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j Cats Deep
In Tested
Players , ,
By ERNIE SALVATORE

lx.

Bears Foe
Tonight
At 8 P. M.

Hi.sq

By FRED BURNS

Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall College officially be
gins its basketball season tonight
against improved -and well-tested
Western Reserve in Memorial
Field House. The game is a Mid
American Conference affair and
starts at 8 o’clock.
The Marshall freshmen and Ash
land Junior College play the pre
liminary which begins at 6:15.
The Big Green’s only organized
activity to date was Wednesday
night’s exhibition against the Re
public of China, won by Marshall,
91-58.
On the other hand the invading
Red Cats from Cleveland, cellar
dwellers in the MAC last year,
have won three out of four to date
and have split in a pair of con
ference games.
Defeat Toledo
Victims of Western Reserve are
Fenn, 91-35; Toledo, defending con
ference champion, 80-63; and
Oberlin, 101-61, the latter being
; recorded Thursday night.
! Lone conqueror of Reserve is
Miami of Ohio, rated by many as
the team to beat in this year's
conference battle.
The Redskins, after trailing
most of the way, finally managed
to -turn back Reserve, 80-73 in a
corking game.
As this is Western Reserve’s last
season in the conference, tonight’s
game will mark, probably, its only
a p p .e a r e n c e in Huntington for
many years to come.
AH Veteran Squad
Biggest factor in Reserve’s sud
den emergence as a basketball
threat is due to an all-veteran
starting five plus a bench which
is rich in experience. Most of the
Western Reserve regulars and
leading subs have been together
for four years.
Offensive star for the team is
6-6 center Dick Howard, a senior,
around whom the Red Cat attack
is built. In the matter of size, Mar
shall will have a slight edge with
6-5 junior center Charlie Slack and
6-6 senior guard Ray Frazier in
the starting five.
Aside from Howard, the biggest
man on the Reserve squad who
sees any amount of action is 6-3
■ junior forward Darrell Simko. The
other starters are 6-2 senior guard
Bob Coy, 6-6 senior guard Bob
Theiss, and 6-0 junior forward
Candy Carroll, the lad who passed
his team to a 21-20 win over Mar
shall last season in the final seven
seconds of play. \
MARSHALL
'
Western
.... R.
p^b

1

; (C) Dave Robinson
Harold Carroll
F
Cube Price
Darrell Simko
C
(C) Chas. Slack
Dick Howard
G
I Paul Underwood
Bob
. . Theiss
I Ray Frazer
G
Bob Coy
I MARSHALL, subs: Frank Crum, Bob;
_„jy Parkli.
Ins.. Jerry Piers
Pierson, I
■ Ashley, Sonn;
nnicutt.'
I
I Lewis Buri•ns, Joe Hunnicul
IN RESERVE
subi
subs; Bruce FlchI WESTER!.
Ed
Sarbiewski,
Bob
BJatfchford,
I ter, “ ‘
■r —
Bryant,
Jim Coleman, and Bill
I Rogei
.
[ Fisher.

Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

German Club
To Have Party
The German Club of Marshall
College will have a Christmas
party at the Student Union
Wednesday at 4 P. M., according
to James Woelfel, club president.
The party will be based upon
the theme, “Christmas in Austria.’’ An Austraian exchange stu
dent, Sieglinde Werner of Salz
burg, will speak about her last
Christmas in Austria, and several
club members will sing Austrian
Christmas carols.
The Rev. Robert Love, Mar
shall College senior and pastor
of the V i n t o n d a le Methodist
Church, will speak about German
contributions to Christmas.
“Santa Klaus” the German
Santa Claus, will appear and the
mothers of club members will
serve German style refreshments.
Woelfel said Marshall students,
faculty members and friends of
the club are invited to attend.
The German Club will have a
special broadcast on the “Christ
mas in Austria” theme Dec. 21
or 23 over WSAZ. The carol group
of the club will sing and Woelfel
will interview Miss Werner o n
A u s t r i an Christmas customs.
Beatrice Thomas will sing.
i
Dr. Walter Perl, assistant pro-1
fessor of German at Marshall, is
adviser of the club.

I

The Colorado State Bears fur
nish the next opposition for|
Coach Cam Henderson and his
Marshall College basketball team 1
and the contest is set for tonight
at 8 P. M. at Memorial Field !
House. ,
This will be the last home ap
pearance for the Big Green eagers
until New Year’s Day when they
will entertain the Generals of
Washington and Lee University at,
the field house.

l

Henderson’s 1954-55 Quintet has
been in action twice this season
and won both times with a 91-58
triumph over the touring Repub
lic of China team and Saturday
night they turned back the strong
Red Cats of Western Reserve in
a Mid-American Conference tilt
90-84.

The Marshall five could find
themselves in trouble tonight if
Coach Pete Butler decides to use
his tallest combination. The Bears
could field a team with an aver
age height of 6-5. Jerry Clemens,
a sophomore is 6-4, Galen Bowles,
a junior is 6-6, and they have
three others,- all at 6-5. The 6-5
boys are Keith Edwards, a senior, ;
George LeSatz, a junior and Lou
Koeppe, a junior.
However local fans are sure to
see in action Bob Mantooth, a sen
ior letterman who is 5-9 but a ter
rific competitor and a regular
ball hawk. He is an all - around
athlete and has won letters in
three sports.
Another sure for action is Paul
Lamant, a 5-10 senior, who is a
driving dribbling type who has
been outstanding for the Bears the
, past three seasons and last year
was honored on the all-conference
, team in the Rocky Mountain Con
ference.
Edwards is also an all - confer
ence star and he and Lamat were
■ the leading scorers for Colorado
Sate last season.
■ The Bears have split even in the
, two games they have played this
• season and lost Saturday night to
. the Cincinnati Bearcats 99-70.
I Henderson will probably stick
; with the same combination which
' has started the first two games.
That would be Dave Robinson and
Cebe Price at forwards, Charlie
Slack at center, and Ray Frazier
and Paul Underwood at guards.
Frankie Crum looks like the first
substitute and now that he has ob
tained some athletic glasses could
be the replacement Henderson
needs.
i
However if Frazier continues to
'perform as he did Saturday
T against Western Reserve Crum
might have to Wait for another
chance to show what he c a n do
Frazier played probably his best
game but couldn’t take ton m.. k I
credit for Slack was a rrto™,
fth01 T‘nSt the Red Cats a“d aU
the other starters exceot fink
11
were a little on the
mson experienced an off J?”?.’
against Reserve after having

XVthl^^V^^
Tomorrow nig^the^ “n'
goes to Athens, Ohio, for another
conference game against the Ohio
University Bobcats and then they'll
.go to Fayetteville, W. Va., to meet
University of Virginia on Decern-‘
ber 29 and Carnegie Tech on De
cember 30. This is a two-n 1 g h t
double - header affair with Wash
ington and Lee as the fourth team
The W-L Generals come on to
Huntington for a game against
Marshall on New Year’s night.

Team HeadsFor Ohio U I
TilfToday A

r

I

By FRED BURNS
Marshall’s Big Green basket-1
ball team racked their third
victory last night at Memorial
Field House when they trimmed
the Bears from Colorado State
95-55.
This left Coach Cam Hen
derson’s crew undefeated as they
head for Athens, Ohio, for a Mid
American Conference tilt tonight
with the Ohio University Bobcats.
The sophomore combination of
Cebe Price and Paul Underwood,
again had a big hand in the
Marshall victory and big Charlie
Slack and Ray Frazier had an
other good night under the
boards. Despite the fact that the
Bears had considerable height,
Slack and Frazier got more than
their share of the rebounds.
The same whirlwind offense
which broke the backs of West
ern Reserve in the early min
utes of Saturday’s game was
used again last night.
The Bears had made it a little
rough in the first four minutes
and were on top 6-4 when the Big
Green cranked up their scoring
machine and dropped in 14
straight points to triple the score
on the Bears, 18-G, and break
the game wide open.
From here on the Rocky Moun
tain boys were just not in the
came class of the Big Green. By
half time Marshall was on top by
19 with a score of 4G-27.
If Coach Pete Butler's Bears
had any idea of ever catching up
their chances faded fast as the
second half got under way. They
did net ten points in the first ten
minutes of the last half but mean
while the Big Green was pulling
away and had netted 30 midway
through the second half. This
made it a 39 point spread at 7637.
Soon after this Henderson,
started substituting and the Mar
shall scoring slacked off but even
with subs in the game they
played the Bears on even terms
and managed to finish with a 40
point spread with a score of 9555. This is the third straight game
, the Big Green has scored 90 or
more points. They beat the Re
public of China team 91-58, de
feated Western Reserve 90-84 and
Iasi night it was 95-55. This gives
■ the Marshall quintet an average
of 92 points per game.

Co-captain Dave Robinson broke
]
out of the slump which plagued
him against Reserve and kicked ]
1
In with 18 points, the same
total Price had last night. How
ever top scoring honors went to
Paul Underwood with 24 and
right behind him was Slack with
22. Only two of the Bears could
get into double figures. They
were Doug Campbell with 13 and
Don Doolin with 10.
Colorado State could not solve
the speed which the Big Green
displayed last night. In trying to
stop the Marshall speed they,
committed 19 personals which
gate Marshall 34 shots from the
foul line.
Marshall had been a little
weak at the foul line in their
first two games but they made
up for it against the Bears with
31 out of 34.
After Slack missed the first*
foul they hit for six straight be
fore Underwood missed one.,
Then they went for 14 straight
before Slack missed one just be
fore the half ended. That was
20 ‘out of 23 and in the second
half they didn’t miss any in 11
shots.
Last night’s scoring put Price
at the top for Marshall with 79
points with Slack next at 68. Rob
inson has 49 and Underwood 50.
GF P TP
MARSHALL
6 6- 6 1 18
Price F
4 10-10 3 18
Robinson F
9 4- 6 4 22
Slack C
7 10-11 1 24
Underwood G
2 0-0 2 4
Frazier G
0 0-00 0
Crum
0 0-00 0
Burns
11-11 3
Ashley
3 0- 0 0 6
Parkins
0 0-00 0
Pierson
0 0-00 0
Hunnicut
0 0-00 0
Hopper
32 31-34 12 95
TOTALS
GF P TP
COLO. STATE
10-01 2
Edwards F
6 1-23 13
Campbell F
2 4-65 8
LaSatz C
3 1-3 2 7
Lamat G
4 2- 2 4 10
Doolin G
0 3-42 3
Mantooth
12-21 4
Bowles
3 0-00 6
Daugherty
10-01 2
Diehl
0 0-10 0
Medley
_____
21 13-20 19 55
Totals
Score at half •— Marshall 46,
Colorado State 27.
Officials — Robert Dagenhardt,
Dayton and Ed Twiesler, Dayton.
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HER ROYAL HIGHNESS Princess Heana of Romania will speak
hero Tuesday at 8:15 P. M. in the Marshall College auditorium
i under auspices of the college Community Forum. Her subject
will be “How Romania Lost Her Freedom’’ and will deal with
her account of the downfall of her subjects and the royal family
1 under the ruthless tactics of the Soviet. Admission to the lec
p ture will be by season Forum membership only. A coffee hour
will follow in the North Parlor of Old Main.
r
I. •

defeated Marshall, 82-5, in a Mid
American Conference match in the
campus gym yesterday afternoon
before a crowd of some 200 people.
Despite the size of the score,
the match marked the first time
In the two years Marshall has had
a mat team that the Big Green
has managed to score points in a
conference engagement.
A total of 14 matches were
wrestled, seven of them regular
matches in which the Bobcats won
five, Marshall one and another
ending in a draw. In seven ex
hibition matches in which no team
points are counted, Ohio won five,
Marshall two. Marshall forfeited
one of the regular matches.

IN COLLEGE wrestling, a de
cision victory counts three points
for the winning team, a pin victory
five points while in a draw four'
points are divided.
Scoring Marshall’s only points
were heavyweight Bill Harris who
won a decision and Charlie Tanner
who wrestled a draw in the 167
pound class. Tanner, a football
player was state scholastic champ
two years ago.
Following are the results of the
regular matches:
123 POUND — Ohio wins by for-;
feit. 130 — Jim Hertel, Ohio,
pinned Lewis Upchurch, Marshall,
1:23. 137 •— Tom Nevits, Ohio,
pinned Bill Strickler, Marshall,
7:18.147 — Steve Rudo, Mid-American Conference champion, Ohio,
pinned Don Cartmill, Marshall, (
2:20. 157 — Tom Ehlert, Ohie,
pinned Don Adkins, Marshall, 1:35. \
167 — Dick Fox, Ohio, and Charlie 81
Tanner, Marshall, wrestled to a I
draw. 177 — Ken Zeman, Ohio,
4 pinned Dick Bryan, Marshall, 3:33. c
Heavyweights — Bill Harris, Mar
shall, decisioned Shallcross, Ohio.

s

EXHIBITION MATCHES: 123 a
pound — Jim Smith, Ohio, pinned t
Johnny Aleman, Marshall, 1:59. c
147 — O. Oreo, Ohio, pinned Don I
Willis, Marshall, 4:47. 157 — Bob
Bloss, Ohio, decisioned Dyke Six,
Marshall. 167 — Don Donifield,
Ohio, decisioned Ross Huffman,
Marshall. 177 — Phil Fisher, Mar
shall, decisioned Worcester, Ohio.
181 — True, Ohio, decisioned Bob
McCollins, Marshall; Irv Wilson, I
Marshall, decisioned Dan Nash, <
Ohio.
1

15—The Herald-Dispatch—Tuesday, December 14, 1954
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SLACK BLOCKS SHOT — Marshall’s Charlie Slack (17) is shown nipping an at
tempted field goal by Keith Edwards (35) Colorado State forward, last night at
Memorial Field House. Others in the picture are, left, Cebe Price (12) of Marshall,
and right, Doug Campbell (44) of Colorado State. Marshall won the game 95-55.

g
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Marshall Frosh
Win 3rd Straight
Over
B&B 79-61
Jack ^Freeman wlti/ 2/ points
paced the scoring last night as i
the Marshall freshman basket-;
bailers copped their third straight,
victory at the expense of the
B and B Market quintet 79-61.
Freeman had plenty of help I
from Hal Greer and John May-1
field who each netted 15. Dubby ’
Morris, former star at West
Virginia University, paced the,
Market five with 22 with Jimmy j
Georgeton kicking with 11 and
1
John
Jllli Barton
WH AHU
had XU*
10.
|
The frosh had a ten-point edge j
at the half 34-24. The scoring pace •
went up in th® second half with ‘
Marshall getting 45 and the los
ers 37.
Coach Mike Joseph takes t h e
Green frosh to Athens tonight to
play the Ohio University frosh
in preliminary to the MarshallOhio. U. game.
FROSH
Pos.
b&b
; Greer
15 F Bob Bias
4
Freeman 24 F Bill Bias
0
Mayfield 15 C Barton
10
Dingess
4 G Morris
22
Patton
9 G Georgeton 111
Subs — Frosh, Robinson 4,
Ross-4, Blake 4. B and B John
son 6.

is a member of Sigma Alpha Ep-,
silon social fraternity and Omicron Delta Kappa leadership fra
ternity. He has published articles
The Andrew Club of the John in the “Journal of Southern His
tory”, the “West Virginia History
son Memorial Methodist church
Magazine” and is a visiting pro
will have their Christmas and
fessor at West Virginia University.
Ladies night dinner meeting Fri Reservations for the d i n n e r!
day at 6:15 P. M.
should be made now according to
The guest speaker will be Dr. Bernard F. Caldwell, president.
Charles H. Moffat of the history
department at Marshall College.
i L- )
^X/
Dr. Moffat received his Ph.D from
the University of Vanderbilt. He

Andrew Club
To Hear Moffat../

Party Planned
By German Club
The German Cldb of Marshall i
will hdld Its annual Christmas ;
party next Wednesday at 4 P. M. '
in the Shawkey Student Union, i
The theme of the party will be
“Christmas in Austria” and Seig- :
linde Werner, Austrian exchange
student from Salzburg, will tell
the group about her last Christ
mas in Austria.
There will be group singing of:
German carols and the Rev.
Robert Love, Marshall senior and
pastor of the Vintondale Metho
dist Church, will speak on “Ger- j
man Contributions to Christmas.”.
“Santa Klaus” will attend the
party. Refreshments in German
style will be served by mothers,
of club members.
Miss Jane Woelfel, president/
said students, faculty and friends
of the club are invited.

Dr. Perl To Go
To New York

1

Dr. Walter Perl, assistant pro
fessor of German at Marshall Col
lege, will attend two professional
conferences in New York City
during the Christmas holidays. I
He will attend meetings of the
Modern Language Association and
the Am e r i c a n -Association of
Teachers of German, both sched
uled to take place at the Hotel
Statler.
Dr.. Perl will leave by train
Dec. 17.

/

Underwood
Top Scorer

j 2.10. 0'7

WithtgL-b'
30 3 f

i As the second half «fw* > v ..
Underwood hit with a one-handed i
set shot and a moment later Slack
and big Ray Frazier worked a
bit of fancy stuff for another;
goal. Frazier worked a handoff to
Slack and cut behind him toward <
the basket. Slack tossed the ball
over his head to Frazier who
went under for a crip. That (
made it 60-51 and from hero the
Big Green started piling up;
points and stretching their lead, i
At one time Marshall enjoyed a i
23 point spread at 99-76.
The Big Green had another
good night at the foul line net
ting 21 of 29 shots and from the
field they hit for 42 fielders on
85 shots. Ohio was 15-29 at the
foul line and hot from the floor
fop 35 of 92 shots.
It was the first time Marshall
had beaten the Bobcats on the
Ohio floor since the 1938-39 sea
son and the first time that they
had beaten the Cats under Coach
Jim Snyder at Athens.
Henderson’s Big Green will be
idle until softer Christmas but
will be back in action on Decem
ber 29 when they meet Univer
sity of Virginia at Fayetteville,
W. Va. The following night they
play Carnegie Tech at Fayetteville.

Athens, Ohio, Dec. 14. — The
rampaging Marshall College bas
ketball team made it four in a
row here tonight as they ran away
from the Ohio University Bobcats
to the tune of 105-85, in a Mid
American Conference contest.
It was the first time this season
Coach Cam Henderson’s crew had
been over the century mark in
scoring but they had trimmed
three previous foes with 90 or bet
ter scores and are now averaging
95.25 points per game.
Tonight’s contest found the Big
Green hard pressed in the first
1 half and it wasn’t until late in the
period that they managed to pull
in front. They had a five point
edge at half time and two quick
goals as the final period started
the Huntington quintet on a scor
ing spree which widened the gap. •
At one time they enjoyed an ad- ,
vantage of 26 points and finally .
won by 20.

Once again it was the sopho-:
more combination of Paul Under-1
wood and Cebe Price who led the
way for Marshall. However they
i just got a few more points than j
some of the others and had to 1
I share the glory with the likes of j
Co-captains Dave Robinson and (
big Charlie Slack. Robinson]
kicked in with 23 points and Slack ;
had 18. Underwood’s 30 topped the I
scoring and Price had 26.
LI Slack got a tremendous hand
j when he went to the bench late
r in the game and even the parti
san Bobcat fans appreciated his
> performance as a rebounder. He ;
I made nearly half of the Marshall
r rebounds. Marshall collected 59 ‘
and Slack picked off 28. His play
in the second half was outstanding
i as he performed from the middle
i of the first half through the rest
of. the game without a foul being
• charged against him. He had col‘ lected three personals in the first
ten minutes of the game.

The first half was a thriller and
a bit tight. The Bobcats were in
front by six points after ten min
utes of play but in the next two
and one-half minutes Marshall had;
pulled up just one point short
when Robinson caged a fielder
which put the Big Green on top
33-32. The lead changed hands a
few times before Marshall man
aged to pull out and gain a five
point edge at half time 56-51*

Price F
Robinson F
Slack C
Underwood G
Frazier G
Paskins F
Burns G
Ashley C
Crum G

TOTALS
I

>

Strawser F
Morrison F
Evans C
Moore G
Garrison G
Sifft F
Pell C
Oppenheimer G
Weinbrecht G

TOTALS

G
12
8
8
10
2
1
1
0
0

F
2- 4
7-8
2-3
10-13
0- 0
0- 0
0- 1
0- 0
0- 0

P
3
2
3
4
4
2
0
0
0

TP
26
23
18
30
4
2
2
0
0

42 21-29 18 105

G
6
8
7
3
3
4
1
2
1

F PT
0-3 3
1-2 2
3-4 I,1
1- 1 1
1- 4 5
2- 2 1 :
0-11
7-10 ? 2 1
0-2 1 .

35 la-29 17 81

Score at half — Marshall 56,
Ohio University, 51. Officials —
Biersdorfer and Goganhort.

(

)M:

Bob Friedly, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia

Marshall College may have found a new Walowac in the sharpshooting South Charleston

sophomore, Cebe Price.

The rookie middleman stepped into Walowac's old position Saturday

night, and as his Helm’s All-American predecessor, home on leave from the army, looked on,
pumped in 33 points to lead Marshall to a 90-8^- victory over a strong Western Reserve team.
The 6’2" Price, frail in comparison with the stubby Walowac, had led the Big Green to a 91-58
exhibition victory oVer the touring Republic of China National basketball team only three days

earlier.

His one-hand hopshot had accounted for 28 points.

The Marshall win over Western Reserve started off on the right foot Cam Henderson’s

twentieth year at the Huntington college.

Henderson has a winning percentage of nearly 70$

since his arrival at Marshall in 1935•
Co-captain Charlie Slack, the 6'5”;220 pound Big Green center, began his quest of the
national rebounding title which narrowly eluded him last season.

The husky ex-footballer

.aled in 25 rebounds while dunking a total of 27 points against Western Reserve.

Last season

Slack broke all Mid-American Conference rebounding records as he finished second to Art Quimb
of Connecticut in the national board clearing figures.

Tom Gola of La Salle closely followed

the pair in third place.
Forward Dave Robinson,the other Marshall co-captain, showed little of his 1953~5^ form as

he experienced his worst night in two years.

Robbie, having set a Mid-American shooting ac

curacy record of V?$ last year, hit on only three of seventeen attempts at the basket.

His

8 points was far below his average of 17 a game last season.
The two guards, sophomore Paul Underwood and senior Ray Frazier, both played creditable

games.

Underwood, coming from South Charleston high school with Price, popped in several long

set ?shots and operated the right side of the fast break.

His mate at guard, 6’6n” Frazier,

showed that he may finally live up to his expectations this season,

Frazier turned in a veteran

performance and grabbed off ten rebounds.

The Big Green will take a Christmas holiday rest after meeting Colorado State on Monday
_>ht and Ohio University on Tuesday.

Henderson’s charges will not perform again until December

29 against the University of Virginia and All-American Buzz Wilkinson at Fayetteville.

NE’-'S FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-15-54
for immediate

RELEASE

bob friedly, sport news editor

Marshall’s Big Green and their "take charge1’ sophomores,
Cebe Price and Paul Underwood, spent a well-earned rest this

afternoon#

Coach Cam Henderson gave his squad, victors over

Ohio University last night, the afternoon off from practice#

The Big Green whipped Ohio, 105-85,-—one of the worst beatings
Ohio has ever suffered on their home floor#

Most observers

could not recall when Marshall last beat Ohio on the Bobcats
home court#

Cam Henderson’s twentieth Big Green team has now run its
record to three and nothing ••• not including the win over the

Chinese Nationalist touriig team in an exhibition earlier this

year*

The Big Green will continue heavy drills for the next

couple of weeks in preparation fortheir next engagement, December

29$ at Fayetteville#
They will play the University of Virginia in the sedond g&hfe

of a twin bill which also features M a scrap between Washington
& LeeM and Carnegie Tech*

Thefollowing night, Marshall will take

on Carnegie Tech following a game between Virginia and Washington
& Lee#

Tickets for both nights are on sale at the Marshall athletic

department#

/'

The price of the ducats is two dollars#

S
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NEWS FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-15-54
(

FOR IMMEDIATE BROADCAST
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT HEWS EDITOR

MARSHALL’S BIG GREEN AND THEIR”TAKE CHARGE” SOPHOMORES,
CEBE PRICE AND PAUL UNDERWOOD, SPENT A WELL-EARNED REST THIS

AFTERNOON.

COACH CAM HENDERSON GAVE HIS SQUAD, VICTORS IN

A TRADITIONAL! RIVALRY WITH OHIO UNIVERSITY LAST NIGHT, THE
AFTERNOON OFF FROM PRACTICE.

THE BIG GREEN WHIPPED OHIO » 105-85,

IT WAS ONE OF THE WORST BEATINGS THAT THE BOBCATS HAVE EVER

SUFFERED ON THEIR HOME FLOOR.
CAM HENDERSON’S TWENTIETH BIG GREEN TEAM HAS NOW RUN ITS
RECORD TO THREE AND NOTHING — NOT INCLUDING THE WIN OVER THE

CHINESE NATIONALISTTOURING TEAM.

1

THE BIG GREEN WILL CONTINUE

HEAVY DRILLS FOR THE NEXT COUPLE OF WEEKS ALTHOUGH THEY WILL KOT

PLAY AGAIN UNTIL DECEMBER 29.

MARSHALL NEXT MEETS THE UNIVERSITY

■ OF VIRGINIA AT FAYETTEVILLE THAT NIGHT.

THEY PLAY CARNEGIE TECH

THE FOLLOWING NIGHT ON THE SAME FLOOR.

THE BIG GREEN WILL RETURN

HOME AGAINST WASHINGTON & LEE JANUARY 1.
TICKETS FOR THE TWO-GAME STAND AT FAYETTEVILLE ARE NOW ON
SALE AT THE MARSHALL ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.

THE FIRST NIGHT OF THE

TWIN BILL WILL BE PLAYED WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29.

WASHINGTON & LEE

WILL PLAY CARNEGIE TECH IN THE FIRST GAME AND MARSHALL WILL TAKE
ON VIRGINIA IN THE SECOND.

ON THURSDAY, WASHINGTON & LEE WILL

BE PITTED AGAINST VIRGINIA AND MARSHALL WILL FACE CARNEGIE TECH.
THE MARSHALL ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT HAS SEVENTY TICKETS FOR
(

,

EACH OF THE TWO DOUBLEHEADERS NOW ON SALE.
IS TWO DOLLARS.

THE PRICE OF THE DUCATS

I

•l

4

MARfH AL COLLEGE INFORMATION

ERVICE-- 12-15-54

To the Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield,

Va.

✓

For Immediate Release

(Bluefield student)
HUNTIK ‘■TON, W. VA.---- (LCISft----- Keleel Ammar, son of Isr. and krs.

Keleel Ammar of 1430 VJhitettron Street, Bluefield, is the 1954-55

president of the Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity at Marshall College.
Ammar was graduated from Berber High School in 1951 where he

played basketball and football.

He also was a member of the student

council.
$

At Marshall Keleel has been brth
both

president and treasurer of the

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, a member of the Ro&e, and is on the

Inter-fraternity Council.

Ammar is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-15-54

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(South Charleston Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-(MCIS)—Henry Hawkins, son of Er. and Mrs.

N. T. Hawkins of 208 Seventh Avenue, South Charleston, has been elected
%

vice president of the Pi Kappa Alpha ^ocial fraternity at Marshall

College.
Hawkins is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at

Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE--12-1J-5^

For Immediate Release

(German Club Broadcast)

A Christmas broadcast by members of the German

Club of Marshall College will be

heard over radio station

WSAZ Thursday (Dec. 23) between 2 in and 2*30 p. m., according
to James Woelfel, club president.

Theme of the program will be wChristmas in Austria,M

r

Features of the broadcast will Include an interview by

Woelfel with Miss £±k± Sieglinde Werner of Salzburg, Austria,
and singing by the carol group of the club.

will sing.
-30-
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Beatrice Thomas

Jymp Marks Increme.
Of I20
Pct. Over W53
y

’
*
By'DOROTHY BUZEK
, Marshall College’s gain of full-time students this semester repre
sents an increase of 20 per cent over last fall and is 13.2 per cent
above the national average, Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall registrar,
said today.
Mr. Bledsoe was asked for Marshall percentages for comparison
with figures released yesterday by Dr. Raymond Walters, president
' of the University of Cincinnati,
who has completed his 35th an womeh students whereas Marshall
had an increase of three per cent.
nual series on college enrollments Marshall's present enrollment is
for School and Society, an educa- 2,190 full-time and 736 part-time,
students, a total of 2,926.
’ tional journal.
Dr. Walters, who said full-time The increased enrollment at
• enrollment showed an increase of Marshall this year has pointed up
6.8 per cent this autumn over last, the need for additional facilities
. based his figures on reports from to keep pace with the expanding
846 four-year colleges, 94.5 per student body.
cent of all accredited institutions Dr. Stewart
___ ■, --H. Smith, college
• in the United States and territo- president, recently expressedI con
ries.
cern over the future of higher
Part-Time Total Down
education in West Virginia if a
Comparison of Marshall’s per- way is not found “to keep expend!-,
centage with Dr. Walters’ shows tures for higher education mere
that’ the local college's rate of in in line with the increase of stucrease of full-time students has dents year after year.”
been three times as great as the Dr. Smith declared that “Mar
shall College is West Virginia’s
national average.
However, on part-time enroll largest college and second largest
ment Marshall showed a nine per institution of higher learning. Its
cent loss whereas Dr. Walters teacher training program is the
t showed an increase of 9.7 per cent largest in the state and Marshall’s
over last year. This means an college of arts and sciences trains
overall gain of 11 per cent for much of the personnel required by
Marshall as compared with 7.6 per state businesses, industries and
professions. Unless something is
1 cent gain nationally.
F The' field of education registered done to reverse the trend, Mar1 the greatest increase in freshmen shall’s lack of adequate funds and
physical facilities will be critical
students, Dr. Walters said.
r The gain in enrollment in the by 1960 and virtually hopeless by
Teachers College at Marshall this 1970.”
fall was 36 per cent men students
and 10 per cent increase of women.
2 The national percentage was 27
per cent men and 14.3 per/cent
s women.
Men’s Enrollment Jumps
In the classification as to sex,
1 Dr. Walters showed a gain of 7.6
i per cent of men students whereas
t Marshall showed a gain of 18 per
t cent. The U. C. president found
an increase of 5.3 per cent in
3
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-16-5*4-

To Raleigh Register, Beckley, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Dreama Lee Williams)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Miss Dreama Lee Williams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Williams of Artie, was crowned
Miss Hodges Hall III, of Marshall College, at the Hedges Hall
"Starlight Dance" at the Hotel Frederick in Huntington,

December 10.

Hodges Hall is the men’s dormitory on the Marshal Campus.\

Hodges Hall president, Dick Koehler of Wheeling, crowned
Miss Williams and presented her with a bouquet of red roses./

Attendents

s

to Miss Hodges Hall, Bobby Taylor of South Charleston*

and Margaret Taylor^of Charleston, were presented carnations# «
• >

A senior in Teachers College, Hiss Williams plans a career
71 .

of business teaching after graduation.

-30-
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marshall coliege information service—12-16-54
*

To Raleigh Register, Beckley, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Cutlines)
Miss Dreama Lee Williams who was crowned "Miss Hodges Hall,

III" of Marshall College in Huntington, December 10.
-30-
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NEWS FROM MAR -HAL . COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-16-54

FOR E MEDIATE RELEASE
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

Four Marshall eagers, two sophomores and two veterans,
hrve accounted for all but thirty of the 290 points that

th e Big Green has scored in winning their first three games

of the season#

Cam Hendersonfs twentieth Marshall team is

currently averaging 96#6 points a g::me, not including the ex
hibition victory over the Chinese Nationalist touring team#

Sophomore sensation Cebe Price, the successor to Walowac

in the middleman slot, leads the pack with 77 points and an

average of 25*6 points a game#

Center Charlie Slack and guard

Paul Underwo d, anothersophomore, both have tallied 67 markers

for 22#3 averages#

Forward Dave Robinson has dumped in 49 points

for a 16#3 average#
Shooting accuracy has probably been the cfcief factor in

the three consecutive Marshall victories this season, although
Dave Robinson who set a Mid-American Conference accuracy re

cord last year is not even among the leaders on the Big Green#

Charlie Slack and Cebe Price have had the most deadly

shooting eyes this year#

Slack has goaled on Si 56#6% of his

attempts from the floor#

Price has made good on 5O#7% of his

shot s in this his first varsity season#

Guard Ray Frazier,

although an infrequent shooter, actually leuds the squad with
an even 60% marksmanship#

I

I

NEWS FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-16-54
FOR IMMEDP TE BROADCAST
BOB FRIEDLY, SPORT NEWS EDITOR

WHAT’S THE SECRET OF MARSHALL’S BIG GREEN IN THEIR FOUR
SUCCESSIVE WINS THIS YEAR?
SHO' TING ACCURACY.

THE ANSWER, FOR THE MOST PART, IS

AND ODDLY ENOUGH, FORWARD DAVE ROBINSON,

WHO SET A MID-AKERICAN CONFERENCE ACCURACY RECORD LAST YEAR ISN’T
AMONG THE LEADERS.
THE MARSHALL PGSKT-kAKERS ARE BOMBARDING THE BASKET WITH A

NEAR SM 45% AVERAGE FROM THE FLOOR.

THEY HAVE RACED TO THREE

STRAIGHT VICTORIES IN THS PROCESS, AVERAGING 96.6 POINTS A GAMES.

THS FIGURES DO NOT INCLUDE AN EXHIBITION WIN OVER THE TOURING

(

CHINESE NATIONALIST TEAM.

CENTER CHARLIE SLACK AND SOPHOMORE FORWARD CEDE PRICE ARE
THE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE PACING THE BIG GREEN IN MARKSMANSHIP.

SLACK, XKSKSSXXXXXKammS TIED WITH PAUL UNDERWOOD FOR SECOND

PLACE IN TEAM SCORING, HAS GOALED ON 56.6% OF HIS ATTEMPTS FROM
THE FLOOR.

THE SPECTACULAR PRICE HAS MADE GOOD ON 50.7% OF HIS

SHOTS IN THIS HIS FIRST VARSITY SEASON.

GUARD RAY FRAZIER, AL

THOUGH AN INFREQUENT SHOOTER, ACTUALLY LEADS THE Si'.UAD WITH AN
EVEN 60% MARKSMANSHIP.

FOUR INDIVIDUALS ON THE BIG GRAEN S’/UAD HAVE ACCOUNTED FOR
ALL BUT THIRTY POINTS OF THE 290 SCORED BY MARSHALL THU.FAR THIS

BRICE LEADS THE PACK WITH 77 COUNTERS FOR A 25.6 AVERAGE

■EASON.
(

‘

PER GAME.

22.3.

UNDERGO' D AND SLACK EACH HAVE TALLIED 67 AND ARE AVERAGING

ROBINSON IS THS ONLY OTHER MARSHALL CAGEK WHO HAS DONE ANY

AP RECIABLE SCORING.

AVERAGE OF 16.3.

ROBBIE HAS PLUNKED IN 49 POINTS FOR AN

i-

i

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORM AT IONS ERVIBE—12-16-54
For immediate release
\

(Dr. Cornetti)

Dr. Elizabeth Cometti, Professor of History at Marshall College,
will attend a meeting of the Phi Alpha Theta Honorary History
Fraternity at the University of Southern California December 28-31-

Dr. Cometti will spend her entire Christmas vacation in
California and will visit the Hoover War Library, Leland Stanford

University and the Huntington Library at Pasedena.

-30-
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H .RSsiALL CCLLSGE IHFOdX/T . H SERVICE---- iivK-5k>

For lamed! ,te Release

(Lucky Dreodle WlnndrJ

Charles J. Le Shot, Marsh 11 College senior frors Charleston,
has h en inf erased th; t his "drocdle " has ven. a

prize in

the American Tcb. cco Conspny’s RLucky Dr< rdle" contest.

The "Lucky Lroodle" c ntest is run In college newspapers

s p rt < f ... Lucky Strike sdverti scr-ent wherein the best
.-.hstr -ct, or nwht is it?", c rtonn entries are printed with

the

dvortisestnt.

Lo Suer Is a Psychology mejcr
-3C-

(

Marshall.

What Goes On Here
1

Wayne Hug®b©©m Of Marshall
Spent Boyhood In Lumber Camp
By JAMES R. HAWORTH
Hugoboom
an Americaniza
tion of Hoogeboom, a Dutch name
meaning “high tree”. It is appropriate, therefore, that R.
h
Wayne Hugo. ® boom of the
Marshall College
music faculty,
F V:-; was bom and
F 4 raised ki the
high tree country of WlsconiOpin and spent
his boyhood in
J. R. Haworth a lumber camp.
The place of birth was Medford,
Wis. His ’ father, Ray W. Hugoboom, moved his family to nearby
Dorchester when Wayne was a lit
tle tad. Dorchester then had a
population of about 50, but he saw
it grow to 200 before he left.
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The Hugoboom family has its
roots in Holland. Some relatives
are still living in Amsterdam.
&
There wasn’t much entertain
ment in the hamlet of Dorchester,
so the Hugoboom family relied on
its own resources. It was a mu
■A ^444.sical family, with a piano in the
parlor, and young Wayne learned
%
to play it by ear.
“My father was wise,” he re
marked. “He didn’t make me play
the piano; he set aside some times
when he would let me play It.
That made it more attractive.” R. Wayne Hugoboom of the Marshall College music
All of the family could sing or faculty, above, first began playing the piano when he
play something. Ray W. Hugo, was a small boy in a Wisconsin lumber camp, an ap
boom played several instruments, propriate place to begin since his n a m e, in Dutch,
including the viola. They had good
means “high tree.”
times together around the piano.
When Wayne became a youth|jean Batalla and Annette Dieu-lbe powered by a gasoline motor,
he played and sang in the high|donne> Then he went on the fac- and the boat was expected to be
school and then went to the Uni- Qity Of the university of Indiana.!
: | ready for launching on the Ohio
versity of Wisconsin, where he - joined a singing group called the At
Z* Indiana University, he had iRiver in the spring.
Tudor Singers. It specialized in been associated with Dr. Law) X. I C.A
old English madrigals. Wayne rence Kingsbury, now head of the
department of music at Marshall
sang bass.
“One day I had a telephone call
In his discussion of this episode, from Kingsbury,” he recalled. “He
Mr. Hugoboom passed lightly over said, «you promised that when I
the honors he won as a Wiscon- got a _4__
4 „
_ ____
p teach
school
you
would
sin U. student. They Included Phi choral conducting.’ I replied, ‘You
Beta Kappa, among others. Pretty promised that when you got a
soon he was graduated, and had school you would give me a job.’
an assistant’s job on the faculty.1 “So I came to Marshall.”
“The first formal musical in
struction I had was in my junior FIFTY YEARS AGO
year in hgih school,” he recalled. The Advertiser said on Decem
ber 16, 1904, that a new church
The war came on, and Wayne was to be built at Adams avenue
was dispatched to Gamp Wheeler, and Johnston’s Lane by Baptists
Ga. There he organized a male Of Neutral Strip. The church was
chorus among the Infantrymen in an outgrowth of a successful mis
camp. Of these 100 singers, 45 sion school there sponsored by
Went to France on the same boat, Judge J. N. Potts, with the help of
and Wayne
T"
iLorganized another c. L. Harmon, Will Hundley, Mrs.
Army choir there.•
L. F Cavenidsh and Mrs Maude
In France and Germany he took Dudley.
advantage of opportunities . to Captain Philip E. M. Walker,
study conducting technique, his U. S Army rflpa-llitingcdfiaar with.

ry-'

1
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Roidaud, conductor of the Munich announced the following enlist-1
Symphony Orchestra.
iments: Walter Smith and Fred C.
In the summer of 1948, he Bibbs, cavalry at Jefferson Barreturned to France, and stud- racks in Missouri, and Richard
led at th© Fontainbleau Conserva-^., Robinson, Fred Miller and
tory near Paris, working with'Bobert Harpe in the coast artilMaida Boulanger in research injury at Fort Slocum, N. Y.
early French choral literature, di Superintendent Oehm at the
rected an American student choir.lACF plant,, and Will Eifort
France!Charles
Elliott and B. K. Stanley
and remained two years in France
Cl
and Germany,
_and
Germany, studvin?
studying nitino
piano with
with*’ were building a pleasure yacht t-

o'

Big Green Is Averaging
96.7 In Three Contests
Recognized By NCAA

Marshall Teacher '
I

i

i

. (Editor’s nota — The statistics on Marshall's Cebe Price are Incomplete.
Points made against the Republic of China team are now counted by the NCAA.
He Is listed third with 33 points for one game (against Western Reserve).:
Bis 18 against Colorado State and 2fi against Ohio University give him a three
game average of 25.7 per game).

NEW YORK, Dec. 16.- UP) — It’s a bit early to spotlight the
.successor to fabulous Frank Selvy as the leading scorer in major
college basketball, but Robin Freeman, a shorty from Ohio State,
has a good jump on the mob.
Freeman, a mere 5-feet-10, scored 117 points in the Buckeyes’
first three games for a leading 39-point average. That puts him
ahead of six other scorers in the 30-point class as the collegians
scramble to find a heir apparent
to the championship controlled by
i.
.
Selvy, the graduated Furman All- 17—The Huntington Advertiser—Thurs.,
:America, for the past two sea1 sons.
enna

To Attend Meeting:
Dr. Elizabeth Cometti', 'p'rofessor of history at Marshall College, I
will attend a meeting of the Phi ‘
Alpha Theta Honorary History ■
Fraternity at the University of
Southern California December
28 - 31.
Dr. Cometti will spend her en
tire Christmas vacation in Cali
fornia and will visit the Hoover
War Library, Leland Stanford Uni
versity and the Huntington Li
brary at Pasadena.__________
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Dec. 16, 1954 • <

All-Campus Choral Concert Is
Hold In Audatorwm At Marshall

Statistics released today by the
National Collegiate Athletic Bu
reau include only games through
last Saturday and list Lennie'
Rosenbiuth of North Carolina, a
G-foot-5 sophomore center, in the
By ROBERT WILLIS
■ Wonderland,” Tau Kappa Epsilon; “Christe and What Yo’ Gonna Call
No. 2 spot with a 35.3-point aver
Th© All-Campus Choral Concert, “What Child is This?”, Alpha(Yo’ Lifctle Baby’” the Men’s Con......
- .
.
..._
..
... the
_ nprt
age in three games.
,; sponsored
by the Symphonic
choir Sigma
Alpha
“’Twas
Nightnhnir
cert- Choir;
SPOILS
“Merry Christmas to You,”
Also in the 30-points-or-better'- -----a n d1
Before
Christmas,
”
Pi
Kappa
directed
by
Professor
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; “White
group are Cebe Price of Marshall/ R. Wayne Hugoboom, was held Alpha; “Twelve Days of Christ
mas,” Alpha Xi Delta; “What Can Christmas,” Cavalettes; ‘‘Good
33 in one game; Darrell Floyd of
King Wenceslas,” Kappa Alpha;
Furman, 31.5 in four; Don Bolde- last night in the Old Main audi- This Mean?” and “Jingle Bells,”
campus groups ACapella"choir’F'Jesu BanTbino,” “Cantl(lU€ d® Noel,” Delta Sigma
buck of Houston, 31.3 in three; (torlum. Eighteen <
with the Men’s Concert, Alpha chi omega; “HeavenlylEpsilon: llGood Christian men ReDick Ricketts of Duquesne, 30.7 ’(combined
A Cappella and Symphonic
--------- - Choirs!Sounds proclaim,” Lambda Chj'joice’” Cavaliers; “Sleigh Ride,”
in three, and Mel Duffy of St.
jLaidley Hall; “How far is it to,
<for
the
annual
Christmas
concert.iAlpha;
Bonaventure, 30.0 in two.
j Tire three choirs each sang two! “
Carols
of
the
Bells,
”
Pi
Kappa
Bstblehem
” andI “Es hat sich heut’,
“
Carols
of
the
Bells,
”
Pi
Kappa
~----------It still takes a joint effort ^selections and each fraternity and sigma; “Beautiful Saviou r »».Eroffnefc
-’ Symphonic Choir.
i
rather
hotshot
individual
fn'nut athan
cluba high
on the
list in (6orority
P did one number.
Igportlettes; “Luther’s Cradle!| Following the grogram frater-l
sorority grou
group
number.
to put a club high on the list m
The
follows: |Hymn» student Christian Asso-!nity and sorority groups particiThe program
program was
was as follows:
team scoring, however, and Rich“Hang Your Wishes on the ciation; “God Rest Ye Merry Gen-p.aLed in a campus .carolling ses' mond, without a representative
dormitories and at the
Tree,” Sigma Phi Epsilon frater- tiemen,” Alpha Sigma Phi; oQn'sion
“On, on at th©
the^dormitories
in the top 10 leading individual
’s Christmas,”
Christmas Morning ”ihome °r Dr- Stewart
H. Smith,
nity; “
‘‘Because It
It's
;:!this
itms Good
G
"
■ scorers, has the nation’s best of
---- ot--------.._______Hall;
______
’..'Marshall president. The choirs
Sigma e;
Sigma
Sigma; “W.. i-nx t_ e r (college
“Adoramus Te,”
fense — just a field goal short
. held their annual Christmas party
' of a 100-point clip in six games.
following the Sing at the Music
Hall.
II Th© Spiders passed 100 four
The Sigma Sigma Sigma soror
j times while gaining a 5-1 record,
J reaching a 119-point peak against
ity will have an open house to
morrow from 7 until 8:30 P. M.
. Randolph - Macon for a 99.7 averat 1640 Fifth avenue. Later tomor
e age.
row evening they will have their
t Connecticut is No. 2 with 98.8
formal dance at the Cabaret Room
. i in four games, followed by St.
from 9 until 1 A. M. C Minor and
Bonaventure, 97.5; Marshall, 96.7;
her orchestra will provide the
Ohio State, 95.7, and Louisville,
music.
I 94.7.
i
On defense, it’s Illinois and
UCLA — each yielding an aver
age of 45.8 points a game in three
starts.
The top individual single-game:
performance of the season
through Saturday was Floyd’s 53
points in Furman’s 103-101 de-:
feat by William and Mary.
Bob Strawser of Ohio Univerheld the early lead in field
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA

Dear Sir,
I am writing a feature article on college sororities and
fraternities o The article will be published locally but I will
need statistics for
~ background‘ information,
‘‘ io I would appreciate
the following information mailed
enclosed"," stamped
t
- \ to me in the .---~1~~~1,
envelop e Please give the name of your institution in the
space below*
lo

Number cf full time students enrolled

2

Number of part time students enrolled

3

Number of male students enrolled

4.

Number of female students enrolled

5^

Number of men in Greek social fraternities

6O

Number of women in Greek social sororities

Robert Willis
INFORMATION SERVICE, MARSHALL COLLEGE.

HUNTINGTON, Wo VA
NAME OF YOUR INSTITUTION
YOUR NAME AND TITLE
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NEWS FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—12-17-54

FOR IKIEDIATE RELEa B
BOB FRIEDLY# SPORT NEWS EDITOR

The Marshall College Big Green may not play again for the
next two weeks# but Cam Henderson is going to continue drilling
his charges hot and heavy#

right

The Big Green players will practice

on through the regular classroom holidays# getting only

a couple of dayss off for Christmas#
They’ve got quite a schedule ahead of them

and his sc.uad#

Henderson

When they do get back into action# they’ve got

to tangle with the University of Virginia# Carnegie Tech# and
Washington & lee in the apace of four days#
z

None of these three

teams will be nationally ranked this year# but they will be plenty
,•

(T

tough because of the experience gained against the strong teams
that they all play#

Henderson and his crew jaunt to Fayetteville forth©ir
games with Virginia and Carnegie Tech#

Tickets forthose encounters#

which are in the form of twin bills on Wednesday and Thursday

December 29 and 30# are now on sale at the Marshall athletic Depattment for two dollars#

T io first night# Carnegie Tech will

meet Washington & Lee in the first game#

gin la ii the second.

Marshall will play Vir-

Virginia is pitted against Washington &

Lee to open the second night of

play#

Marshall meets Carnegie

Tech in the nightcap#
Henderson and his Big Green# a s yet unbeaten in throe starts#
(

will next play at home January 1«

The opposition will bo Washing

ton &. Lee University#
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NEWS FROM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-17-51+

for immediate broadcast
bob

FRIEDLY, SsORT NEWS EDITOR

THE MARSHALL COLLEGE BIG GREEN MAY NOT PLAY AGAIN FOR THE

NEXT TWO WEEKS, BUT CAM HENDERSON IS GOING TO CONTINUE DRILLING
HIS CHARGES HOT AND 5JEAVY.

THE BIG GRETN PLAYERS WILL PRACTICE

RIGHT ON THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS, GETTING ONLY A COUPLE OF DAYS OFF
FOR CHRISTMAS.
TjJEY’VE GOT QUITE A SCHEDULE AHEAD OF THEM -— HENDERSON
AND HIS SQUAD.

WHEN THEY DO GET BACK INTO ACTION, THEY’VE GOT

I.

TO TANGLE WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CARNEGIE TECH, AND

WASHINGTON $ & LEE IN THE SPACE OF FOUR DAYS.

NONE OF THESE

THREE TEAMS WILL EE NATIONALLY RANKED THIS YE/®, BUT THEY WILL

BE PLENTY TOUGH BECAUSE OF THE EXPERIENCE GAINED AGAINST THE
STRONG TEAMS THAT THEY ALP PLAY.

HENDERSON AND HIS CREW JAUNT TO FAYETTEVILLE FOR THEIR
GAMES WITH VIRGINIA AND CARNEGIE TECH.

TICKEDTS FOR THOSE EN

COUNTERS, WHICH ARE IN THE FORM OF TWIN BILLS ON WEDNESDAY AND

THHESDAY DECEMBER 29 ARD 30, ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE MARSHALL
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT FOR TWO DOLLARS.

THE FIRST NIGHT, CARNEGIE

TECH WILL MEET WASHINGTON & LEE IN THE FIRST GAME.
PLAY VIRGINIA IN THE SECOND.

MARSHALLWILL

VIRGINIA IS PITTED AGAINST WASHING

TON ft LEE TO OPEN THE SECOND NIGHT OF PLAY.

MARSHALL MEETS CAR

NEGIE TECH IN THE NIGHTCAP.

HENDERSON AND HIS BIG GREEN, AS YET UNBEATEN IN THREE STARTS,

WILL NEXT PLAY AT HOME JANUARY 1.
TON & LEE UNIVERSITY.

THE OPi OSITION WILL BE WASHING

I

.•./‘.I
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marshall college

INFORMATION SERVICE—12-17-54

For immediate release

(Prof. R. Janssen)
R. E. Janssen, Professor of Geology, at Marshall College,

will write an article during the Christmas holidays for the
American Peoples Encyclopedia Yearbook for 1954, covering

geological events and happenings which have taken place through
out the world during the current year.

A former geology editor for the American Peoples Encyclopedia,
Professor Janssen covers this assignment each year for the en-

cyclopedia’s annual yearbook edition.
Throughout the year Professor Janssen maintains a running file
on newspaper and magazine articles concerning major geological
events and his article is based on a compilation of these happenings.

Professor Janssen has contributed geology articles to such
publications as the Encyclopedia Britannica, World Book Encyclopedia,

Scientific American, Scientific Monthly, Science magazine, and the
American Forestry magazine.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-17-54

For inmediate release

(Prof. Conley Dillon)
Professoi? Conley Dillon, head of the Polotical Science
Department at Marshall College, and Mrs. Dillon, will visit

friends in Baltimore, Maryland and the Washington D. C. area,

during the Christmas holidays.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-38-54

>

Special to the Herald-Advertiser
For Release Sunday, Jan. 2, 1955

(Advance registration -- 1)

Advance registration for 563 spring semester classes

will begin at Marshall College tomorrow (Monday, Jan. 3) and

I

continue through Jan. 19, it was announced yesterday by Luther

J

E. Bledsoe, Marshall registrar and director of admissions.

Persons now enrolled as juniors, seniors or graduates
i

may enroll for their choice of courses in 37 fields between
tomorrow and Saturday,

1

Freshmen and sophomores new enrolled

may register the following week and through Jan. 19*
Q.

Bledsoe said students taking advantage of the advance
<this weekj
registration service/should secure registration materials and
get schedules approved by advisers tomorrow and Tuesday.

They

may be checked into classes Wednesday through Saturday by

reporting to room 128 in Old Main. This is advance registration
headquarters.
Freshmen and sophomores now enrolled may secure registration
materials from the registrar's office next. Saturday or Monday,
Jan, 10,

They may have their schedules approved by advisers

the same days.

These students will be checked into classes

Jan, ll-19o
Advance registration headquarters will be open Jan 5-7,
j Hrpilrhi-—nnd—~

10-14 and 17-19 from 9 to W 11:30 a. m. and from 1:30 to
4 p. m.

It will be open Jan. 8 and 15 from 9 .2* to 11:30 a. m.
(more)

U

1

i

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-28-5*+

(Advance registration -- 2)

Persons who do not complete their registration by
Jan. 19 must wait until the regular registration periods in
I
I
!

February.

Full time students will register Feb. 2 and part time

students will sign up for spring semester classes Feb. 4.

Thirty-seven fields will be represented by the 563
<

classes to be offered next semester.

They are art, Bible and

religion, biological sciences, botany, business administration,

chemistry, classical languages, economics, education, engineering,
English, French, Geography, geology, German, history, home

economics, home economics education, Journalism, library science,

mathematics, military science, music, music education, orientation^

philosophy, physical education, physics, political science,
psychology, safety education, science, social studies, xsekimgy

sociology, Spanish, speech and zoology.
Bledsoe said Marshall students who complete their regis-

tratlon and pay their fees during the advance enrollment period
will have a vacation of almost a week between the first and

second semesterso
’’From our standpoint,” he said, ”it will be better for

as many as possible to register in advances

This would greatly

speed up regular registration in February."

The use of^mechanical registration equipment will speed

up the registering procedure and will save the college some
money, according to/,the registrar.
/
-30-
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NEWS F;-CM MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SPORT NEWS

THE BIG GREEN OF MARSHALL TOOK TO THE ROAD TODAY TO PLAY
IN A TWO NIGHT BASKETBALL SHOW AT FAYETTEVILLE , W , VA . IN THE

FRIST GAME THE UNBEATEN HENDERSON MEN WILL MEET THE UNIVERSITY
VIRGINIA . THE FOLLOWING NIGHT , ON THE 30th THEY WILL MEET
CARNEGIE TECK .
IN THE FR1STGAME THE GREEN WILL MEET A TEAM THAT COULD GIVE

i

THEM A HEAL BATTLE . THE CAVALIERS OF VIRGINIA HAVE WON 6 AND LOST
3 , WHILE THE GREEN ARE UNBEATEN . ON DECEMBER THE I9T2 THE CAVALIERS

BEAT SOUTH CAROLINA

92 - 82

AND THREE PLAYERS HIT THE NETS FOR

BETTER THAN 20 EACI£-. FORWARD BOB McCAi®Y HAD 29 . BUZZ WILKINSON

»

THEIR LEADING CANIDATB FOR ALL - AMERICAN GOT 26 , WHILE BILL MILLER
COT 22 .THIS WOULD SEEM TO IKICATE THAT THE MEN FROM THE OLD DSM1NI0N
'e-t

STATE ARE WELL HEELED IN THE SCOREIflG DEPARTMENT .

MARSHALL

j

WHO IS THE NUMBER THREE TEAM IN THE NATION IN

TOTAL OFFENCE’ WILL BE OUT FOR A HIGH SCORE AS WELL AS SXmKJTOQffimEN

TRYING TO STAY UNBEATEN

. THEY ARE EXPECTED TO

GO WITH THE

SAME LINE- UP AS IN THE PAST . THE NATIONS NUMBER TWO REBOUNDER K

LAST YEAR

1

CHARLIE SLACK WILL GET THE CALL AT CENTER . COtCAPTAIN

... DAVE ROBINSON WILL ST ARD AT ONE FORWARD

»

WITH CECERT PRICE AT THE

OTHER AND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FAST BREAK . PAUL UNDERWOOD WHO GOT
30 AT ATHENS WILL CO AT ONE GUARD , WHILE THE TEAMS TALLEST HIMBER

6 FOOT 6 INCH RAY FRAZIER WILL

ROUND CUT THE STANDING FIVE .

FANS WISHING T< FOLLOW THE TEAM CAN STILL GET TICKETS AT
THE ATHLETIC OFFICE USHIK UNTIL IsOO O'CLOCK TOMARRCW .

I
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

S3 ORT NEWS
The Big Green took to the road today to play in a two

night basketball show at Fayettville , W,Va . In the ftsst game
the unbeaten Henerson men will meet the University of Virginia •

On the 30th they will play Carnegie Tack .

In the first game the Green will meet a team that could

give them a real battle in. Virginia . The Cavaliers

have wc-n six

and lost three , but on the 19 of December they beat South Carolina
end three player hit the nets for better than 20 each .

92 - 82

Forward Bob McCarty had 29 * Buzz Wilkinson , their leading cand-

iate for All - American hit for 26 , and Bill Miller got 22 .
This would seam to indicate that the men from the Old Dominion
state are well rounded in. the scoring department .
Marshall tk

5

the number three team ?n the nation in tatal

offense will start with about the same line-up that it has used all
year .

The nations number two reboiukler last year Charlie Slack will

get the call at canter
forward

»

, Co~Captain Dave Robinson will go at one tssxxxx.

with the teams leading scorer in the middle of t’.c fast break

Cebert Price . Cebe has been hit for a average of 26 KK3dc per-game.
Paul Underwood who hit the nets for 30 at Athens will go at one
guard , while the team’s tallest member /‘six foot six inch Ray

Frazier will round out the sadt starting five .
In Marshall last game, they beat Ohio University 10? - 85 .

The Ohio team all. ever record for the year is noe 6 wins and only

one defeat •

Fans setsktogg wishing to follow the team to FAyettville
can still get tickets at the Marshall College Athletic Office
untili

I P.M wedesday .

Ilk*"-**

Dec. 29, 1951*
To Miss Cornelia Ladwig, chairman of the -AHE editorial board
Placement Office
West Virginia University
Morgantown, W* Va*

Miss Ladwig:
The Marshall College faculty consists of 170 persons.

This includes 158 teaching faculty members and 12 administrators
with faculty status.

Sincerely,

*

4ames H. Herring, Director ,,

Information Service
Marshall College
Huntington, W* Va.
I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- December 29, 1954
Special to the AHE Bulletin

For the February Issue

>

(Marshall College News Notes-—1)
The Marshall College Reserve Officers Training Corps has

switched from an ordinance training program to a general military
science program.

■

Marshall was one of 16 colleges to make similar

changes in the fall.

!

Among the new members of the Marshall College faculty are

Dominic P. Gangi, East Boston, Mass., instructor in science;

Nancy Hess, Coldwater, 0., instructor in business administration;

Priscilla Laughlin, Chilocco, Okla., instructor in Spanish;
Paul Lasakow, Evanston, Ill., instractor in sociology; Wayne W.

Warncke, Stroudsburg, Pa., instructor in English; Marjorie A.
Skelton, Princeton, W. Va., instructor in speech; Col. Tiller

Carter^ of Texas, head of the department of military science and
tactics; and Lander H. Beal of North Carolina, student religious
counselor.

Marshall College has begun full-scale operation of its
new advertising curriculum.

The advertising sequence offers

courses leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science with a major
in advertising.
Five (fflenembers of the Marshall College faculty are on leaves

of absence to worlc toward Doctor of Philosophy degrees.

They

are Ben W. Hope, at Ohio State University; Donald Cox, at Syra(more)

if?

I

I
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(Marshall College News Notes-- 3)
cuse University; A. E. McCaskey, Jr., at the University of

I

Wisconsin; James Stais, at New Yorif University; and Walter

Corrie, at the Stat® University of Iowa.

The Marshall College Americanization program has enrolled
its 600th student.

The Americanization program, only service

of its kind in West Virginia, was organized in 19*+7»

Director

!
-

of the program is Dr. Charles P. Harper, professor of political

science at Marshall.
When the new

*

1660,000 women’s dormitory at Marshall

College is completed, the college will have a total
ent

single stud

housing capacity of 600.

Walter C. Felty, assistant professor of social studies at
Ifershall College, has been appointed to the West Virginia Audio

Visual Education Committee.

The West Virginia Philosophical Society met at Marshall
College Oct. 29 and 30«

Mrs. H. S. Summers, secretary to the dean of the college
of Arts and Sciences at Marshall College, has resigned.

She has

been succeeded by Mrs. C. E. France, 1936 Marshall graduated.
The West Virginia Association for Student Teaching held

its sixth annual conference at Marshall College Nov. 19 and 20.
One hundred delegates from state high schools and colleges attended

the meeting •

(more)
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Dec. ?9, 195M-

(Marshall College News Notes---- 3)

The $150,000 addition to the Marshall College Student

Union has been completed,

The addition increases the Union’s

facilities by about 75 percent.
The women’s physical education department of Marshall

College was host Dec. U to four other colleges in an annual

play day program.

College, Glenville

Delegates came from Morehead State Teachers

State College, West Virginia Institute

of Technology and West Virginia State College,

Marshall College has saved its « 1955 summer
session, threatened with suspBjhsion by an order to set aside five

per cent of the college budget as a reserve fund.

The State

Board of Education has approved budget revisions proposed by

Marshall

President Stewart H. Smith, who said postponement of

equipment purchases and repairs and elimination of all out-of-

state travel expenses would make $50,000 available for summer
school

operations in June.
Dr. William Ragsdale Cannon, professor of church history

and historical theology at Emory University, Georgia, -will be
the spring commencement baccalaureate speaker at Marshall College
May 29.
Henry J. Kaiser, noted industrialist and leading World War II

ship builder, will be the Marshall College commencement speaker
May 30.

The West Virginia Guidance Association held a regional

guidance workshop at Marshall College Dec. 3»
(more)

Visiting consultants

Hr. -JJ
O—•

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- Dec. 29, 1954
(Marshall College News Notes—-4)

included Clements Brown, state supervisor of guidance services}
Walter Jarecke, professor of education at West Virginia University}
and Robert Gibson, director of guidance at West Virginia Institute

of Technology.
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College,

served as a member of the visiting committee which evaluated

■

I

the college of education at Ohio University, Athens, 0., in
December* The committee was appointed by the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education.
-0President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College^expresses’

concern over "the future of higher education in West Virginia
and the state itself if a way isn't found to keep expenditures

for higher education more in line with the increase in students
year after year.

11

Dr. Smith, pointing out that Marshall College is the

state’s largest college and second largest institution of higher

learning, said that unless something is done to reverse the trend,

Marshall’s lack of adequate funds and physical facilities will be
"critical by I960 and virtually hopeless by 1970."

The Marshall president said that even now, with a total
of 2926 students (2190 full time and 736 part time), the college
is having to postpone necessary expenditures in order to keep

its summer school operating.

And he added that "threats of

further zwfcs budget cuts have been voiced in state circles.

(more)
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(Marshall College News Notes-—5)

Dr. Smith said that I960, Marshall will have *+000 students,
3200 full time and 800 part time.

By 1970, there will be

6J00 students, 5500 full time and 1000 part time.
i

•

'"But whether Marshall will be able to accomodate the
enrollments predicted for I960 and 1970 will ©pend upon whether
we can get the funds required," he added.

"Certainly if

allocations go down while enrollments go up, the college will have
to do one of two things.

It will have to reject students by the

hundreds or thousands and take care of only a fraction of those

who wish to attend college.

Or Marshall will have to operate

each year on a steadily lowering standard.

Neither course would be

satisfactory as far as West Virginia's future is concerned.
When a state's educational system goes down, the state itself goes
down at exactly the same rate."

Dr. Smith said that if West Virginia is to recover
financially, its higher education must be protected.

"Education in general must be kept intact," he said.
"To be revitalized, the state must have new industries.

New

industries will not come to a state that does not maintain adequate

educational facilities."

-0Dr. A. W. Scholl, head of the Marshall College department

of chemistry, has been appointed tri-state area representative

■faBHuWnr by the division of chemical education of the American
Chemical Society.

i

6
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(Marshall College News Notes-—6)

Mrs. I-yrtle Rouse, head of the home economics department

j

of Marshall College, has been appointed home safety chairman
for the West Virginia Home Economics Association for 195*fr-55.

Ifershall College’s gain of full time students for the
first semester of the 195^-55 term represents an increase of 20

percent over the enrollment of one year ago and is 13.2 percent

abofe the national average, according to Luther E. Bledsoe,

!

Marshall registrar and director of admissions.

Dr. Elizabeth Cometti, professor of

history at

Marshall College, attended a meeting of the Phi Alpha Theta
Honorary History Fraternity at the University of Southern
California Dec. 28-31*
Dr. R. E. Janssen, professor of geology at Marshall

College, is writing an article for the American Peoples

Encyclopedia Yearbook for 195^»

The piece will cover geological

which took place throughout the world

events

during

<

the year*

i

Marshall College will offer 563 courses during the
second semester of the 195^55 term.

for Feb. 2 and h-o

-00-

Registration is « scheduled

t
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-31-5’+

For Immediate Release

(Legislative Action^-- 1)

Calling for legislative action to assure adequate support
of higher education in West Virginia, Marshall College President
Stewart H. Smith said Friday (Dec. 31) that the state's second

largest college is forced to pay its average faculty member
$1200 less than comparable state supported institutions in Ohio,

With an enrollment increase 13 percent higher then the
national average for this term and the current budget cut $73,150,
&

Marshall faces what Dr* Smith termed "a situation that will be

critical by I960 and virtually hopeless by 1970 unless the trend
toward inadequate financing is reversed^"

Marshall College is expected to have l+000 students (3200
full time and 800 part time) by i960 and 6500 (5500 full time and

1000 part time) by 1970.
<s
Dr. Smith said ^©lieges and universities in Ohio with which

Marshall

has athletic relations and which draw students from the

same general regioh, pay an average of about $1700 more for
full professors, about $1300 more for associate professors,
about $1100 more for assistant professors and about $500 more

for instructors*
"Marshall," he added, "needs to establish a faculty pay
scale more in line with comparable institutions in its area*

(more)

I

i

8

marshall college information service—12-31-5^
(Legislative Action—-2)

This need is emphasized by the fact that we now have much difficulty

obtaining and keeping qualified faculty members.

More money will

help us meet the growing demand made upon Marshall as West Virginia*s
second largest institution of higher learning."
Marshall recently had to postpone equipment purchases and

repairs and eliminate many important current

expenditures

in order to finance the first month of its 1955 summer session#

The usual 12-week summer session had been threatened by an order of

the Board of Public Works to set aside five percent of the
budget as a reserve fund*

-30-
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N ■.US F.iGM MAHS 'ALL COLL'GE INFO-MATION S3. VICE **

FCrt IMMEDIATE BROADCAST
BOB NULL
T3B GiW-'IAL- OF VA-. INTON AND LES WILL BE TIE FUST CPPQN'NT
OF T’iE »T YR FOF TLE FAST BREAKING BIG GREEN TOMORROW NIGI;T .

LOCAL FANS WILL LAVS TiiS OPGRTUNITY GF SEEING XHX TWO GF I-.EIR
CUN BOYS IN ACTION WITH TLE GENERIALS . BIG SIX FOOT FIVE INCH

LEE MARS"ALL OF ASHLAND , KY WILL BOLD DOWN TEE CENTER .SLOT FOR
THE W&L GENHI-IALS . IN TYYIE

UST GAME AGAINST THE I’NIVSi.SITY OF

VIRGINIA Hr-; FIT IFF. NETS FOR 35 FIONTS' AND PLAYED ANN

OUT STANDING

i

GAME IN 'EH RFBClND DFFARTMENT . BUCK SHULICK OF RFAR BY Cffi’EDOKENOVA IS A MfJWBUR OF TEE TEAM . BUCK IS A FINE SCORER AND A SLICK

BALL

ANDL’-T? BUT HE NEEDS MORE EXIGENCE BEFORE BECOMING A STARTING

KMBER .

T:;

IS TEE

HENDERSON MEN AF.E AV-.'RAGING 9^.8 MONTS PER- GAME

IGUrST in

the

w.ich

NATION . TJBY FAVE BKCIVRD FL ASS FROM TLS PRESS

RADIO , FLAYERS , AND CCAC S AT FAYETTF-VILLE . T

TiE REBOUNDING

»

.AVK BEEN DUE TO

CF BIG CYARLTE SLACK WHO FULLED 22 AND 33 REBOUNDS O'F

THE BOARDS AGAINST VIRGINIA AND CARNEGIE TECH . IN TEE GAME AGAINST TEE
CAVALIER OF VIRGINIA HS GOT Xxg I? REBOUNDS IN TIE FIRST 1 ALF AND IT Zg®

LOCKED AS IF MAnSi.ALL WOULD RUN A’ AY LITE' T ;E GAME
GOT 7 IN TiE LAST

»

BUT SLACK JHX ONLY

ALF AND T-Yi GREEN r.AD TO FUS'i TO WIN .

T EKP. WILL BE r-0 F; SI.MAN GARB Bf'.CAUSE MOST FCOBLE WILL BE
WATCHING T!: E ROSE BO'/ jcL GAME ON TV . T t. MALffiiALL » WcL GAME ULL
START AT 8 O'clock
<.

ft
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FOR IMMEDIATE BkfidtWtSXx release
Xi
BOB NULL , SPORT NEWS

5

Washington and Lee will be the first opponent of the new year
for the fast breaking Green tomorrow xgtek night at 8x$flx

•Local

fans will have the pportunity of seeing two of their own boys in

action with, the Generals . The center slot wxiXxkx of W&L will be
held down by six foot five inch Lee Marshall of Ashland

Ky o In

the Generals last game , Marshall got 35 markers against the University

of Virginia

and played a out standing game in the rebound department •

Buck Shulick of near by Ceredo - Kenova is a member of the team and is

a fine scorer and a slick ball handler but needs more experience before
becoming a starting member of the team •

Marshall

5

average of 98*8

the number one scoring team in the nation

xxjex

9

with a

has recived high prase from the press , players , and

coachs at Fayettevillle . They are unbeaten and have a record of six
gone
wins and in their last three games they have xxn± over the one-hundred
mark © This have been due ixxgixixxii ixxgxiyxxX to the rebounding of

big Charlie Slack • He pulled 22 and 33 rebounds off the boards at
Fayetteville against Virginia and Carnegie Tech • Against the Cavaliers

he got I? rebounds in the first half and it looked as if Marshall would
run away with the game , but he only got 7 in the last half and the
Big Green had to push to win •

There will be no freshman game because most people will want to
see the Xxxx Rose Bowel game on T V •

/

I
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THE NEW PAUL Gregory-Charles Laughton production, “3 for Tonight,” will be presented here Mon
day, January 10, at 8:30 P. M. at the Keith-Albee Theatre as a special attraction of the Marshall
College Artists Series, but will not be included on any regular season subscription. The production,
described as a “variation in the presentation of music, drama and dance,” features Marge and
Gower Champion, America’s most popular husband-and-wife dance team; Harry Belafonte, well
known singer, and a chorus under the direction of Walter Schumann, noted composer-conductor.
Mail orders for tickets may be addressed to Mrs. Will Mount, 2967 Staunton Road, Huntington.

Marge And Gowertluimpion, P
Dance Team Here January101

r'?

Something new and original in played to capacity audiences in 30
|stage entertainment will be pre cities. One critic in San Francsco
sented here at the Keith-A 1 b e e wrote: “If New York does not
take to this show, Broadway
at 8:30 P. M. on January 10.
should secede from the Union.”
' It is the Paul Gregory-Charles Walter Schumann, the man re
I Laughton production of “3 For To- sponsible
_______ ___
for __
the ______
musical ___
treati night,” starring America’s most ment in the production,’is one of
; popular husband - and - wife Hollywood’s most gifted men of
I dance team, Marge and Gower music. He gives considerable em
Champion; recording artist Harry phasis to his strong opinion that
Belafonte, and a chorus under the he is what might be called “a
! direction of Walter Schumann with commercial musician,” and he's
J Don Beddoe and Betty Benson fea- proud of it.
Mr. Schumann recognizes no
! lured in the cast of 40.
conflict between art and commer
*
This
production
will
be
a
special
f
presentation of the Marshall Col cialism. Once in referring to his
lege Artists Series, but is not in musical work on “John Brown’s
cluded on any season subscription Body,” another Paul Gregory ef
ticket, Curtis Baxter, series man fort, he stated with disarming hon
esty, “I don’t aim to make great
ager, said.
music; I’m satisfied to find audi
MAIL ORDERS for tickets are ences saying that they have seen
being accepted by Mrs. Will a great show.”
Mount, 2967 Staunton Road.
Harry Bellefonte is ohe of Amer“3 for Tonight,” which origi-ica’s top record salesmen. The
nated on the west coast in Oc- well-known singer who has thrilled
jtober, comes to Huntington prior listeners from one end of the counjto opening on Broadway in the try to another in his personal per-;
late spring. This will be the third formances, is one of the nation’s.
jtime that this city has had the top recording artist sellers and'
privilege of seeing a Gregory- works for RCA Victor.
Laughton production before the
MARGE AND Gower Champion
'New York audience sees it.
became
an immediate success
Both “Don Juan in Hell” and
j“The Caine Mutiny” played here after a brief appearance in the
before opening their highly suc movie of “Show Boat.” Their roles
in the picture that followed,
cessful runs bn Broadway.
ui(j|
“
• Described as a variation in-^he Love to Look At,” were greatly
ipresentation of music, drama — expanded and MGM assigned writdance.,, -3o ami
for Tonight"
is cua
an unc-|
ime-|e,,rs.
de.^op » succeeding pro.
Gauv'xviiiguv 10
i- ~ ”’ Everything I Have Is
grated entertainment with ofigi-i^X^
their tal’
nal as well as traditional music! Y9U
A1”*’S, ”' fiSPecially
by Walter Schumann. Robert ents. \
Wells provided original lyrics and Early In 1953 the couple re
Blake Edwards, special material. turned to their first love — the
Arrangements are by Nathan clubs — and played several outScott. Gower Champion staged thep^diHg engagements.
|
They
broke
a
10-year
record
-at
show and Richard Preibor conSan Francisco’s swank Fairmont
ducts.
Hotel where they played to ca
“3 FOR TONIGHT” has gar pacity plus standing room for
nered great critical praise and three straight weeks.

Contest Is
Second Of
I

Marshall, WVU Slatetf
For Holiday Cag® Play
By

Twm EiH.
FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va. W — ,
Marshall College tangles with the
University of Virginia and Car
negie Tech meets Washington and
Lee tonight in the first of two
nights of basketball play here.
The Fayetteville Memorial Audi
torium originally was to be the
scene of a tournament involving
those four teams. Plans were
changed, however, when undefeat
ed Marshall informed auditorium
officials it could not participate in «
a tournament without permission
of its Mid-American Conference.
Bob Kent, director of the 3,000capacity auditorium, subsequently
announced that the doubleheader
on the second night would pit W.
and L, against Virginia in the first <
game, and Marshall against Car
negie Tech in the second.
Tech, W. & L. Open
The Tech-W. and L. game to
night will open the two-game card.
Of the four teams, only Marshall
is undefeated with victories over
Western Reserve, Colorado State
and Ohio University.
Virginia has won five and lost
three, while Carnegie Tech and W.
and L. have 4-3 and 2-6 records,
respectively.
In Virginia, -Marshall will be
meeting a team which is capable
of giving them a real battle.
I The Cavaliers have won six and
(lost three, but on December 19
they beat South Carolina, 92-82.
and three players hit the nets for
, better than 20 points each.
Forward Bob McCarty had 29,
|Buzz Wilkinson, their leading candidate for All-American honors, hit
'for 26 and Bill Miller got 22. This
would seem to indicate that the
men from the Old Dominion state
are well rounded in the scoring de
partment.
Slack Is Starter
Marshall, the number three team
in the nation in total offense will
start with about the same line-up
that it has used all year. The na
tion’s number two rebounder last
year, co-captain Charlie Slack, will
get the call at center. Co-Captain.
Dave Robinson will go at one for
ward, with the team’s leading
scorer in the middle of the fast
break Cebert Price. Cebe has been
hit for a average of 26 per game.
Paul Underwood, who hit the nets
for 30-at Athens, will go at one
guard, while the team’s tallest
member, 6-6 Ray Frazier will
■ round out the starting five.
> In Marshall’s last game, the Big
Green beat Ohio University, 105-85.
Carnegie Tech and W. and L.
have 4-3 and 2-6 records, respect
ively. Center Alan Frank leads the
Tech scoring with 107 points to
date, and Lee Marshall, W. and
L’s rangy center, holds the scor^ilng honors for his squad with a
1? i total of 147 potots.

‘ ASS^ED PRESS

West Virginia University’s Southern Conference basketball lead
ers test their strength against some formidable outside oppsition :
tonight when they tangle with Duke in the first round of the Dixie ;
Classic in Raleigh, N. C.
Undefeated Marshall College, the only other state squad to see
action this week, goes against Virginia and Carnegie Tech Wednes
day and Thursday in a holiday'
event at Fayetteville.
1the new year, Washington and Lee
visits Marshall at Huntington and
WVU’s 5-1 Mountaineers, 12th (Glenville takes on an alumni team
ranked nationally, face ta —
Duke jn a game which will not count.
team at 9:30 p.m. which is defend
ing champion of the classic. Be
sides favorite North Carolina
State, the field for the three-day
event also includes North Carolina,
Southern California, Cornell, Min
nesota and Wake Forest.
Lose To ’Bama

West Virginia beat Wake Forest,
86-82, in the Birmingham Classic
Dec. 17 before suffering its firstdefeat of the season to Alabama,
96-82, in the finals of the Alabama
tournament.
This week is void of competition!
in the hot state conference race,
now snarled into a three-day tie for
first place by Alderson-Broaddus,
West Virginia Tech and West Vir
ginia Wesleyan. Conference action
picks up again the week of Jan.
2, after a two-week holiday lull.
The cage event set for Fayette
ville’s Memorial Auditorium is a
hybrid affair originally planned as
a tournament.
« The Big Green of Marshall up
set the applecart when it learned,
belatedly, that Mid-American Con
ference rules require a team to
get permission before playing in a
tournament.
Marshall Faces Virginia
Marshall—currently boasting a
4-0 record—plays Virginia Wednes
day and Carnegie Tech meets
Washington and Lee. The winners
and losers were to have played
Thursday night.
As it stands now, there will just
be two nights of basketball double
headers. Thursday action' sends
Marshall against Carnegie Tech
<and W. and L. against Virginiaregardless of frst-night winners.
That will be the set-up, Audito
rium Manager Bob Kent explained
last night, “unless we receive word
• later.” Kent said he made the
change in plans in order to avoid
• jeopardizing the Big Green’s con
ference standing.
The two-day event still could be• come a tournament if Marshall
s1 brings conference approval when
■ it arrives at Fayetteville, but that
is not considered likely.
, West Virginia holds one first
place in the Dixe Classic, regard
less of how the games go.
1
Miss Harriet Hill of Morgantown,
WU senior, already has been
named the queen of "the classic.
She will present the chair.ipionship
trophy Wednesday night.
Two other state g’amr’s on Sat
urday close out the week and oper» p
■I

Marshall, WVU Slated
For Holiday Cage Phy
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

r

West Virginia University’s Southern Conference basketball lead
ers test their strength against some formidable outside oppsitlom
tonight when they tangle with Duke in the first round of the Dixie!
IClassic in Raleigh, N. C.
Undefeated Marshall -College, the only other state squad to seeI
action thisxweek, goes against Virginia and Carnegie Tech Wednes
day and Thursday in a holiday “
the new year. Washington and Lee
event at Fayetteville.
visits Marshall at Huntington and
WVU’s 5-1 Mountaineers, 12th Glenville takes on an alumni team
ranked nationally, face a Duke
a game which will not count.
team at 9:30 p.m. which is defend-’
ing champion of the classic. Be
sides favorite North Carolina
State, the field for the three-day
event also includes North Carolina,
Southern California, Cornell, Min
nesota and Wake Forest.
Lose To ’Bama
West Virginia beat Wake Forest,
86-82, in the Birmingham Classic
Dec. 17 before suffering its first
-<7.Y
FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va„ LP) — ^Marshall College takes its 4-0
defeat of the season to Alabama,
basketball record into a four-team meet here Wednesday and Thurs
96-82, in the finals of the Alabama
tournament.
day night.
i This week is void of competition
Washington and Lee, Virginia and Carnegie Tech are also carded
in the hot state conference race,
what was billed as a tournament but revised into two nights of
for
now snarled into a three-day tie for
doubleheaders in Fayetteville Memorial Auditorium.
first place by Alderson-Broaddus,
West Virginia Tech and West Vir
Auditorium Director Bob Kent said Marshall discovered belatedly
ginia Wesleyan. Conference action
that its Mid-American Conference
picks up again the week of Jan.
rules do not permit participation in points this year, is expected to
2, after a two-week holiday lull.
lead the Cavalier attack. Virginia,
a tournament without permission with a 5-3 record, has lost to Wake
The cage event set for Fayette
from the conference—which hadn’t Forest,
MarylandI and Eastern
____ , _______
ville’s Memorial Auditorium is a
Kentucky. The Cavaliers whipped
hybrid affair originally planned as
been given.
a tournament.
Marshall is booked to m e e t Navy, 79-69, in their best win to
The Big Green of Marshall up
Virginia Wednesday night and Car date.
Carnegie Tech’s fast, offensiveset the applecart when it learned,
negie Tech to play Washington minded quintet owns a 4-3 record,
belatedly, that Mid-American Con
and Lee.
iCenter Alan Frank has dumped in
ference rules require a team to
107 points this year for team scor
get permission before playing in a
Face Tech Thursday
ing honors.
tournament.
Thursday night, Marshall will
Washington and Lee’s basket
Marshall Faces Virginia
meet Carnegie Tech and W. and bailers have a 2-6 record with
Marshall—currently boasting a
L. will play Virginia.
wins over Bridgewater and
4-0 record—plays Virginia Wednes
Marshall's 4-0 record includes a' Hampden-Sydney. One of ’ the
day and Carnegie Tech meets!
win over. a touring Nationalist losses was a 96-86 defeat by West
Washington and Lee. The winners
China team and convincing lick Virginia.
and losers were to have played
ings of Western Reserve (90-84),
Thursday night.
Colorado State (95-55) and Ohio W. and L. center Lee Marshall
has collected 147 points this year
As it stands now, there will just
University (105-85). The Big for
team honors and is trailed by
be two nights of basketball double
Green has a 2-0 conference rec freshman
guard Lee Flora with
headers. Thursday action sends
ord.
Marshall's heavy artillery in 121.
Marshall against Carnegie Tech
cludes two South Charleston sopho Kent said he expects little trou
and W. and L. against Virginiamores. forward Cebe Price and ble in filling the 3,000-seat audi
regardless of frst-night winners.
That will be the set-up, Audito
guard Paul Underwood, and Char torium, barring bad weather.
rium Manager Bob Kent explained
ley Slack, 6-5 center who was con Games start at 8 P. M. both
last night, “unless we receive word
ference rebounding champ last nights.
later.” Kent said he made the
season. Two seniors, Ray Frazier,
change in plans in order to avoid
a guard, and forward Dave Robin
son, complete the first team.
jeopardizing the Big Green’s con
ference standing.
Wilkenson Virginia Star
The two-day event still could be
Virginia’s sharpshooting Buzz
come a tournament if Marshall
Wilkenson, who has collected 220
brings conference approval when
it arrives at Fayetteville, but that
its not considered likely.
West Virginia holds one first
place in the Dixe Classic, regard
less of how the games go.
Miss Harriet Hill of Morgantown,
WVU senior, already has beeni
named the queen of the classic.'
She will present the championship;
trophy Wednesday pight.
Two other stats’ games on Satz’Mcj? nis
ie week and open

Marshall Lays Record
On Line At Fayetteville
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'Eig Green
Ftays W-L .
Tomorrow
Marshall ^Colege’s undeefated
Big Green basketball team, the
nation’s No. 1 team offensively
goes after its sixth straight vic
tory of the season here tomorrow
night when it faces Washington &
Lee at Memorial Field House.
Fresh from two straight, 100point plus triumphs in a holiday
festival at Fayetteville, the free
wheeling Big Green will attempt
to keep its offensive leadership at
the expense of a much taller
W. & L. five.
In its five official games, Mar
shall has averaged an amazing
98.8 points per game and has
broken the century mark in its
last three — 105-85 over Ohio
University its last Mid-American
Conference start; 103-98 over Vir
ginia Wednesday night and 101-82
over Carnegie Tech at Fayette
ville last night.
Also, the fast-breaking, wellbalanced Big Green stands as the
only unbeaten team in West Vir
ginia.
Virginia Beats W. & L«
In last night’s other game at
Fayetteville, Virginia, rebounding
from the Marshall trimming,
whipped Washington & Lee,
96-90, as Buzz Wilkinson the Cav
aliers’ big gun from Pineville,
W. Va., set a new Memorial Au
ditorium individual scoring rec
ord of 43 points.
Wilkinson’s effort broke the
one-day old record of 41 points
set by Marshall co-captain Dave
Robinson against Virginia
Wednesday. Robinson’s total had
eclipsed a floor mark of 39 set by
professional Dolph Schayes of the
Syracuse Nationals.
Wilkinson got his 43 on 14 field
'goals and 15 four shots. But, Rob
inson still holds the mark for
field goals. He nailed 17 in his 41
point output.
•

~(J
1

I
t
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Slack Rebounds 30
Co-captaln Charlie Slack, Mar
shall’s 6-5 junior guard, was
really the key in the Big Green’s
conquest of Carnegie Tech last
night. Slack, the Mid-American
Conference rebounding champion
last year and No, 2 man nation
ally in that department showed
he lost none of his backboard abil’ ity as he nailed 30 rebounds from
the Tartans.
Besdies all of that defensive
work, Slack also contributed 28
points to the Marshall attack be
fore leaving the game on a late
substitution.
Cebe Price, one of Marshall’s
two sensational South Charleston
sophomores — the other is Paul
Underwood, took over s c o r i n g
honors for the Big Green with 31
points. Cebe, who handles the Big
Green’s fast break, is currently
the Mid - American Conference
scoring leader.
Dick Fieler of Tech, however,
took game scoring honors with 33.
Marshall was out in front early
against the Tartans and held a
. 50-35 halftime advantage. At one 1
’ stage in the second half the Big
i Green was out in front by 25
* points. Actually Marshall fin’ ished against the Tartans under
wraps —• as Coach Cam Hender
son sent reserves into the game.
It was a rough contest, 45 fouls
‘ being called. Of these, Marshall
committed 22 and Tech 23,

Price And

Slack Net

31
And-428i>o
*

a-

By DICK'WESLEY
FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va. Dec.
30. Ufi—Marshall College extended
its basketball streak to 6-0 by de
feating Carnegie Tech 101-82 and; Virginia, leading by just one
Virginia whipped Washington and; point, 83-82, and with four minutes
Lee 96-90 in a double header here left in the game, began a confitonight.

™.,„ DW. (B„, w»u,s..ir„n“

led the Cavaliers to victory with contest.
a new floor record with 43 points, Virginia’s Bill Miller, a flashy
topping the, 41 scored by Dave ball handler who fed Wilkinson all
Robinson of Marshall last night. night, sank two foul shots and
Carnegie’s Dick Fieler was high Wilkinson made four straight free
man in the second game with 3; throws
irows to
10 put
PUL the
VUG game
guiuc on
Mil ice. ]
points. He was trailed by Mar W. and L. pulled up to the short
end of a 92-88 score but could get ’
shall’s Cebe Price, who got 31.
Charlie Slack, Marshall’s tower
| no closer and the game ended at ,
ing center, spent most of his time
196-90.
taking the ball away from Tech
1
F
men under the backboards. He MARSHALL
4-6
Robinson f
11-14
grabbed 30 rebounds. 23 of them Price f
8-10
•
1
in the first half. Slack got 28 Slack
Frazier f
Underwood
l
(Hi
|
points.
r
f
Tech was left with a 4-5 record. Firkins
1 6-2
Burns g
2
0-2
Virginia now stands at 6-4 and Crum g
101
3S 29-11 22
W. and L. has a 3-7 record.
TOTALS
Marshall, top major college | CARNEGIE TECH
F
G
11-18
11
scorer in the nation, increased Fielcr f
1
Boyd t
their lead as both Connecticut Goetz e
3
1-2
4
g
and Richmond, second and third Motfker
4-5
0
Dosey g
3
place scorers had 1 o w totals. Miller f
4
1 Frank o
George Washington beat Rich Flcery g
3
0
mond 89-75 and Dartmouth Tuccl g
82
29 24-87 28
downed Connecticut 66-65.
TOTALS

B

I

1

j

1
JI I J'

at half — Marshall 50, Carnegie|

Score i. ----Adding the score made in to Tech
35.
night’s game Marshall now has
494 points in five games for an VIRGINIA
McCarty f
average of 98.8. (Marshall has Morris f
Underwood f
won six straight but the points Cooper c
o
made against Republic of China I McLaughlin
Gunderman o
are not counted by the NCAA) Lotts g
g
Richmond is second with 942 Wilkinson
Miller g
points in 10 games for an average
TOTALS
of 94.2 and Connecticut drops to
;
W.
A L.
third with 842 points in nine
Storlck t
Smith
t
games for an average of 93.5.
'I
Skolnick f
Marshall •

(

G
9
0
2
4
0
0
0
14
3

T
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
15
13

4
0
3
5
0
2
3
2
4

p

T
21
0
4
8
0
1
0
43
19

32

38

22

M

G
3
5
0
13
4
0

F
18
2
0
9
2
4
5

P
3
3
3
4
1
4
4,

1 Coach Cam Henderson and his Nichols c
. g
high scoring Marshall squad goes > i McHenry
■ 3
Flora g
back to Huntington for a Saturday
28 34 38
TOTALS
night game with Washington and .
.nd L.
— Virginia
L.
fin la 50, W. and
Lee. The W-L Generals go to • Halftime
Free throws missed — '
McCarty
3.
McLaughlin
2,
Miller
Huntington from here and are
Wilkinson 2, Gunderman 1. W. * L.
scheduled to work out in Hunting
Storlck 3, Smith 1, Marshall 2.
ton’s Memorial Field-House Fri
day.
Wilkinson, Pineville, W. Va. sen
ior, hit for 14 field goals in 32
tries and collected 15 more points
by the foul line to set the record.
Virginia’s Bob McCarty picked up
21 points.
Washington and Lee’s big center,
Leo Marshall, scored 35 points in
a vain attempt to hold down the
shorter Cavaliers, who neverthe
less got in and fought successfully
for rebounds.

T
18
12
0
35
10
4
11
90
37.'
37.^
V5,
—

- •

— - -------

Big Green
Averaging
96.7 Pts.,

r

I

!

NEW YORK, upj — Off to a
faster start than any other major
college scorer since the National
Collegiate Athletic Bureau has
been recording statistics, Ohio
State’s "Tiny” Robin Freeman
today led the big college basket
ball marksmen with a terrific
40.3 average.
The 5-10 Buckeye junior boosted
his pace-setting game average
, 1.3 points over the week for a
total of 161 points for four games.
The figures, released today, in
clude games through Dec. 18.
Freeman is only the second ma
jor college sharpshooter to aver1 age 40 points or better at this
stage. Furman’s mighty Frank
Selvy, now a pro star, was the
first and only until the Buckeyes’
! little man opened up with his
scorching pace.
Darrell Floyd, trying to fill
Selvy’s shoes at Furman, moved
up from fourth to second with
31.5 average for four games.
North Carolina State’s towering
Lenie Rosenbluth, second a week
ago with a 35.3 mark, fell to sixth
with 30.3. Johnny Mahoney of
William and Mary, eighth last'
week, took over third with 31.2.
Art Quimby, Connecticut’s ver
satile star was the No. 1 rebounder
with an average of 27.8 a game.
Richmond’s dead-eye dicks held
the team offensive lead with a
tremendous 99-point average for
seven games. Connecticut was
second with 98 for six and Mar
shall third with 96.7 for three.
Southern California was the hard
est team to score on. The Trojans
have yielded only 49.4 points per
game in seven contests. San Fran
cisco was second with 50.1 for
seven games.
The leaders (including games
I
of. Dec. 18):
1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
U.
9.
10.

TOP TEN SCORERS
G FG FT PTS AVE.
Freeman, O. St. 4 61 39 161 40.3
D. Floyd, Furman 4. 53 20 126 31.5
156 —
31.2____ 5 56 44 __
J. Mahoney, W&M
nbia 4 42 40 121 31.0
C. Forte, Columbia
___ _ 6 64 35 183 30.5
Yarborough, Clem.
30.3‘
Car. 4 46 29 121 "
R’nbluth,„ ....
No. C-..
iby, Coi
Conn. 5 61 29 J51 30.2
A. Quimby,
:k, H
’ston 6w 62
Boldebuck,
n'aiun
«« 57 181 30.2
miKn ’su,
Virginia o
«.«« 29.7
51 178
Wllkn
sn,, Virginia
6 v*
62 w»
Hemrlc, Wake F. 8 68 101 237 29.6

J.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Richmond (6-1)
Connecticut
vonnecuc- (6-0)
Marshall1 (3-0)
Cincinnati
___ " (6-1)
Furmitan (1-4)
Penn State (5-1)
Seton Hall (7-o)
William &
’ Mary (3-3)
DePaul (5-1)
.. ...
Ohio State (4-1)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

USC (5-2)
Franclsct (6-1)
San Francisco
(3-5)
Oregon State
UCLA (5-1)
Oklahoma A&M (4-5)
Illinois (6-0)
Dartmouth (4-0)
Santa Clara (4-3)
California (G-I)
Duquesne (4-1)

TEAM OFFENSE
PTS.
693
588
290
663
471
562
G48
555
552
454

AVE.
99.0
98.0 '
96.7
94.7
94.2
94.7
92.6
92.5
92.0 .
90.8

PTS.
316
352
408
512
476
319
218
386
389
278

AVE.
49.4
50.1 I
51.0
52.0
52.9
53.2
5-1.5
55.1
55.6
55.6

TEAMS DEFENSE

Virginia !s
4th Victim Of Green

t

a

f.

c
I
i

PAYETTEWLI±/W.Va. W —
iv
Marshall College’s fast-breaking
team raced to its fourth straight
victory here last night by downing
a fighting Virginia squad, 103-98,
in the second game of a basket?
ball doubleheader.
W & L Wins Fifth
’
In the opening game, Carnegie;
Tech was smothered, 90-70, by the W. and L. pushed its season ’
towering Generals of Washington record to 5-3 with the victory over
and Lee. Control of the backboards Carnegie Tech, sparked largely by
and a 34-point performance by the accurate shooting of Flora and
' guard Dom Flora proved too much forward Barry Storick, who col
for the Tartans, outclassed most lected 22 points.
Tech took the lead for the second
of the way.
Despite the close score, all but time, 38-37, in the final second of
the final minutes looked easy for the first half, when guard James
Marshall, Mid-American Confer Boyd sank two free throws. That
ence member and the only unde close halftime score faded fast,
feated team in West Virginia. could get no closer than six points
Marshall now boasts a 98% point to W. and L. during the second
' scoring average in four games. half.
Big Green Plays Tech
P TP
F
G
MARSHALL
17 7- 8 3 41
t
•
Tonight’s final action of the two- Robinson,
Price, f
11 2- 5 5 24
6 2- 4 2 14
o
( day tournament—features an in Slack,
0 4- 8 3 4;
Frazier, g
i' tra-state brawl between Virginia P.
Underwood, g
5 8- 8 2 18,
0- 0 2 2
Crum,
g
1
and W. and L. at 8 P. M., with the Parkins, f
0 0- 0 0 0
Big Green playing the Pennsyl
40 23-33 17 103
vanians of Tech in the nightcap. Totals
Wet weather held last night’s ( VIRGINIA
P TP
G
1 1
0
McLaughlin, t
attendance in the 3,000-seat Memo-, McCarty,
3 28
t
11
4 15
7
rial Auditorium to 2,200. Audito-J Cooper, o
13 11-14 4 37
g
rium Director Bob Kent* Wilkinson,
4
‘ “
Miller, g
23 3 16
2 1- 2 2
Gunderman, f
switched the tournament to two! C.
0- 0 4 a
Underwood, t
I
doubleheaders when Marshall in-£
38 22-29 21 9f
formed him last September that it Totals
Score al
a. half: Marshall 52, Virginia 37.
needed conference permission to, Officials
— Ed Tutwiler and Stan Huff-j
play in a tourney, and did not* man.
received it.
: CARNEGIE TECH
_ I
G F p
7 0 3
£ 14
f
The eagle eye of Marshall’s for- ’ Ficler,
4 0: a
Sobolewski, t
1
ward Dave Robinson, high scorer Mocker, t
4 3 5 II
f
5 6 2 16
in either game with 41 points, was Goetz,
2 2 2 6
Frank, o
2 3 2 7
g
one of the biggest factors in the Boyd,
5 1 5 11
Dosey, g
season record at 4-4.
Miller, g
1 2
0 0 1 0’
Tucci, g
Average 50 Per Cent
Flcery, g
1 0 0 2
Nathanson, <
1 0 0 2
Robinson hit all but one of 13
floor shots he tried during the lop Totals
29 21 21 70
sided first half while the Marshall ■ W. AND L.
G F P T
8 5 4 21
team as a whole was making 22 of , Storick, 1
3 0 1 6‘
Smith, f
43 field goal attempts — better Marshall, e
4
0 5 8
Hoss,
c
1 4 5
than 50 per cent.
5 1 11
Nichols, c
0 1 2
1
Virginia’s Richard (Buzz) Wilk McHenry, g
g
13 8 1 34
inson scored only eight points in Flora,
Wlnauer, g
1 2 3 4
the first half — making good just
34 22 21 90
Totals
three of 17 floor shots — and when
Half-time score: Carnegie Tech 38,
Wilkinson isn’t hitting neither are
~ec 37.
and Le
the Cavaliers. Marshall was ahead Washington
ilscsd: Carnegie Tech —
Free throws mf
2, Mocker,
Dosey, I
2. Boyd 4, rranK
Frank z,
...
by as much as 22 points at one Ficler
ind L. — McSobolewski 2. Goetz
ietz 3. W. ai
time and the halftime whistle, Henry, Flora 3, Marshall,
Mai
I, Storlcfc 4,
found the Virginians trailing 52-37. | Smith, Wlnauer 2, Hoss 3, 1Nichols.
Wilkinson shot back with 37
points during the hotter second
half and the tension mounted as
Virginia pulled to within one point
of the Huntington squad at 90-91.
The Cavaliers played frantically
-^stealing the ball, fouling fre' quently — and slowed Marshall’s .
fast break considerably. But the ,1
taller Big Green eagers stretched
their margin to 97-91 and the
closest the losers could come
again was 96-99 in the fading mo- i
ments.
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Barta Studio Photo

“CHRISTMAS IN AUSTRIA” was this year’s theme for the annual Christmas party
of the German club at Marshall College. Greeting the many guests from campus
and town were James T. Woelfel, club president; Dr. Julius Lieberman, head of
the German department; Dr. Walter Perl, professor of German and club advisor;
Sieglinde Werner, Austrian exchange student; and Maria Keszler, who appeared
__________
on the program.
’
»

Douglass, Marshall, |
Pirates Hosts Tonight

(

Three area teams' play home games tonight, as Barboursville
(1-1) hosts Logan, Douglass (1-0) plays Ironton St. Joe and Marshall
;(1-1) entertains Milton.
The contests wind up area activity until after the Christmas
holidays. A game between Huntington Vinson and an Alumni quint
is supposed to be played immediately after Christmas, according
to Coach Bob Koontz. However,------------------------------------------Koontz does not yet know what Vinson. The Generals’ next game
will be an away contest with
date ft will take place.
One game is scheduled for the Hamlin January 4.
Ohio area tonight. Fairland will
visit Rock Hill in the area’s only
tilt. Wednesday Ohio teams are
CM^Ur.
idle, while Thursday Fairland
completes local Ohio schedules
for the holidays in an away game
with Ironton St. Joe.
Barboursville will attempt to
make it two wins in a r o w to
night. The Pirates defeated
Williamson on the Pack’s home
floor last week. In their first tilt I
of the season, the Bucs yielded to
Ceredo-Kenova, beaten by Logan :
I last week.
’
Douglass’ only action was a .
win over School for the Deaf and ’
Blind. After tonight’s game, the ’
’Cats will be idle until January 7 {
when they host coal Grove, Ohio. •
Marshall holds a win over .
Buffalo of Wayne, while losing to j

College Library
Schedule Is Set
. The holiday schedule of the
‘James E. Morrow Library on the
Marshall College campus was an
nounced today by Miss Rosa Oli
ver, librarian.
The library will be open today.
through Thursday from 8:30 A. M.
to 4:30 P. M. It will be closed
Friday, December 24, through
Monday, December 27, and open
again Tuesday, December 28,
through December 31 from 8:30
A. M. to 4:30 P. M. daily.
The regular schedule will be reI sumed on January 3 when the col- ■
lege reopens after the Christmas
.^vacation.

